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SCOTLAND UAIDER THE PROTECTORATE. h4-'1 , a Á ', g' 76 " 

>TTO :- "A Policeman's Lot is not a Happy One ". 

In this essay, the varying aspects of Scottish life and politics 
der the Cromwellian regime are considered. For purposes of investigation 

ey are arranged in the following sections:- (I) The Framing of the 

otectorate Union, (2) Scotland under Monk, (3) The Political and 

:lesiastical state of Scotland under the Protectorate, (4) Religious 

and practice in the Protectorate,(5) Social and economic condition 

the country, (6) Administration. The politics laf the time were 

. igious, the religion often political, but behind politics and religion 

ecertain social and economic influences which shaped the varying 

rses of parties in Church and State, e.g. the attack on feudalism 
the growth of democratic ideas among certain of the laymen and ministry 

the time. There were "all sorts and conditions of men ", religious 

political, in Protectorate Scotland, as in England. An attempt 

sere made to trace the genesis of their policies and to make some 
hesis tf their achievements and failures. 

The Examiners for the Hume Brown Prize in Scottish History, Dr. Mackay (iv) Hume Brown 
IV1ackenzie and Professor Mackie of Glasgow, reported that none of the five Prize. 

1742 Essays submitted reached the standard required for the award of the Prize, 
but they suggested that a grant of £45 be made to William M. Campbell, M.A., 
B.D., Ph.D., whose work was of considerable merit. The Faculty approved. 
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On April, I2th, I654, the Kingdoms of Scotland and England were 

mocked together with the flat of the Protector's sword. An Ordinance 

,aspromulgated stating, "That all the people of Scotlind and of the Isles 

f OI :kney and Zetland and all Dominions and Territories belonging unto 

eAland, are and shall be and hereby are Incorporated into Constituted 

itablished Declared and Confirmed one Commonwealth -with England . And 

;every Parliament to be held successively for the said Commonwealth 

i_rty persons shall be called from and serve for Scotland." Weary of de 

aye in this matter which had dragged through the sittings of Rump 

Barebbnes Parliaments, Cromwell hammered the two Kingdoms together. `, 

the metal of both peoples was decidedl$ cool to. it, therekwere all the 

Vitable flaws and faults in such a junction. Yet Cromwell meant 

be as fair and just as the circumstances allowed. Examination of 

!preceding parliamentary attempts at Union shows him more generous 

in his parliaments would have been. He used the flat of the sword 

the Northern Kingdom as he used the edge of it on its King, because 

did not see, in the circumstances, what else he could do. The 

inance as promulgated did not become an Act of Urion till April 28th, 

7, when the House passed it along with sundry others. By then the 

t of the Union had become so well established that this sanctioning 

deed little comment except a complaint of its detrirre. tail effect on 

.ewcastle salt trade. 

Had Scotland any say in or influence on the Ordinance of Union as 

d by the Protector and his Council? This Ordinance was the child 

e Declaration of 'October 28th, 1652, known as applied in Scotland 
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as the 'Tender'. The English Commissioners who brought this Declar --, 

ion to Scotland in the Spring of I652 presented it to the Shires and 

rghs along with a demand for civil obedience to the Parliament of 

e Commonwealth and the request to them to offer "what they conceived rea 

duisite for bringing to effect the said Union and Settlement with speed 

ni best. satisfaction to the people of Scotland ". (Crorn.Un.X. ) 

le stid Shires and Burghs asked quite a lot for their 'best satisfaction' 

it did not offer much for a 'Settlement with speed'. Stili these 

)ff'ers' , the experiences gained in the government of Scotland between 

le time of the Tender and that of the Ordinance, the recrudescence of 

.d prejudices and the formation of new, shaped the tentative Declaration 

I65I into the ordinance of 1654. The dour spirit of the Scots 

vided in everything but a sullen hatred of Cromwell, wrested from him 

i his Council better terms than Parliament would have given. He 

shed the land to have quiet and there was in him and in some of his 

mcil, such as Broghil and Monk, a sense of fairness lacking in Vane 

I other Parliamentarians. Scotland as well as the Protector could 

'e prayed sincerely on more than one occasion past and present, "Sir 

l'T Vane, Sir Harry Vane, the Lord deliver me from Sir Harry Vane ". 

events of these years, 1652- I654., must be briefly outlined to show 

t influence, if any, Scotland had in the shaping of the Ordinance 

r which she was governed. 

The Battle of Worcester, the capture of the Scottish Committee of 

rtes, the subjugation of the Scottish Lowlands and the taking of 

(trews, Dundee, Aberdeen and Montrose placed before the Eïiglisg 

:Lament the problem of the administration of the occupied territories 1 
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which in the meantime was being carried off# in a rough and ready way 

the Army officers. The first intention was to treat it as a 

iquered province. The shade of EdwardI must still have lingered in West 

ster, for on September9th, Parliament appointed a Committee to brim; 

Bili, "for asserting the Right of this Commonwealth to as much of 

tland as is now under the Power of the Forces of this Commonwealth 

how the same may be settled under the Government of the Commonwealth ". 

tle more than a fortnight after, it instructed the Council of State 

lominate Commissioners for Scotland with instructions for dealing with 

lira there to the best advantage of this commonwealth. England's ' 

;ht' and advantage were the prime concern. On October 22nd, Oliver 

hn, Harry Vane(Jnr.), Salway, Fenwick, Lambert, Deane and Tichbourne 

farecommended after some deliberation and reference to the Irish and 
is 

fish Committee. (Crom. Un. XVII.) But there were wiser heads in 

ouncil than among the Parliamentary followers of Sir Henry Vane. 

ornmüssioners for Annexation by December 4th had become Commissioners 

ie promulgation of the Parliament's Declaration and for Investigation 

Scottish affairs. Cromwell and his officers knew the temper of 

nation'. It was thought possible that an offered union with 

ecial benefits would keep the country quiet by dividing the parties 

issue and evoking less need for a larger and more expensive army 

'potion. An arbitrary annexation might have effected a reuniting 

now Schism -torn people. Eveii Argyll, credited with a desire for 

would have abhorred the thought of such. The larger army then 

'would have drained England of men and money. England found it 

to be magnanimous, or, in the not infrequent English fashion, 
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found it best to be politic and ctnviriced herself she was magnanimous. 

¡great condescension it was in the Parliament of England to permit a 

isle they have conquered to have part in that legislative power ". So' 

te Ludlow. Scratch the skin of the Republican and the Englishman and. 

prejudices are found as vital and as virulent as everthey were in 

and Hyde. The Scot who had fought for the privileges of theong 

liament might have expected some consideration even from its abbreviated 

.ins. But its deification of Common Law --a most chaotic affair -- 

its blind insistence on (privilege' made them obdurate to many 

tical considerations. This emerged in their adoption of the Instrmct} 

prepared for the Commissioners. In Clausel, on the administration 

ustice in Bcotlimd, the original Instruction had read, "And to that end 

ear as the Constitution and use of the people there and the present 

irs will permit, you are to see that the laws of England as to matter 11 

raiment be put in Execution in Scotland ". The House deleted "as 

as the Constitution and use of the people there ". Law in Scotland 

be but poorly administered but in content it was somewhat clearer 

English Common Law, and to seek to foist English law on Scotland 

oth stupid and impractical as later Protectorate governors of that 

ry found. In Clause6, the Council had given power to the Com:ission( 

to remove out of any Corporation or out of any office or place of 

tì'u.cy, government or a&thority in Scotland any of the governors 

ors or others of the Scottish nation whom you shall find unfit for 

'ust reposed in them ". Again the House ruled out the words, 'of the 

sh nation' so giving its Commissioners power over the Army officers. 

hese Instructions are a fair manifesto of the policy which England 
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adopted towards Scotland. :ith the changes w>_ich were afterwards 

tated by experience,they show the general lines upon which Scotland 

governed under the Protectorate. Briefly the instructions to the 

iissioners were these, -to publish Parliament's declaration, to confer 

t=. the 'fit persons' chosen b$ the people in various districts on the 1 
Ste ofthe country and to report thereon to Parliament, to promote tb.e 

aching of the Gospel, to reform the schools, Universities and colleges, 

encourage godliness and learning, to purge the magistracy etc. ut sulDrt 

bring government into consonance with English law. They were to a 

int what courts and magistrates they thought fit. They had power 

i;.iprison, fine, confiscate and reward, and. were to organise and 

trol the public revenue, be present at councils of war, exercise 

ralty jurisdiction and commission whom they thought fit to undertake 

these separate tasks. They were to enjoy the support of the Army 

requent reports were to be made to Parliament. (Scot and Prot.393 -398; 

Provided with these Instructions and the Declaration, Vane, Salway, 

ek, StJohn and Tichbourne arrived in Scotland on January I5th, I652, 

in the military members of the Commission already there. They a 

d all Charles's Power, Jurisdiction and Authority by Declaration 

stroyed his Arms in Kirk, Castle, Cross and Parliament, ail with 

mp and ceremony. (i;icoll, 8I.) The Commissioners next issued an 

to Shires and Burghs to appoint representatives to come to Dalkeith 

over to assent to the Union as held forth in the Declaration of 

8th, IG5I --the Tender. The preamblew a sinister and ironic 

the Somemn League and Covenant. England now sought to "improve to 

er which God bath now given them for the advancement of the 

God 'end the . good and welfare of the whole Island." 
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','Vith regard to Scotland whici_ in 1643 had taken pity on the "c.is- 

sect. estate of the Church and Lingdom of Engla.nd", the lr:tte fir C o?'? 

.expressed tI.e e me concern for her Northern neighbour elid determined 

,promote the Preaching of the Gospel there and to. advance the Power 

rue Religion." as the framing of thit clause Vane's revenge for 

Covenant? The expressed intention with the implied practice of 

erati off;.' found little acceptance in a__y of t ..e Scottish ecclesiastical 

es, and caused trouble throughout the Protectorate. In I63, the 

had promised to protect the rights and privelegesOf t-ie English 

ament. Now in return it was determined "that Scotland shall and 

incorporated into and become one Commonwealth with this of England "" 

thieve the blessing "of the sane Goverment that is established here 

:njo yed by the ood peu»le /uf this nation"..-- a Government which 

ell a year later oatecl with a tirade against its corruption, injustice 

et t,; jealousies and against the drunkenness embezzlement and 

.rlity of some of its members. As already noted; a special 

ration had abrogated all 3cott.ish courts and judicatories. The 

ration further confiscated all the Crown lands, the estates of those 

wd been put with Hamilton in I648, the estates of those who had late) 

England with Charles and the estates of those still in arms 

t the Commonwe4th. An exception was made of those who had after 

deserted Charles and ceased to bear arms against the Parliament. 

forded a loophole for the Party of the Marquis of Argyll. All 

Lnot borne arms were secured in their property and estates. 

who had been compelled or influenced to serve with their noblemen 

anted freedom from all feudal service and promised that they 
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should enjoy from and under the Commonwealth proportions of the said 

f'i ` ccted lands " under such easy rents and reasonable conditions as may 

Il e them and their heirs and posterity to live with a more comfortable 

stance than formerly. This bribe or condition swayed many of the Shires 

Burghs alike to accept the Tender, The carrying of it out had 

ortant . political and economic effects on Protectorate rule in Scotland. 

The Tender incorporated Scotland into England in Ur Blair's words, as 

en the poor bird is embodied in the hawk that hath eaten it up ". (Row, 

-2) It asked for the unconditional surrender of Scotland in all rate 

ters civil and religious. It was punitive, not legislative. All 

L.nistra.tive powers were vested in those who brought it. 

Despite the storm raided by the toleration for sectaries implicit in t 

Declatati on and indeed made explicit in a published Explanation -of the 

issioners' own formulation, (hicoll, 84.) the Burghs and Shires sooner 

ater nearly all took the Tender. Row remarks that many Malignar is 

very forward as Commissioners in taking it. Most men were glad to J 

Ejme security for property and estate. The protests, recommendations 

°Iìts and complaints of the commissioners who appeared at Dalkeith, 

ter of Maligmnnt or Resolutioner or Remonstrant origin served to 

the Commissioners to a more lenient and politic course. The main o 

tions were against the 'toleration', against the arbitrariness of the 

e, against the vagueness and incoherence of the Declaration and the 

ghat the people had no say in it. Removal of the confiscations 

)ught as was the passing of an Act of Oblivion, the abatement of 

and the restoration of the Courts of Justice. The submission of 

`CJle matter to a Scottish Convention was sought by a considerable 

and this suggestion was to a certain extent acted on by the 
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Commissioners. (Crow. Un. KXX. ) 

The voice of the beaten and divided nation was at least strong enough 

o be utterly ignored. Vane and . enwick returned to London and in 

rting to the House advised the framing of an Act of Union, and suggested 
and 

Parliament should permit the assenting ShiresABurghs to elect 

ssioners who should meet and choose I4 members for the Shires and 7 

the Burghs to appear at Westminster with full power to effect the 

n, The House decided to frame an Act of Union granting Scotland 

r to elect members of Parliament in a proportion to be determined 

endorsed Vane's suggestion that the Scots should send coìu issioners 

azland. This suggestion was embodied in a Declaration of T;iarch25th 

I empowered the Shires and Burghs who had taken the Tender to elect 

.ssioners to meet in Edinburgh on or before August 20th, I652, thdt- 

night appoint twenty one deputies to proceed to England by October Ist 

rfect the Union. This Declaration was published in Edinburgh on 

21st. In the interval during Vane's absence the Commissioners had 

red some order,appthinted sheriffs , reconstructed the Court of Session 

fected a sounder administration in civic and fiscal affairs. 

Alt of 89 constituencies which had taken the Tender only 60 were 

ented at the appointedmeeting. Since the Declaration allowed a 

frto elect, the assembled delegates elected deputies to represent 

,nd in London. Lilburne, writing to Cromwell, characterised the 

El elected as 'notoriously corrupt: They were mostly lesser gehtle- 

tracted by the offer of security held out in the last part of the 

Some hoped to and did profit by Parliament's confiscations -- 

Le William Lockhart and Sir John Swinton. Lockhart later served with 
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F 
ability and eminence under the Protector. But though not the better 

jof men whom Lilburne desired, In London they represented Scottish 

rests as well as any others in the circumstances could have done. 

red at by the E.glish, jeered at by the Scots at home, they may have 

^ned as Lamont says, 'with little or nothing done, they may have been 

tionexs rather than can issioners as how mocks, but on certain 

i:)r.s t__e-z' defiTC. Pr1imen_t ¡ ;.:n,I asserted certain principles of 

in the mttter of taxation and representation both with reason 

tgnity. 

he tale of their sorry business is t.ild by Professor Terry in his 

e to the Cromwellian Tnion XXVII -XLIII. Their status as 

sioners was questioned; they were allowed no deliberative power; 

'arc: allowed to express only individual not collective,authoritative 

ris as an official body on tha matters put before them. Sometimes 

ere consulted on the draft Bill of Union and sometimes they were 

Their claim for 60 members was halved. But the Bill was not 

Cromwell dissolved the Rump on April I9th. If present7it must 

en some compensation for all the sneers and snubs from a privelege- 

igarchy, for the Scottish members to see Vane, 7lluitelock, Martin, 

`er and Wentworth writhing under the lash of the Lord General's 

Ind to watch them helplessly turned out of their proud place by his 

Rump failed to provide an Act of Union. The bill to that effect, 

¡first and second time on April I3th , died with it, as also did t 

of Oblivion which supplimented it. The Council of State held 

t' 

erence on the matter of Union with Lockhart and two or three other: 
, 
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the deputation served to bring the former into contact with Cromwell 

he Council and from now on he took an important part in all Scottish 

in English and international affairs. He was one of the five 

ish members. who represented Scotland ih the Barebones Parliament. 

was the ablest of the Scottish deputies, it is npt unlikely that it wi 

who supplied the Council with the gist of the proposals which on 

I0th they put before Parliament as coming from the Commissioners 

cotland, These asked for abatement of the Cess, that legal 

ure in Scotland might be encording to the law and practice of the 

that sequestration and confiscations -might he taken off and 

es taken to stop the complete financial ruin of sequestrated people, 

own tenants might enjoy their rights till the law settled them 

t the iiing's debts before the war should be payed. Release of 

-I's establishment of the mint, payment of public accounts were also 

or. Parliament, with this paper before them, began to draft an 

Union which was read the first time on October 4th, I653. But the 

Daft Parliament' united to its zeal for reform a p assi o:. for 

n. Chancer y, Church patronage, tithes, li.iversity endowments, 

to go and the first two for that time did. The saner members 

ittle Parliament manoeuvred for a time When the zealots were in tiLe 

and passed a resolution aboishing itself. Still there was no 

nion. 

December I6th, I653, the Protectorate was proclaimed. :although no 

i n had been passed, Oliver was proclaimed Protector of the Cannon. 

Emgland,Scotland and Ireland . TThk Instrument fixed Scotland's 

ation in Parliament at thirty members and the manner and method 

election was left to the Protector and his Council. Scotland 

ï , Í. ; .i 
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had little say in the choice of her'Protectort. The Union achieved 

1 sanction when, on April I2th, the Council passed the Ordinance 

nion based on the Bill of the Barebones Parliament and on the Scottish 

endations. 

The Council who drafted the final Ordinance, were, as Gardiner writes, 

f practical efficiency opposed to further changes in the State, and 

all, to anything savouring of fanaticism. Such men are usually 

t to devote themselves to the task of carrying on government with- 

aking into account the theories on which any special government is 

ed. Such were the instruments .of Napoleon; such too were the 

ilors of Oliver ". (Comm. and Prot. III,3.) "Their Ordinance, 

the circumstances into account, was not unduly harsh. It could 

pleasing to the Scots because of its source. It brought some 

some indirect benefits. IAA economic misery it caused was due cry, 

X44,4- a ew.. - J4441 i &iiti 3 

foreign policy of England a4;W.-iipto anything in the Ordinance 

It was better than the Rump Parliament would have granted, even 

ure than the Parliament of Anne was at first prepared to grant, 

Company clause was inserted in its Free Trade concessions. 

Ordinance incorporated Scotland and its territories into the-G 

ealth of England. The Stfindrewb Cross was embodied in the Aims 

amnonwealth. Free Trade between the two countries was established 

Customs ff priveleges and prohibitions prevailing in both. The 

Parliament was abolished and all Charles's authority through and4 

All feudal and semi- feudal dues and priveleges were discharged 

ditary jurisdiction made practically null and void by the discharge 

,enants from attending any of their lords' hereditary judiciary 
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Courts. While this was aimed at securing the support of the 

wing faculty of professional lawyers and judges, it was after al4 

a continuance of the attack on the remaining feudal jurisdictions, 

eleges, fees and casualities begun by James VI and still further 

itimately and soundly, but most unfortunately and tactlessly carried out 

harles in the Act of ievbcation --it wasthe latter Acj as much as any 

gious sentiment which made the nobles supporters of the Covenant, 

clause in the Ordinance of Union was only the consummation of a 

ss of defeudalisation which the sovereigns of Scotland had long 

ed along with a growing number of their subjects. It undoubtedly 

the Union palatable to the lesser lairds and to the Burghs. An 

ance establishing Courts Baron and L n Ordinance of Pardon and grace 

anied the Union Ordinance to Scotland. 

he despised deputies 'notoriously corrupt' though they may have 

.ad gained something for their nation: an honourable quartering of 

r:1s, freedom for her trade and a speedier administra tion of justice 

er people. Scottish Parliamentary power legislative, executive and ju 

Itory abolished, eses in Scotland were tried by 
inciple: of Scottish law, despite attempts to bring in English 

'ces. The Bill of Oblivion for wIIich the deputies had pressed was gr 

d in the Ordinance of Pardon and Grace, though the heavy fines and 

is it imposed considerably concealed the 'grace' and indeed drove 

its victims out with Middleton. 

1 i;, -y 4th, I654, Monk proclaimed the Protectorate and the Union at 

¡cat Cross of Edinburgh. It was one thing to proclaim, another to c ` 

A settled machinery for the administration of affairs im Scotland 

LL lacking. 
Proì- 6652, the Administration was carried on by a 
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number of temporary expedients.' During the unsettled times subsequent 

Worcester, the Army officers exercised the jurisdiction of military 

patios. Then followed the visit of the Commissioners. They re- 

tructed the Court of Session to consist of seven Commissioners of 

tice, four English and three :Scots, established a Court of Admiralty, 

ointed .new sheriffs and sought to reform taxation. During I652 -53, 

.Commander in Chief, Deane, was head of the financial administration, 
s 

mining both tax and expenditure and paying the salaries of all officia] 

and military. Then came the Glencairn Rising and for the time 

all executive and administrative power passed into the hand of the 

nder in Chief. 

At the time when he issued the Proclamation, Monk was supreme ruler 

otland under the ?.iì lisp Council of State. His commission, dated 

6th, I654, gave him almost absolute power. He'was to reduce and 

the country and protect the interests of true religion. He was a 

'ised to suspend any magistrate, sheriff or officer of disloyal 

'gerous tendencies. By himself or deputy, he might administer 

th to any person whats >oever. He might imprison, restrain, secure 

fine anywhere in the Commonwealth any disobeying or opposing the 

t government. He might release those whom he thpught fit. He coule 

or favour whom he pleased of those who were or might afterwards be 

in Scotland and grant them pardons (this was limited to people 

ents did not exceed x',400 a year and who were not excepted in the 

ce of Pard:m and Grace). He was to erect forts, control the press, 

justices and levy fines on Shires who allowed raiders to escape. 

riven power to raise a regiment of highlanders not exceeding 600 men. 

:, 
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Fines were to be laid on the relatived of those out with Middleton 

Glencairn and any Englishman in arms with theme was to be put to 

These powers Monk enjoyed from April I654 till the appointment 

Council of State for Scotland in May, I655. To the credit of the 

urn, Devon soldier, he used them with discretion and integrity-. 

tos a Scotland, smouldering with rebellion and seething with 

ances. The rebellion he suppressed ruthlessly, the grievances he 

It to remedy as justly as the English Council would permit. In a 

he had the land quiet and governable. The first year and a half of 

rotectorate was Scotland under Monk. 

SCOTLAND UNDER MONK. 

Monk came to Scotland primarily as a military commander to deal with 

airn's Rising. It was iinot despite Lilbourne's fears a national 

. Some desperate, debt- ridden, if loyal enough noblemen, based a 

in hope on the inveiglement of the English in a war with the Dutch. 

rilliance of Montrose's campaign, the enterprise, foolish enough 

Ps of the Engagers., the Oovenantirig patriotism which .with better 

officers and equipment might have beaten Cromwell at Dunbar, the 

pylean, almost 'fey', valour of the Army that won to Worcester, 

11 there, were all lacking. Glencairn was a good loyalist ' a 

ompany commander but little more. Middleton was a first rate 

1 officer but he had few cavalry and little equipment. Of the 

some, like Graham of Duchray, were staunchly loyal to the last, 

s Middleton found to his sorrow, were vox et praeterea nihil. 
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The leaders of the Rising were all broken men. Few of Scotland's 

eLt leaders were left. With the exception of Argyll, these were either 

1(:. or in prison. Lesser men held place in Church and State. All 

ties in these, Royalist, Engager, Covenanting Royalist of '49 -'52, 

onstrant, Resolutioner and Protester had in their turn been shattered 

the sword of the Lord General or by the violence of their own internal 

3ention. Two parties, Resolutioner and Protester, yet fought bitterly 

bloodlessly, within the nation. They fought as men sometimes fight 

[use of bitter me lories and inward rancours, rather than because any 

. occasion fur Strife was left. Within the Scottish state Argyll 

e of all the great/remained, now without a plan and without a policy. 

i ;. ::iìltons were gone. Leslie, Lauderdale and Crawford were in prison. 

?sets head withered on a Tolbooth spike. A few tampered furtively 

tilely with the idea of a Scottish Commonwealth. (Row, 293.) 

hat was left was a war -weary people, poor to the point of starvation, 

en, high and low alike, concerned less for King and Covenant, than 

Zeir personal safety and the security of what remained to them. 

That were the causes of the Rising.? Some lay in the Tender and 

)ncomitant ef'f'ects. The confiscations of that Thecalration 

'cad nobles already bankrupt. By it also their tenants were set free 
1 

1 former dependencies and portions of the forfeited find let to 

easy rents. The nobles feardd worse might come. It did. 

on Ordinance sought to destroy the remaining traces of feudal 

practice. The nobles rose with Glencairn for a similar reason 

for which they had signed the National Covenant. The Act of 

ijn had taken away part of the yearly revenue of the 'titular of 
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the tiend', nullified much of his right of patronage and destroyed 

3t of his financial hold over the lesser heritor. So noble had made cc 

avion cause with the Kirk. The Protectorate was now erasino. the last 

ices of feudalism. Lessee heritors and gentlemen, like Lockhart and 

i,ton, were rising on the fall of their feudal superiors. A new class 

professiJ.,;al lawyers and judges was rising to curb baronial power. 

noble had n6 longer the happy privelege of being both prosecutor 

judge in his own case ,of. in his own court, or before the Council of 

2h he might bee one. The power of Shire and Burgh was growing if 

slowly. Nobles now rose for the Crown as they had risen for the 

enant, to save the relics of their dying power by opj osing the party 

sought,o deprive them of it. Glencairn's hising was the last 

:c_tlate and awned protest in Scotland against the passing of the feudal 

Le and privelege. 

Other factors encouraged the Rising. England's war with the Dutch 

_way the strong hands of Deane and I.Ionk and some of their best 

Ps and substituted the weaker Coi. Lilburne. Troubles between 

Lament and Lord G- eneral might well have been taken to point to 

;r civil war in the brewing. Cromwell had seat off batches of 

' 'ected soldiers to Scotland to be out of the way and under the dis- 

.arians Monk and Deane. Though thesee were not numerically large, 

suggested to the Scots a weakness in the English camp more apparent 

real. From the alacrity with which the leaders of the lasing 

to terms, it might well appear a glorious piece of blackmail. 

airn led the way to the rest as of going out so of coming in ", 

3 Baillie dryly. (Letters, III, 255.) Lilburne had counselled 

i g off of the sequestrations 
as a m .ans of dispersing the 
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insurgents. The nobles , aware of their nutSance value, gave 

ble long enough for Monk to adopt Lilburne's counsel as a chea and 

way of finally cl Oaring up the business. Nicoll calls the risers 

orate men, sequlestrate, sequestrable and much in debt "and writing of tl 

inal break up, arrtibutes it to their divisions, hatreds and content - 

"pride also and avarice was not ñ.efiOient for English gold was 

paring ". (Nioll, I36.) A repetition of a very 'auld sang'. 

The country as a whole gave little active help to the insurgents, 

ugh Lilburne believed that it was only waiti'ng for some outstanding 

.E's or a strong landing of foreign forces. Neither Resolutioner nor 

,tor, loved England, but neither gave much support to Glencairn. 

'e wrote, and :üs was the party most likely to support, "for in all 

orthland Rising to my best knowledge, there is no minister in 

nd who has had the least hand or meddling ". (Letters, III,252). 

ountry suffered from both parties, from petty extortions of the 

sh soldiers, from t he demands and impositions of the Ensiirgents, 

tom moss troopers who took advantage of the unquiet time to fight for 

'air hand!' and to rob in the name of the King. Lilburne thought 

erality of the people were behind these secret contrivements and 

ny gave supplies willingly. Nicoll, Lamont and Baillie, diarists 

different viewpoints, assert that the depredátinns of Glencairn, 

and their followerg4vere much resented . (Nioll, II2, Lamont, 62, 

, III, 256.) Lamont cites a case whet e the English punished a man 

y f )r compliance because his horses were stolen. Such thins 

endear the English to the Lowlander any more than it did Glencairn 

e of them. The presbytery of Hamilton debated whether Kenriure 
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or the English were the greatest enemies. It was decided that 

.e English were the greatest. (Nicoll, 116.) 

The people maliciously hindered, boycotted or misled the English 

ereever possible, but few rose in arms and the Lowlander resented the 

,rudescence of the ancient practice ol' horselifting. Baillie's 

?diet was, "the country everywhere suffers much, but is patient, for 

!y see no remead". (Letters,III,250.) He believed that the 

cults and raids were "not so much to do anything against tae English 

to make some noise of a party to encourage the King's friends abroad 

send him supplies of men, arms and money ". (Ibid.) According to 

, the personél of the army was highlanders -- expert horselifters -- 

soldiers and younger sons inspired by a sense of adventure, -or by 

paternal desire to have a limb on each side of the fence, according 

Alburne. All the diarists note the growth of the forces in 1653. 

.mates of their numbers at their zenith vary from Monk's own of 5000 

to Baillie's of between 5000 and 12000, including about 2000 horse. 
ters, III, 256.) 

Monk's estimate is probably the more correct. 

The story of the Rising till Middleton's and Monk's arrival in the 

ng of I654, can be briefly outlined. In the summer of I652, word 

brought to Charles that Glencairn and Kenmure in the South, Glengarry 

)rth, Pluscarden and others in the North were rising in his cause. 

Les purposed to send Hiddleton to take command, but Middleton falling 

and other expedients failing, Glencairn was finally appointed as 

alder till MIiddleton's arrival. (Scot. and Comm. 65 -70.) Knowing the 

usy which such a commission might cause among the Highland chiefs, 

es instructed Glencairn to keep his commission secret and produce it 

as a last resort. A letter was sent to him recommending the chiefs 

ect him commander. As Gardiner reiarks, "So much diplomacy was 
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hardly likely to result in efficient generalship ". Nor did it. 

£':a,1`; Throughout June I653, the insurgent leaders met, planned and 

o3cs eíT ickered in the Highlands. More of the discontented nobles and younger sc 

30C 29ver011s joined hire. Balcarras, Sir Arthur Forbes and Lord Lorne came in, 

0n0029 F he latter with his fatherts curse --a copy of which was duly sent to 

,;Es.1 ilburne. Argyll was playing safe. Lilburne dispersed the General 

on 9e- >sembly on July 22nd, because of these tumults. The Protesters 

bias otested against the civil power dispersing an Assembly against which the 

oa eaiZm emselves had protested. But the Kirk gave the Rising little help. 

pa mid -° encairn was suspect. Middleton, though he had sat in sackcloth on 

1U8`I9q er e sto )l of repentance in the Kirk of Dundee, was ase little trusted. 

Is sqssb_; 

si, 
tBnr1L,.- 

ere was little mutual trust among the confederates themselfes. They 

re broken men, but broken party men and party prejudices still lingered. 

d 
.erm ancaird was an Engager, punished by the Act of Classes, though readmitte 

)r+ld 10 at the Committee of Estates in I651. He was n3 lover of Presbyterians 

`lie later showed. Balcarras, howevert, was a Royalist Covenanter 
á t 111 ta 

: 

Lwished the confederates,as a test, to reswear the Solemn League and Go 

Z so,', i'. 

'enant and appoint a Commission to command the Army. Lorne was 

yll's son, not unnaturally suspect, and when Kenmure sought to use 

iC 0 JríU( 
ere measures in Kintyre on some of his father's settlers, withstood him 

Be was Campbell, Glengarry McDonald, and swords were out between the pa 

h When they met. After Middleton's atrival, he and Glencairn quarrel' 

xe aerhi o br` 
ver the place of second in com iaaid which way, liven to Sir George 

Ir3Jal.i.P Md,. 

b9 :CJCt'ïJ. i 

a professional soldier, not to Glencairn. The things that 

NYE! ded were stronger than the cause which united. Charles deserved 

b0onataul le better for making the historic libel that a Scottish army, however 

aex $ °si it looked, would not fight and fathering it on David Leslie the best 

csmoloo W S ral that he ever had, even if Covenanter. (Ciar. Reb.XIII, 62. ) 
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The year I653 favoured the Rising.. There was a good harvest and 

Icoll tells that the winter was warm anit dry from October onwards. 

ight on till March I654 there were only 'seven showers' and the winter 

as 'exceeding hot'. The King's standarm was raided at Killin an July 

7th. Various lords rode in with the men they had raised. Argyll, as 

Ter, was an enigmas. Sir Robert hurray believed him to be waiting his 

rance to rise for the Crown when safe to do so. (Scot. and Comm. , I34) 

.lbutne wa Th at first suspicious but help he received from Argyll in 

)1. Cobbet's western expedition convinced him that he was firm for 

f,,.._ 
;e Government. At first Lilburne was but little troubled by the Rising, 

nking it but part of the general unrest which the English victories 

141r the Dutch fleet would speedily settle. He believed, like Baillie, 

fat it was but a noise, made to enhance Charles's reputation abroad. 

'ÿ , 

1L 

lot. and Comm. I47.) An English news letter of April 28th stated, 

11 id quiet in the Highlands and Glengarry hath parted with his forces" 

)ottiswood Miscellany, II,II3.) His disregard of them encouraged the 

ralist. A firm hand at the very outset would have completely scotched 

'Rising. Lilburne was short of adequate forces. Once he saw the dal4 

ter he proceeded to magnify it in about the same proportion as he 

.minimised it. This he may have done to get more troops and supplies 

m EnglandMonk himself had often to magnify a need before he got men, 

ey or supplies from the South. The actual threat and danger cannot 

wholly estimated from Lilburne's letters to the Lord General. Ke 

lack men, ships and money :economy and the Dutch war had reduced the 

r of occupation. The higher field officers had developed a habit 

Slipping back to England for a prolonged stay with their families. J 

w rad only one major of cavalry when the insurrection broke out and 
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re' 9tíß 
cavalry with their mobility was his great necessity. The force at h 

-3119i" y._is disbosal amounted to I2, ßi.ú0. He had eleven regiments of foot, but 

113_ ac MI of these were needed for garrison duty. His cavalry were inadequate 

Ibeeoy o deal with the running foray which Glencairn and Kenmure cleverly devel- 

ßs1 ped throughout a fine Autumn and an open winter. They raided into the 

asp: tpwlands and in cavalry skirmishing gave as g>bmd as they got. The county 

J. Ld suffer much, for the horses which Kenmure left unstolen, Lilburne 

H 
d -we nfiscated to mount his infantry. Successful looting appealed to 

a' i9dC 
,Isstrooper and clansman. The raiders, perhaps that id the best term 

'Li9Îifí°í` 
r this last small feudal host, grew in number and Lilburne, with the 

id Si 
rprised exasperation of the Englishman who has tried to govern mildly 

dod41G 
3 received a nasty shock, wrote for someone to supercede him, "such a 

ud 1:t as may pay these people for their knavery Monk's spirit would do 

l bCi:_s 
1 among them." The Protector thought sò al.ko and Mthnk arrived in 

J 91u f z 
)tland on Apri122nd, I6 4 two months after Middleton. 

He had fewer handicaps in dealing with the Rising than his predecess- 

He had absolutely full4 and complete control in dealing with the 

urgents. He got the men and supplies which Lilburne lacked. The 

eooici 
e1,, 3h him peace freed those for and cast a corresponding damper on the 

pits of his opponents. It is true that Middleton's arrival for 
Lt 

time caused a new stir and brought some fresh accretions to the 
1nol tgmL 

i i qq.J s 
trgents. But a falling off soon began in the usual fashion of High - 

armies 1&11. 
hosts and Monk had a trained army with which to harry their dwindling 

rig 
eS The Earls of Montrose, Mar and Selkirk, with other noblemen, 

)1d3Ciuo0c 
,,joined the Rising in the winter and Lilburne put its numbers at about 

)19nd gn: 
men. By July , they were in broken bands and the most effective 

Sï1u 
left under Middleton was about 800 horse and I200 foot. 

II ea° 
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J.1onk's military pdiicy when he came to Scotland was simple. His 

£ßsoL first task was to secure the Lowlands against an invasion or against the 

38s1iJ nfiltration of raiding parties of horse from the North which had so 

dIlw ir ach troubled Lilburne in the winter and alarmed him into that state, 

) fj JC i:i rich, if not assumed to force more supplies from England, bordered on 

L bnß al- mic. He had also to prevent supplies of horse going North, for L iddle- 

ojm.ge' )n, warned by Montrose's fate, purposed to descend on the Lowlands with 

0 beers:. wTand cavalry and not wmh a Highlamd host who were looked upon as much 

ltß 1.euoc1ii enemies as the English and had also the unfortunate habit of dwindling 

, zi sß.L 2 a sorry remnant after a successful loot. To secure these objects, 

demanded and obtained fresh men and money from the Protector. From 

V I0th till June 9th wen he set out on his Highland campaign from Perth 

Ik watched the passes to and from the North. He moved from Dalkeith 

Cardross Castle, waiting there some days for the grass to grow that 

cavalry might manoeuvre in the North. Then he moved back to Kilsyth 

ew53 i)ßí` from thence to Buchanan, where he burned the boats which conveyed men, 

a d x.. . ses and cattla across to the Northern passes. Glasgow was garrisoned 

a strong force of cavalry. Argyll, now compliant, kept down the Westo 

bee t et Barton and Dunstaffnage were garrisoned. On June 9th, Monk moved from. 

th to Riathven leaving garrisons at Loch Tay, Weems Castle and Balloch. 

line of comp: unications to the rear was now safe and he set out on his 

land campaign. IIis campaign in miniature somewhat resembled 

aJ man's march on Atlanta. As generals there is a striking resemblance 

11,1921 ad," een the two man. Sherman, in his Memoirs, says that his polity 

Lela 9l-,,j" b' to make his army into "a mobile machine, willing and able to start at 

'ta 

i Y% 

nute's notice and to subsist on the scantiest food ". The creation of 

force was Monkts achievemeht. 'Throughout he kept his force 
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much as he favoured the sgock value of the pike, he preferred to arm 

,.s men with muskets; and dragoons or mounted infantry took the piace 

f regular cavalry. Up and down the country were dotted depots in 

rich arms, ammunition and 'bisket and cheese' --the iron rations of a I7th 

mtury army were stored? (Honest George Monk, J.G.D. Davis, 142.) 

ke the later General, he was a great military organiser. He would take 

beg'Iis ances but preferred to leave as little to chance as possible. Like 

rsvso 
e 

erman, he had to drive into an enemy country which teemed with impregnabl 

a_ ear;:. turai fortresses, though Middleton never fought from these as Johnston 

fight from his. Middleton hair been blamed for not doing so and for 

Is bebí .owing his forces to dwindle in avoiding action, a policy whichtif long 

J ;.r j tinned, destroys the morale of an army. Like the great American too, 
flanking 

s'jsto1- k 
employed continual reconnaisance movement, so that he was never once 

asos,,: triscd. The policy behind both marches was t-_-,.e sane : to c'r .1t o - 11 

tttl rr ,'Fr. 

!.:DtY3tit r'of 

enemies possible sources of supply. Monk burned the houses, 

royeci tale crpps and seized all the cattle he could secure , so that the 

p` 
bß 

, o`t 
rn 

ß might find no sustenance for his forces. The actual route taken by - 

English coander has occasioned some difference of opinion , but the 

t b[a lie,;. owing would seem approximately correct. From huthven he marched to 

xeri Lochy, after learning that Middleton was in Kintail. Thereafter, 

ico 
aid waste the country of Loci-Ail and proceeded up Glenmoriston to 

.Yß4rsrso br. Garry. From there his course was by Loch Alsh to the MacKenzie 

}_ rt)7sm s''' ;ry but Middleton got some of his foot over to Skye and his horse avoid 

o sd iementyonk now marched to Inverness to rest his troops, but at Dunain 

g at 5: "411_ 
ied that Middleton was in Athol'. He sent Col. Morgan to head him off 

9J1.3on ele;i he seek to break out through Braemar and himself by a route not yet 

;? a,:,tTt 50-1( .. 
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sr - certainly estblished drove south into Atholl. On July IOth, he 

fi3 = Is at Weems Castle, on the I2th, at Lawers. His enemy was moving from 

30 to head of Loch Tay in to Gl @tttree where Monk's scouts sighted him. 

B c%i °- this time, he writes in a letter to the Protector, that he had," 

7,f rchedthem from 4000 down to I200." He showed very little sorrow that 

teJ i ei e places he had not burned were burned by the enemy, whJ had harried some 

g ztvd Argyll's country and threatened to burn more, "so that the whole 

srí 3d ghlands will probably be laid waste". He saw in this prospects of a 

;97d`10 eedy pacification, especially if a little leniency was used in the matter 

ald rüc' the Cess which , as he cannily pointed out, "they are not like to pay ". 

o1 asti ;h sides made more use of the torch than the sword in their methods of 

Ipaign. Monk thought thát to achieve a permanent pacification it 

;better to "pinch their Bellies than to shed their Blood ". His 

rien's also were somewhat pinched. He followed hard after Middleton, m 

from Glenstrea went into Rannoch. Monk's army was Ulm feeling 

pinch of marching on'bisket and cheese', but in OlenI,ton word was iR.Pedt 

bail - ALi light of Middleton's defeat at Dalnaspidal by Col. Morgan who had closed 

4r,, Prom Braemar. The Rising was over. 

e biuuw &: ileton was a good soldier doomed to fight lost causes. The dissolute 

mess of his later life was due to some of his ecp(riences as a leader 

9rí.* e 1s. Zen. He failed to appeal to the sentiments of the Gael as he failed t 

ro,t 4-v In the trust of the Presbyterian Lowlander. Everything waogainst hin 

.elbbtm j pt little in the way of supplies from Europe and Charles refueled to con 

worn. 1-; eotland to set the heather ablaze, doubtless wgsely. Yet the 

jhbiM oachful letters he sent to Middleton were an ill requital of the 

_ ices of a man risking the halter for his sake. And the Scots, 
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while they did not betray his men, would not rise for him in any 

great numbers. He had the same difficulty as Leslie with surly officers 

who thought noble blood the chief claim to command and whose resulting 

jealousies played havoc with the integrity of his army. Glencairn, 

the first out, left him because Sir George Munro was appointed second 

.n command. Glengarry and Atholl, Kenmure and Middleton himself, 

!isputed over trivial affairs so that their Council was often a 

ontinuous jangle. A letter from Scotland says, "the nobles wished tp he' 

ave Glencairn as leader and as he has not been appointed both he and the 

est of the Lords keep their men in their own places and lordships so 

has 
iat their army this summer ahs. been nothing but a small running party ". 

scot. and Prot.I7I.) Middleton was under instructions from Charles 

avoid action till winter when the time would suit him better. By 

en he had no army, as Montrose might have prophesied to Charles , had he 

en alive. A delaying rearguard action was the most Middleton could 

er have fought; he had not the supplies to offer a strong frontal 

ence, even in a narrow defile. Ambush was out of the question; the 

ibre of Monk was different from that of Eicho or Argyll or Bailliez 

was not to be caught unprepared or outflanked, and Middleton had not 

intuitive genius of Montrose or the military skill of Leslie with 

:h to oppose Monk's tactics. But it was the internal dissentions 

Us army which hastened disaster. If the Protector, who had 

royed all feudal privelege by a stroke of hiplpen could by that acjt 

destroyed all feudal jealousies, -Monk would have won his laurels less 

1y. 

With the defeat of Middleton, the victor settled down to the task 
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of pacifying the country. August and September were good months 

or the torch. They were spent by Monk and Morgan in devastating all pa 

arts of the Highlands where the beaten insurgents could have found 

inter quarters. With the exception of tie 24 hours' sack of Dundee, 

he 'horrors' of which are still a matter of dispute, fewer charges of 

anton cruelty to the persons of the vanquished could be brought against 

)nk than against most supreme commanders of his age. In this campaign 

sere were fewer certainly than stained the name of rvontrtse, of Leslie, 

of Claverhouse. Havoc he wrought of set purpose, but the work done, 

ere seemed almost a note of pity in his letter telling Cromwell of 

e desperate state of the Highlands, laid waste by both parties. Few 

tew what was going on inside George Monk's head, but pity for what he 

w, even while he had to do it, as well as policy, may have inspired his 

unsels to leniency. He took no chances that leniency would be 

nsidered as weakness, for whilst endeavouring to remove causes of 

litical unrest i he went on with the work of establishing gars icons 

d forts to hold down Highlandb and Lowlands alike as speedily as local 

editions and Protectorate finance would allow. - 

His experience in Scotland showed him the practical wisdom of not 

Pew of Lilburne's suggestions. The latter had gauged the political, 

ter than he did the military,situation. He had duggested that with 

exception of fine or six grand offenders , for example's sake, all 

Luestrations and forfeitures should be abandtned and a free pardon 

'er1ed to all in arms on condition that they live peaceably, He had 

posed that a price be put on the head of the insurgents and another 

his counsels which Monk adopted was that licenses be given to noble - 

to levy regiments in Scotland for foreign princes not at war with 
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the Commonwealth ; thus the land would get rid of the unemployed 

)ldier --a very fertile source of mischief. If Charles had hä.d money, 

id the disbanded Scots the inclination to foreign service, the Protector- 

s 
;e might have rued thin policy. Charles wrote to Leven forbidding the 

king up of the licenses as mischievous and with one exception the 

foject fell through. Under the Council's orders full power had been giv- 

to the general to treat with and grant terms to the nobles. In BailieA 

inion, "the English gave tolerable terms to them all and by this wisdom 

th gotten them all quiet ". The private treatied made with the nobles 

I contain similar terms and showed Monk's policy. They were pardoned 

i allowed to keep their personal arms. Financial security was to be g } 
Fen for their good behaviour as also for that of the landowners and 

lets of the house serving as officers under them. The sequestration of 

sir estates real and personal imposed in the Ordinance of Pardon and 

,ce was lifted. The treaty with Glencairn, the chief offender, runs, 

at the Earl of Glencairn and shall enjoy their estates both real 

personal ...without any trouble or molestation ". (Scot.and Prot.I66) 

all the treaties it was made a condition that the private soldiers 

uld sell their horses. Monk wanted no more chasing. Even the fines 

used by the Ordinance of Pardon and Grace were reduced. Lord 

rester's from600 was reduced to £I500 and when he pleaded that he 

Ld not pay because of debt Monk promised his influence for further 

.ioration and honourably fulfilled the promise. Some nobles, such 

,tholl and Seaforth who were out with Glencairn, fared better indeed 

those who were not, for, although named in the 24 excluded by the 

nance, from grace, the sequestration of their estates was now lifted. 

ayed in effect on the estates of others, like Leslie and Lauderdale 
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who languished in English prisons. The debt encompassed noblemen 

'ound it difficult to pay their fines and in response to Monk's appeals 

the Council passed am Ordinance on May Iöth which allowed some ease in 

he matter. (Vide infra.) 

Having dealt with the masters, Monk had to deal with the men. The 

alresi 

roblem of masterless ern roving all over the countryside was serious. 

had in his commission been granted power to transport to any English 

lantation such of the enemy found in arms as he thought fit. It was 

le most ignoble thing he sought to do. He could be tempted by the purse 

ten the temptation did not affect his .oyalty or the efficiency of his 

my or navy. He never misused à quartermaster's power to enrich himself 

the expense of efficiency. Scottish Restoration Royalists, like 

aderdale, more culpably sold the blood of their countrymen in the 

?Woe. At first Monk opposed transportation, fearing its unsettling 

ect on th people; later he thought it a'good work' for ridding the 

d of troublesome men. (Sc ot. and Prot. 8I.) After Middleton's defeá 

looked on men in arms as criminals and vagabonds to be dealt with 

ordingly. About 500 were sold into servitude -- nominally. The Scots 

ad many means of escape. Some bribed the shipmasters to set them , 

)re at another port. Others sent money before them to Barbados, 

'e they were bought and freed by agents. The terms with their leaders 

ssarily released others. This practice did not become established 

eotlarid from fear of a general rising, as it was against the Protect - 

Policy to alienate the body of the people. When later the English 

proposed to deal with vagabondage in Scotland by wholesale 

;portation, Broghill pointed out, the general and all other knowing 
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men are of opinion, if you .14fer to press men for that service, it 

111 put the whole country in a flame" (Act Parl. Scot.VI,2, 891.) 

lips for the trade were scarce; the profits were thus negligible; the 

°fect might be disastrous. So Monk at this time moved by decency or 

,plornacy of by both, dropped the business. 

He tried next the expedient of foreign military service, but this too 

.sled to solve the social problem of settling the men who knew no 

ade but war. Charles II used his influence with the nobles to prevent 

e levying of regiments for foreign war. Glencairn, Atholl, Kenmure, 

Prose and others all received permission to recruit,in their treaties 

tell none of them used. Lord Cranston, who attempted to raise I0Ú0 men 

the Swedish service, found them mutinous and desertions frequent. 

General had to depend on his army to keep the peace. He quietened 

never settled the land. The problem of unemployment and vagabondage 

tinued and was in measure aggravated by other conditions. Grier, 

cäsisd.ÚO`'` ziel and Claverhouse had later no difficulty in finding riders for 

¡io `- 
it bloody work and there were men, desperate by poverty as well as by 

dA . judice, on the Covenanting side also. Monk's present rpeasured to 

the peace were temporary, but immediately successful. 

Besides the establishment and construction of forts throughout the µ 

Monk adopted various expedients to ensure that the land was kept 

t. Persons going from one part of Scotland to another, or from 

land to England, had to have permits signed by the General or his 

cers. Permits were required to carry firearms. The harbouring 

at' 
c osstroopers was made a penal offence and ministers were required 

:3ogd tfic Y zblish this fact. Landowners favourable to the Government were 

wised to raise forces for pursuit of reivers or to defend 
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themselves against them. All Highland chiefs were made responsible 

or their clans and on giving bonds to keep the peace, were allowed to 

;epp arms for their defence. If a chief was party to an onfall or 

efused to punish his followers for one, neighbouring chiefs were author - 

sed to attack him. Lochiel was in I659 so authorised to deal wi k 

lengarry. Following the old adage, 'set a thief to catch a thief', 

D used clansmen of dubious reputation to catch tht &r own kin --one, 

)1. MacGregor had to deal ewaa with his own inveterate clan. Lowland 

mtlemen, living on the borders of the Highlands, were allowed to raise 

Inds to defend themeelves and the Cess in the county was reduced for 

leir maintenance. The Justice of the Peace system, introduced by Jam es 

, was thoroughly established throughout the land at Monk's request. 

suggested that in the Highlands the man next the chief be appointed 

stice, 'which would probably keep them in awe or divide them'. 

cot and Prot. Intrbd.and 98.) It was chiefly the establishment 

the forts and garrisons that kept order in the land. Besides the 

In forts, smaller ones were spread over the country and garrisons 

;h a company of foot or a troop of horse, sometimes both. The 

filler forts were often old castles piit in a state of defence. The 

Feral had at least 28 garrisoned forts and also guards in the chief t 

ns. The main fortresses, the cost of whose building and upkeep 

a serious drain on the revenue, were at Leith, Ayr, Perth, Inver - 

by and Inverness. The building of some of these forts began before 

arrived in Scotland, but the work had progressed in a haphazard 

1 till his driving energy brought it to completion. 

The army of occupation In Scotland varied in strength as circum- 

Ices dictated. At the beginning of the troubles, L ilburne had 
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twIlve thousand foot and two thousand horse. Monk received rein 

'cements to deal with the rising. In Júly, I655,the force was fixed 

I3 regiments and one company of foot, 7 regiments of horse and 4 

panies of dragoons. (Scot. and Prot.LII.) In October, 1655, the 

ber was reduced to II.e regiments of foot and 5 of horse. Later this 

further brought down by reducing the strength of company and troop. 

uncial considerations dictated these reductions. Little change 

n 
place in the personel of the foot regiments during their stay 

>cotland; some cavalry units were withdrawn and others sent to replace 

I. Monk counselled Cromwell to let the garrisons intended for 

land settle there permanently as such a procedure would prevent the 

nteeism of officers and the trickling away to England of some of the 

When he crossed the border in I659, in the fashion of many a 

Dnsular officer, he had a disciplined army with him upon whose 

anal loyalty he could depend. Except for the Overton'plot' in I654, 

was little disaffection in his army. This plot had little to do 

the internal politics of Scotland and was purely an army affair. 

Cromwell participated in the dissolution of the Barebones Parliament 

ccepted the Protectorship, he alienated irrevocably the Fifth 

chy men, led by Harrison. These formed a considerable party in 

rmy and some of them, with certain junior offieers had been drafted 

ptland to be kept out of mischief. A wild scheme was hatched by 

lisaffected officers to secure Monk's person, appoint Overton to 

)mmand and march into England with as Urge an army as possible 

.n with other opponents of Cromwell and emcompass hs overthrow. 

.earned of the plot. Major General Overton, although not with the 
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conspirators, had known of and connivedd at their doings. He was 

strong Fifth Monarchy man, but had promised Cromwell loyalty as far as 

is conscience allowed and said that he would inform him when he could 

At conscientiously render service. He took over Morgan's command 

the North and loyilly and energetically carried out all his military 

ties until the time of the plot, in December, I654. In even over - 

oking insubordination, he had committed the one unpardonable crime in 

nk 's eyes and was arrested and shipped to London for trial. Except 

r another rather obscure mutiny in Ayr, there was no further disciplin 

trouble. Monk's persistent letters for pal and supplies for his men, 

3insistence on their treatment and pay being the same in all respects, 

that of the army in England, showed his care for a command which retain- 

a great personal loyalty for 'Old George'. There are differing 

ounts of the army's behaviour. Brodie complained of their rather 

ton acts of destruction, Nicoll that the sentences inflicted for 

itary crimes on the persons of Scots were often but light. Yet 

re is record also that they were kept well in hand. Most of the 

)laints date from the earlier time of active service. Orders had 

ie issued prohibiting the army's'fraternising' with the inhabitants 

Keith Its religious eccentricities o *'ten caused more protest 

its revelling for which hard garrison duty and strict discipline 

little opportunity. 

In September I655,the Council for Scotland,appointed in May,. 

nred Monk of any of the responsibilities which he had carried. 
7eigner, coming to a people he originally disliked, he had acted 

marked restraint and fairness . Baillie and Nicoll both pay 
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o his rule. Skinner, his biographer, gives a picture of him 

being rather short sighted, but remarkably quick of hearing. His 

átal characteristics were not unlike the physical. In some ways, as 

was to show in later political affairs, he lacked the long view, but 

it he saw at hand, he saw clearly and did with the utmost concentration. 

;iturn, like the owl in the adage, the less he spoke the more he heard -- 

linformation service was always excellent. - He had an ear quick to 

r the whispers of a nation. His ear led him in I659 across Tweed, 

in I660 to Dover and to a Dukedon. 

POLITICAL AND ECCLESIASTICAL STATE OF SCOTLAND UNDER THE PROTECTORATE. 

Cromwell's policy aimed at a more thorough -going and pervasive union 

i t<zat accomplished by Monk's military occupation. He hoped that what 

bben won by the sword might be kept by other and more peaceable means. 

aen,i x" policy was that which earlier the opponents of Argyll had attributed 

hat statesman, the winning of the people by the expansion of civic 

nunicipal powers and priveleges at the expense of those of the 

Lity. Thins policy was not uniformly succesful, for although Glasgow 

to have prospered, Edinburgh and other burghs did not. The foreign 

and the jealousy of the English merchants deprived the meagre 

ish industries of any great economic profit, nullifying any 

leges they had gained by the Union. In January, I658, Cromwell 

a, 'tI do truly think they are a very ruined nation ", though he 

that the middle and poorer classes were in a better condition 

ender the semi -serfdom of their nobles. The creation of a 
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strong middle class as a blaance against the factious power of 

le nobles was the keystone of the Protector's Scottish policy. The 

storation thn Scotland writhe reaction of a feudal governmánt having its 

dt desperate fling. 

The government of Scotland was now in the hands of the Scottish 

moil when it was there, largely in the hands of Monk when, as was often 

case, the business of the Commonwealth drew most of its members to 

3trninster or further afield. The members of Parliament for Scotland 

?e able to do little for her. There were only five representatives 

the Barebones Parliament. Although the number of members had been 

:ed at thirty, only twenty one foU'Scotland attended the Protector's 

Est Parliament. Twelve of these were English or belonged to the 

cutive. In the Parliament 04 I656, twenty one of the thirty belonged 

the administration or were English. The rest were, according to Monk 

nest and peaceable' - -and pliant -- Scotsmen. Gardiner considers the 

ttish members to have been Cromwell's 'pocket burghs'. They were 

Iy to crown him if need be. The very able Lockhart\of Lee, with 

personal grievance against the House of Stewart for their neglect 

tis service, now allied by marriage to the House of Sromwell, was the 

ler of the Protector's Scottish party. When Scotland's affairs 

pied the House, admittedly seldom and when thrust upon it, the 

tish members, English and native alike, creditably, it ineffectively, 

ht foNrthe interests of the nation. In the debate on the Act of 

a, which dragged a weary length through the session of I656, Downing, 

s scout master, made an able defence of the Scottish Dean of Guild 

Mution in defending Scottish burgh priveleges. (Crom. Un. LXII) 
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Other members sought a fairer basis of taxation without much success, 

fir as the record of these debates go, the Scottish members seem to 

tre loyally supported a set of instructions drawn up by the Convention 

Rpyal Burghs on August 27th, I656. Thesee instructions dealt 

!ply with economic consideations and put forward a desire for 

teessions on regard to reduction of taxation and freedom of foreign trade 

t the English Parliament was loathe to grant. It is noteworthy that 

like Desborough and Downing (who, although now sitting for Carlisle, 

earlier sat for Peebles and the Border Burghs) often, very honestly 

resented the interest of their constituencies. 

The actual government of Scotland was in the hands of the Scottish 

tell of State. Its members were Lord Broghil, Monk, Cols. Charles 

.rd, Adrian Scrope, Nathaniel Whethan and Thomas Cooper, Samuel Des - 

ugh and Sir John Swinton. Broghil was generally praised for his 

rate spirit, at least by the Resolutioner party, whom he favoured 

whose face he saved in the matter of praying for Charles. (Baillie III, 

Nicoll, 183.) Naturally the Protestors took a somewhat different 

Of his character. Wariston called him, the instrument of our ruin" 

spoke of his'fair pretences and high words'. In July I657, Hearing 

Broghil might come back to Scotland, he wrote, " the Lord prevent 

Broghil's going to Scotland or coming to the Council here "(DiaryIIIp96) 

nk and Lockhart, Broghil, though President of the Council largel$ 

ded for advice on Scottish military and legal affairs. He had a 

affable manner than the General. He came when the land was 

'd and when concessions were politic : conditions savoured a 

Ltion for generosity, though he undoubtedly had address, ability 
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and an amiable disposition . He was feared and dislikedby the 

esters. "Lord free us of him..... and send some P:ordecai in his 

dV wrote their leader. (Waristonlll, 62.) 

The dealings of the Scottish Council and of Cromwell with the 

lutioner and Protester parties fill the political activities of 

later years of the Protectorate in Scötland. Monk wrote in I657, 

things are quiet, but truly the Scots now are as Malignant as ever "; 

nen had now little active means of snowing hatred for their conqueror. 

ig had failed. Ecclesiastical conflict raged between the two parties 

ie Church and in the early Protectorate riot and the rabbling of an 

ited intruded minister were not infrequent. Military force was some- 

; used to place a nominee, The land was full of sullen hates,the 

d of the Scot for his ancient foe, the hatred of a dour bitter 

'for a prince who had deceived them and for those who had supported 

Enmity and bitterness increased between Resolutioner and Protester 

etween Protester and Protester. With so manly causes for 

siastical and political strife, personal feuds between the nobles 

innumerable. To Monk the land might seem as Malignant as ever, but 

npJtent suicidal jealousies and its great poverty kept it more 

less than did his army. Yet none of these conflicts were unimportant 

future making of the nation. For purposes of clarification, 

ly divide this section into (a) the Origin and State of the Parties 

Aland in the Protectorate (b) Resolutioner and Protester. 

le Origin and State of the Parties in the Protectorate. 

Icotland was in the throes of shedding the last traces of a factious 

domination. Both King and Kirk, for different reasons, had 
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wished this done, the King in the interests of centralised authority 

the realm, the Kirk for education, social and religious benefit of 

people. Unfortunately, King and Kirk disagreed as to wherein 

religious benefit of the people day; unfortunately, too, for the King 

.pplied the Act of Revocation to a nobility whose fortunes were then 

: arions, The nobles retaliated by using their patronage to fill the 

its with an anti -episcopal clergy and finally engineering tha National 

mant. While the Covenant was a protest against the Sovereign'G 

siti )n of unwanted religious ceremonies and a defence of the liberty 

he subject, it was signed by noblemen who feared most the entrenchment 

by the central power on feudäl privelege, though this was made 

essedly and honestly in the interest of religion and education --but 

the religion and education desired by the Presbyterian party. So 

acer lay at the root of the Covenant's Presbyterianism ere it had 

ly sprouted. A party of 'politiques' was never absent, and with 

pus vicissitudes, occasioned by the signing of the National Covenant, 

the Solemn League and Covenant, Charles's overthrow, Montrose's defeats, 

.n apparent rift between the Independent and Presbyterian parties in 

nd, it became the Engager party. The same men signed both Covenants, 

'ed on the Engagement and went out with Gl &ncairn all in the good old 

of feudal privelege. The Engagement was entered upon, perhaps 

se some of the nobles had a sense of shame at having'sold' their 

- --he would cheerfully hutiFbe sold them -- but largely through the 

Pf the growing power of Argyll and the Kirk. Argyll had procured 

volition of the feudal (Lord's of. the Articles and sponsored a 

ratic policy, little acceptable to his contempotáries. Montrose 
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in his Essay on sovereign Power, made the veiled accusation agadnst 

of using preaQher and people for his own ambitious ends. (Buchan, 

¡rose, 406.) 

It was the Engagement and its effects which reduced the Scottish 

pch and nation to the impotence which lost it Preston, Dunbar and 

ester, Parliament, Assembly and freedom. The ideas and motives of 

time are a bewildering ferment. The nobles' ideal of freedom was 

retention of the privileges of their class; the Kirk sought its 

Odom, understanding by that the right to worship as it pleased but 4 

fed that right to all others. A party in the Kirk were prepared to 

the nobles order the State so be it that the rirk had complete 

rol in matters religious; many of them were connected with noble 

lies. There was another party in the Kirk, Imbued with the democratit 

Ling of Samuel Rutherfurd's 'Lex Rex' ,sons of farmers and burghers , 

y the turbulent Wariston, used and abused according to his enemies 

rgyll, who, despite the unloveliness of their creed and intolerance 

fitters religious of their behaviour, sponsored the cause of the 

Pn people and in the next generation died gladly on the Galloway 

ter. ftr the faith that was in them. Much can be found with which 

diet these Protesters. Their bitterness split the Kirk apart. 

may not be any actual virtue in a protest -- though a great part 

otland claims to be Protestant,- There as virtue in the common 

ho died for his protest. What democratic thinking there was, chaotic, 

bgic, vitiated by religious intoleration and party spleen, though 

,, was to be found in the works of the best of the Protesters. 

pere was therefore in Scotland in I648 as amany potential factors 

D.it'ical tisintegration as there was in the Parliamentary P arty 
.111 
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in the Southern Kingdom. There were King's men witii no other 

egiance -- few indeed. Then e were Covenant men -- of the same stamp, 

!efly clerical and of the South Wes%. There was the noble with his 

dakism; there was the political idealist, like Rutherfurd. The 

ly of the people, having lost their images, worshipped the Covenants 

were zealously Protestant, though they had a traditional love for 

Stewart monarchy, resuscitated by the death of Charlesl. Nobody 

a Scotsman had the right to assassinate a Scottish monarch. The 

pa- Presbyterianism of the South West, the work of Rutherfurd's 

th ministry, was in contradistinction to that of the more moderate 

somewhat reluctant North East. The Engagement and the death of 

41es shattered the national unity which the Covenants had ill cemented. 

The Engagement showed that the purely political party of the Covenant - 

uas as strong in the Estates, if not stronger, than the party which 

órted the Kirk. When the Estates met in March, I647, the majority 

prted the Engagement. Argyll, Balcarras, Balmarino, Cassilis, 

other lords, and thirty lairds being all who opposed. The strictness 

lurch discipline and disappointment in their snare of the English gold 

L'bought' Charles, sent many lords and lairds into the Engager 

In it were Lauderdale, 'politique par excellence', Lanark, 

ton, Callendar and Middleton. Despite their numerical superiority 

e Estates, the country,still in line grip of Covenanting enthusiasm, 

quickened by Presbyterian pulpit propaganda, was against the 

Drs. They pursued a futile policy. Montereul thought them no 

4u1y Royalist than they had been truly Covenanting. Ironically, 

4s Lauderdale, Lanark and Loudon, "ces gens d'honneur'. The 

Which they accepted from Charles, Parliamentary sanction of the 
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Solemn League and Covenant, without its compulsory swearing, Three 

Irs 
trial of Presbyterianism for England with the right to his own 

of priva 'e worship reserved, promise of future establishment of 

rch policy to be resolved on between the Westminster divines and twenty 

his own choosing, showed that they had little respect for the honour 

the King or the Covenant and remarkably little understanding of the 

tical situation, -- or,if they had, remarkable stupidity in dealing 

it. 

The army was routed at Preston. They failed because a Milted Kirk, 

control over its people, opposed them and withheld supply. The 

ission of Assembly was now as great a power in the land as the Committee 

states. Argyll, Archibald Johnston, Lord ;Jariston, and Samuel 

erfurd fmost learned off the Scottish Westminster divines) arrayed 

lifull force of the Kirk against the Estates. Argyll managed paety 

irs; Johnstone gave eiery 'Representation' and 'Vindication', 

ilform and sanction. Rutherford supplied his brethren with the 
i 

!ply conflicting mixture of democratic and theocratic ideals which 

brought upon them the heavy hand if Cromwell and still later the 

ing Time', of the Restoration. 
The Church's attitude to the Engagement was summed up in a 

Í 

ration, drawn up on 23rd February, I648. "The experience of former 

teacheth us to beware of dangers from fraud as well as force, 

the plots as well as the power of enemies ". In April, they publisj- 

\'Representation' giving their opinion. It illustrates how firm a 

the ideal embodied in the Solemn League and Covenant had upon the 

But, if it be granted that the Solemn League was a 

àlthough based on a very tricky formula, "establishment of true 
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religion, according to the Word of God and the example of the best 

rmed Churches ", then the Representation is a fair defence of treaty 

!ts. The clergy denied that they were inciting people against 

lament. They scouted,as a causus belli, the Engagers plea that 

pd had violated the Covenant, pointing out that Only a party in 

and had done so , even as had a party in Scotland. If the English 

treated with Charles, without consulting the Scots, the Scots hdd 

treated with him without consulting the English. They made an 

testing assertion, without noticing its irony. The Estates had 

a subsidiary cause the non- paymeng of Treaty debts. This attitude 

sted, "You have not payed us, give as him back ". The Representation 

id it niggling, apparently not for its mercenary attitude, but because 

tbordinated the religious interest to the material. "If a King do 

is duty, for the maintenance of justice, it is not his safety alone 

makes his people to be in quietness and happiness" (Representation, 

Comm. Proc. I,5I0) Montereul said that Lauderdale, Lanark and 

R would have sanctioned the imprisonment of Charles for another 

000. He was not so far wrong. The Engggement was!artly another 

1 protest, this time against the Kirk and its control over the 

It must be admitted that, if Charles had been a militant 

7terian f the anti- Engagers w.iuld gladly have marched on England. 

£he Vindication of the Representation was the first step towards 

Qurch's political disaster. It was Rutherfurd's work , or at least 

fed at his prompting. It was direct interference bÿ the Church in 

affairs, a pronouncement, ex cathedra, as it were, on the principles 

il government. It claimed that, while not choosing men for civil 

the Church could outline the qualities such men should possess. 
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It denied the veto of the King on any Act and asked the Estates to 

en fron sponsoring any such sovereign right, The charge that they 

incited to treasIDn is not neqk denied, but the right to disobey the 

if unjustly made, is asserted. "Civil obedience to Acts of 

lament is either in things unlawful and contrary to ttie Word of God, 

n things la%,ful and tight. In the former case, it is a sin to obey, 

he latter case, it is a sin not to obey Whatever be the treason 

pugningx the authority of Parliament, it can be no treason to obey 

rather than men." (Vindication, Ass. Comm. Proc.I, 552.) This is 

of the philosophy of 'Lex Rex'. The weakness of its argument had 

that Rutherfurd could see no other remedy against the tyrannic power 

ng and Parliament than what seems little better than open revolt. 

aps there was no other to see: the vote as such did not exist: 

all freedom came to both countries through a Revolution. 'To obey 

rather than men' became the political philosophy of the Protester. 

as an obedience which frequently consecrated party caprice as God's 

On this cry, the extremists in the Church severed themselves 

the Scottish State,as in the Remonstrance, severed themselves from 

hurch, as in the Protest, severed themselves from each other in 

ntrigues of the Protectorate. Many in the Church had doubts 

erning the Vindication and its principles. "I am more and more in 

ind that it were for the good of the world that Churchmen did 

e with ecclesiastical matters only ", wrote Baillie (Letters, II1,38) 

forced the majority in the Church to resile from the Vindication 

ion, but it was to find a disastrous place in the practical politics 

near future. 
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This place aras in the Act of Classes. The 'Whiggamore Raid' 

Argyll in power. The raiders who occupied Edinburgh were the men 

the South ',lest. This was traditionally the most Protestant part of 

tland. Families like the Campbells of Cessnock and the Gordons of 

linvar, had a Protestant tradition, dating from the time of the Lollards 

toted, the creation of the South ,4est as a powerful force in ecclesias .t- 

politics owed much to the Anwoth ministry of Rutherfurd, whose 

tical and ecclesiastical tenets it now followed. This party was 

.nfluence profoundly the affairs of the Church up to the Revolution 

iement. Now they were emerging as militantly ultra- Presbyterian, 

Argyll, Cassilis and Balmerino as their political leaders. Their 

onderating influence forced the Act of Glasses on ministers and 

ers of the Estates who would have counselled more moderate courses. 

Aet was in effect civil excommunication of all the Engagers and of 

n .B__ 
who had helped the Engagers. No class of that unfortunate tarty 

eoneib Dmitted from penalty. It was passed in January, I649. 

iAi i7 The Commissiog of AssemblI commended the Act to 
' Parliament and 

r atjJG lned the delinquencies which they deemed worthy of pumishment. 

n.i 
!were more political than moral. Even "wishing or expecting a change 

srit to se, 

o,tbniV 

as profane men wait for" is reckoned worthy of punishment. The 

)f Classes was the production of party jealousy, political exigency 
-Pa Cr, 

1.1 t2, resbyterian disciplinary theory. All En agers were deprived of 
w 

e for life and civil penalties imposed on all. Row considered 

the Act was the result of negotiations with Cromwell. It would 

r that Cromwell suggested it to prevent further danger to Ehgland, 

eeing that it would cause enough trouble among the Scots themselves. 

of Blair, 209. ). Wariston and Irgyll, avidly accepted the 
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suggestion w.!ich suited at once their policy and ti.eir principles. 

.iston had been closely associated with James Gillespie and Rutherfurd 

:,thexcommunication debates at Westminster. Thesetwó had more than 

others, violently asserted the Church's right to remove and punish 

'excommunication all religious offenders. As one of their arguments 

Tasserted the Hebraic dogma that the presence of the wicked in a 

tai 

V, i. 8 z is .M.. .. 

fi,(.t 1.;y`{ü:i 

;;Ieri orrs3o 

i' 
. Ìr ,]SltC%.LV 

ach or nation brought the wrath and curse of God upon both.. This 

nethey voiced incessantly through the sittingd of the Commission in 

30 Wariston, as his diary shows,was a highly impressionable man, 

the more so when the impressions he received supported and strengthen- 

le policy he meant to pursue. He believed, or led himself to 

eve, --for he was a master in self -persuasion -- that the Act of Classe: 

nit a political manoeuvre, but an instrument for averting the divine 

hfrom Scotland. Its very comprehensiveness is due to the 

esiastical doctrine behind it. Had it been formed by o,:e who was 

ly a 'political', the chief leaders might have suffered, but lesser 

Fould have escaped. Wholesale proscription had been most often due 

;elesiastival causes. Left to themselves, Cassilis and Balmerino 

Men Argyll, might have done no more than deprive their leading oppon- 

of office and ppwer; Cromwell had asked nothing more. But with 

ame exhamstiveness, with which he examined the polemic of a doctrinal 

ent, Rutherfurd insisted that the Estates should examine all and 

person in whatsoever office, connected with the Engagement, lest 

holding that office should bring God's wrath on the land. Wariston 

tamed the Act used as a basis one of I646 which fined and excluded 

'arily from office classes of persons implicated in the Rising of 

ose Btt here- -no fine option or compounding was allowed. 
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Len as excomr.;unication was punishment by deprivation of right and 

elege, so this Act was a civil excommunication, by deprivation of 

civil rights and privelege, ad vitam in somme cases, for a lesser term 

thers. After the expiry of his time of disqualification, no 

)n could be reappointed to office till he had given satisfaction to 

Kirk and both Kingdoms. In the Vindication it had been claimed that4 

;ht.the Church did not choose a man for office, yet It should out- 

the qualities that such ai man in such an office should possess. 

pct of Classes went further: it made the Church judge as th whether 

)t he possessed them. This fatal doctrine was the cause of all 

;pent stride. The triumph of the exclusive , theocratic principle 

Loft lived. There carne the execution of Charlesl, the advent of 

.es II in Scotland and the Battle of Dunbar. The first eirent 

Argyll a Royalist of sorts as it made Charlesll a Covenanter of sorts. 

,er suited his disguise. In the Church a more moderate party 

d strength. \ The-defeat of the Covenanting army at Dunbar broke 
l's hold on Charles and caused the first division in the6 Church. 

Dunbar, .came the Western Remonstrance. Historians of the Protector- 

se the words 'Remonstrants'and'Protesters' interchangeably, as if 

were the same. Undoubtedly, the bulk of the Remonstrants became 

sters, but there were Protesters who were never Remonstrant's. The 

strants were the first to dissociate themselves from Charles. 

policy embraced the disowning of their monarch which many of 

rotesters never4 did, and to which Rutherfurd at this time, was 

The Remonstrants numbered many who, whatever their present 

Station later readily served Cromwell. They were composed of the 
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South West party which now parted from Argyll, practically parted 

Ohe Church, and for a time, parted from their ancient preceptor, 

4herfurd. A 

After Dunbar, the Western counties formed themselves into an Associat- 

iand levied an army under the command of Cols. Strachan and Ker. 

!lithe 'gentlemen, Officers and Ministers attending the Western Forces' 

tithe Remonstrance. Baillie accused Wariston, James Guthrie and Patric 

lespie of penning it. ( Baillie, III, 115 -II8.) Despite tr:eir denials, 

is fairly certainly their work. The Remonstrance reviewed all the 

ates' transactions with Charles and his and their duplicity. The 

fulness of his dealings with Montrose were largely discussed and his 

Incere profession of the Covenant stigiatised. The Remonstrants 

fared that they disclaimed all the sin and guilt of the King, "and can - 

own him or his interests in the state of the quarrel betwixt us and 

enemy ". Eschewing the intention to invade England, they asked for 

ire rigid purging of the Estates and army. They pointed out that 

sins of oppression, covetousness and self- seeking have often been 

roved in your Lordships" and claimed redress for the oppressed poor. 

tion was high in the West and the Western men seized the opportunity 
abnow z,k 

aking their complaints known. 
.5nsc ¶3ç i 

The Commission of Assembly dealt mildly with the Remonstrants; many 

athised with much that was in it. Rutherfurd wrote to Ker advising 

to make no separate terms, apart from Parliament. "As for your 

sosorjte lcular treating with the invaders of our land, I have no mind to 

P... keep yourself in the love og God; and in order to that, as far 
atiocaS51 t'ti 

edi enc e and subjection to the King (whose salvation and true 

Ines s my soul desireth) and to every ordinance of man for the 
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Lord's sake, and to the fundamental laws of thik Kingdom as the 

s 
drequireth ". The Remonstrance was a political document, addredsed 

Iiigyi3 vii 

the Committee of Estates through the Commission of Assembly, setting 

tha definite political policy. That policy was one of separation 

mthe state and implied division in the Church,both abhorrent to 

Presbyterian mind. The men suspected of framing the Remonstrance 

ethose later suspected of desiring to create a Scottish Commonwealth. 

Remonstrance withdrew from Argyll and the Kirk the military power or 

West. It withdrew from them also the legal talent of Wariston and 

managing abilities of Patrick Gillespie. Actually, the Remonstrance 

its effects begat the public Resolutions which in their turn begat 

Protesters. The defeat of the Remonstrant forces by Lambert 

;royed them as a political party. Some went over to Cromwell and 

English interest, others later merged in the Protesters who were 

essentially ecclesiastic. T 

The Protestation from which the party took its name was formally 

lotest against Assembly procedure rather than against policy, though 

Protesters violently objected to the policy which dictated the 

edure. The Act of Classes had considerably hampered the recruiting 

s of the army, great now that Western support was lost. The 

ittee of Estates began postulating queries anent its alteration to 

Comriission of Assembly. There was a growing moderate party in the 

but fear of division caused the Commission to give evasive answers. 

1Y, it was asked by the Committee, "if it be sinful andjunlawful to 

land rescind the Act of Classes" (5th April, 1651). On 24th 14Iay, 

lied, but in its decision the Church shirked responsibility for 

t 
thsy had instigated 

xJ4;o:4-1551 
The Commission stated that as they had 
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not made the Act, they could not repeal it, but said in their 

lution' that, if a man satisfied tha Church, the state might employ 

This supported a former Resolution of the Commission, "that all 

ole persons except excom:nunicate, forfaulted and notoriously profane 

be employed ". Acting on ija, the Commission had already begun to 

many of the Engagers from the ecclesiastical penalties under which 

lay. But fearing the wrath to come of the extremists, it now 

in an ecclesiastical manoeuvre. The letters were written to 

resbyteries ordering them to seek out the opponents of the Cornmiss&tn's 

itions and cite them to the next General Assembly. By this, they 

to secure a good majotity in Assembly, for none under judicial 

as could sit. 

Phey had underrated the ability of the opposition, led by Rutherfurd 

T Wariston. The latter, drafter of the Covenants and of the Act 

asses, fierce and intractable against anything that entrenched on 

supplied the legal grounds for the Protestation. They sought to 

mt the passing of the Resolutions through the Assembly, which 

have given them the sanction of the Church, but as they were a 

ity party, the only course open was to invalidate the authority of 

.ssembly. This they attempted. Rutherfurd gave in a Protestation 

t its constitution which was laid E :i_de. Owing to the defeat of 

°my at Inverkeithing,, the Assembly moved to Dundee. There again 

station was given in by Rutherfurd. ( Recent publication of 

;0n's Diary shows that it was Rutherfurd , not Andrew Cant, who 

Lt in.) It is a purely ecclesiastical document. The protests 

't the Assembly's Iegalit were these; (I) It was a prelimited 
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Assembly in regard that the free votes for choosing Commissioners 

hindered LET the Conimissiors letter to the Presbyteries desiring them 

to all unsatisfied men to the Assembly. t2) It was overawed by the 

letter (3) and by the Lord high Cor:;r: issioner's speech, tending to 

mit its members (4)The preceding Commission of Assembly were members 

hiß Assembly which should not have been, because that Commission 

led the Church to a couse of defection. Wariston's Diary shows 

the Protestation was a draft of his sent to Rutherfurd and adopted 

m to suit the needs of the moment. (Diary, II,93, 84 &66.) 

Assembly proceeded to depose leading Ptotesters, such as Gillespie, 

rie and Simpson, overlooking Rutherfurd, hoping yet to win hima over, 

he loathed secession. 

Robert Douglas and David Dickson leolethe Resolutioners back into 

ort political alliance with the Estates, which had been broken for a 

by the Engagement and was soon broken for good at Worcester. The 

y of the men who formed thid party had throughout been simple r the 
blishment and maintenance of the Presbyterian religion through the 

eration and support of the feudal and mediaeval constitutionalism 

Scottish Estates. Such had been Hendersonts policy, but the 

tish noble in the I6th Century was still more feudal and mediaeval 

constitutional in his actions wherever his interests were concerned, 

the aÿ liance was never healthy. Cromwell knocked away this very 

en prop on whitch the Resolutioners leaned and left them with little 

f a policy than to pray for the King as a Protest against the 

ector. As a party, however,the Resolutioners held unitedly together 

Ughout the Protectorate. 

The Protesters, least lovable, most bitter and intolerant, of the 
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two parties, possessed the best intellects of the Church, if so be 

that these were a blessing. Rutherford and Wariston were respectively 

!most learned divine and most able lawyer of the time. Patrick 

llespie was a good party manager, James Guthrie a virulent.,assiduous 

i successful propagandist, Legal ability was . seen in the adroitness 

,hvthich the Protesters attacked not the legality of the Resolutions, 

eh might have brought upon them a charge of treason, but that of the 

embly which was to sanction them. Their protests had a certain 

unt of legal pertinence, but it was in truth the policy of the Resol- 

oners which they hated. The Protesters were the more democratic 

ty, even demagogic. Their ministers counted few noble cadets in 

tr number; they were less prepared to truckle to the demands of the 

tes. The principles of 'Lex Rex' had been drunken in by the young 

--the Protesters were drawn from the younger clergy, according to 

.lie, ;' and the mixture of democratic principle and theocratic power 

:them somewhat intoxicated. Many had been Remonstrants and something 

hat the Remunstrants said was true. The nobles lives were often 

pus; the poor were oppressed. If Wariston's wife was in tears 

use there was no food in the house, the case of the poorer classes 

often have been desperate. Because of high land valuation, the 

í'.ïttìi country was the most heavily taxed and from it, its people and its 
N o'wi ̀

 
er lairds the Protesters drew their chief support. They saw some- 

Iliad gone wrong. The Kirk had sought wrong allies. They saw 

-t;t tio11 ;. land 
oppressed. They saw the peasant's life, nasty, brutish and 

Ddt. 

r,.Y[7 n, 

It seemed to be God's wrath on the country. So they investigates 

J 
Causes 

of God's Wrath' --or Mr Guthrie did -- and naturally and 

tablY, found them in the political actions of the other party 
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They allowed some faults in themselves and held a meeting in Bdin- 

hto confess them. In the confessions they were human enough to make 

'judicious omissions'. 

Their leaders were never a happy band. Rutherfurd was too much of 

iet and had withstood the Independents at Westminster too stoutly to 

!dto Cromwell and the Toleration. How unhappy he came to find 

elf may be seen by the publication of a paper called, "A Discovery 

Ìr Some Search of the Sins of Ministers" in December, I65I, which 

arrtibuted to Gillespie and Guthrie. With its democratic fulmination 

nst hereditary monarchy, he might have had some sympathy. (It is 

to him to say that in 'Lex Rex' he lays it down that in certain 

hereditary monarchy is wise.) But one'discovery' was that among 

nations sins ,.,as "pitching upon our form of Presbyterial 

rnment as the uttermost attainable perfection of reformation ". For 

erfurd it was the highest national virtue. The man who had spent 

best part of his life defending the Presbyterian system against 

ish and America] Independency could have neither art nor part in 

Discovery. Thus a party in the Protesters, descended from the 

astrants,were quite ready to treat with Cromwell, not only on a 

tical but also on an ecclesiastical basis. The chameleon -like 

trick Gillespie was at its head. 

The 'Discovery' which discovered the Presbyterian instability of 

of the Protesters, caused Rutherfurd and others to hold a Commission 

leir party in the winter of I65I. The lay members of this Commission 

all for 'compliance' with Cromwell and objected to ministerial 

Pitience in ordering and constit 

Íommission s ent to Cx'ornwe3l 

the meeting. The letter which 

er, more remonstrance than 
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compliance and was regarded by hire as an attempt by the Protesters 

áin power for their town faction. 

In February, I652, The Resolutioners issued their protest against 

teli and the 'Tender' in the "Warning and Testimony" directed against 

fiance with the English. Because the Protesters had refused to 

with them in this, they accused them, especially Wariston and Gill - 

;of underhand dealings with Cromwell, since the Protesters letter 

;ontained no word against the abolition of monarchical government 

he liberties of. Parliament. Conferences were held, the Assembly 

the Protesters again gave in a Protestation and the parties drifted 

more and more widely apart. The Protesters' ranks were further 

by detection. Two rthnisters, Menzies and Charteris, and Alexander 

ay, late provost of Aberdeenn, a man of most sincere religious 

etions, declared for 'separation' and a more pure practice in 

hworship'. This desertion to the Independent ideal had the effect 

riding some of the Western lairds into the Resolutioner party. 

(forts at ane agreement which were strenuously bade by the moderate 

f both parties were insistently marred by the intransigent Wariston. 

ati- Crapellian spirit was yet strong enough among the Protesters 
republished in March, I653, a "Testimony against the English 

Agin Scotland ". Gillespie, who later owed the Principalship of 

DW University to 'English Actings', opposed its publication. In 

the Assembly again met and was dissolved, as already noted. A 

1g of protesters was also dissolved and the ministers sent home. 

'nods and Presbyteries were allowed to meet but Lilburne would have 

sited them also had not other counsels restrained him. 
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Schisms which had been projected by the fatal Act of Classes had now 

Scotland assunder and weakened her power. It haS been necessary 

utline the events throughout which this baleful Act 'dreed its weird8 

derstand the state ott the parties in the Protectorate. If the 

sResolutioner and Protester are dismissed as mere obscure factions 

he Scottish Church, an understanding of the future history of that 

ch, as for instance in the affair of patronage, is impossible. 

sense, these were political parties also, for the pulpit dealt in 

ics and from them the parties of the Revolution develo éd. The 

twas the only place from which the peasant could get his political 

tion. on what did the parties of the Church differ? Not in 

ine, all were rigid Calvinist and had lately accepted the Westminster 

ssion; not in Church government,except for a few Protesters all were 

ntly Presbyterian and had accepted the Westminster Directory for 

Government; not in worship, for liturgies gone, the sermon held 

not on discipline, for all were agreed on the manner and method of 

Censj res. It was the questions of the persons to whom these 

es were to be applied which rent the Church and State. Excommun- 

ha.d been a pplitiaa.l weapon of the Popes. The ingenious Wariston 

ered it anew and applied it to civil as to religious affairs. 

in the first place the political weapon which the Argyll party 

I) to out- manoeuvre their opponents. But their weapon was based 
insecure dogma, namely that when the'ungodly' were puiged out, 

Y was certain. When, instead of victory, defeat resulted, there 

Illy two conclusions; either the'purging' from communion and from 
was itself sinful, or it had been inefficiently done. The Resol- 

within himself, knew the first to be true; the Protester 



resolutely clung to the latter view which could but end in anarchy, 

might be called the formal cause of the separation which was projected 

he imperative need for the repeal of the Act of Classes, if material 

irs were to prosper. 

54. 

The material cause of the division lay in the nature rbf the actors. 

, 
often macabre, prefigurations of Whig and Tory were coming into 

in Church and State in this complicated whirligig of anarchy. The 

sters were made up of men who favoured a more representative form 

verbment in the State, a more popular election of ministers in the 

h. In 1649, Rutherfurd had secured the abolition of patronage by 

bly and Estates and the popular election of ministers. At the Revol- 

1 settlement, the South West party was strong enough to retain this 

a_1d only in the Erastian days of Anne was patronage reintroduced. 

ithers in Church and State viewed these changes with disgust. The 

twas the most powerful existing agent forte dissemination of 

Banda, The nobles had use41 t at the time of the Covenant and had 

shnow to loose control of it. There were reasons why many Church - 

strusted the new means of election and Douglas and Dickson obeyed 

Ilservative principle in their nature and in the Church when they 

sought alliance with the feudal party, though the fD mal cause of 

liance was the repeal of te Act of Classes. Thpugh the body of 

pie may not hive participated in this struggle, the Protesters 

ns of the people, misguided often, and the ProtesterTResolutioner 

t Vras in a measure the projection of the struggle of middle class 

feudalism into Church affairs. The Act of Classes showed the 

r party', not for the first or last time in history, using 
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dictatordhip, this time ecclesiastical, to achieve its ends. Both 

Mies still paid lip service to the Solemn League and Covenant, 

gh their leaders well knew that it was now a dead letter. 

The position of Argyll deserves a little attention. He was AmW in 

wildered isolation, his world collapsed about him. For a decade, 

ad, by his management, kept the parties in Chrucha and State united. 

I649, he shaped events; after that he followed them. His 

was Resolutioner but his heart Protester. He had supported Charles, 

never trudted him, nor been trusted by him. Now he was less Resolut -i 

or Protester than a Highland chieftain of the genus of Simon Fraser, 

erring the interest and security-of his clan and possessions, In 

avour it may be said that he loved order. It was his policy to 

rage industrial arts and practices writing his people. He had, 

to his detractors, a genuine desire for democratic government, 

h it may have been influenced by the know ledge of the power such 

riment would give him. This tradition he handed down to the men of 

ouse. He and his son died on the scaffold as the victims of 

rary tyranny, though, in each case, their legal indictment was 

ically true. They opposed the Stewarts with the same mixed motives 

rsonal and public interest as influenced the men who ultimately 

them out. With aliis faults, this strange gloomy man with the 

ous mind which historians have never fathomed, had loyalties which 

Cdnot betray. A Presbyterian Church and a constitutional Kingship 

imed as objects of his policy. A good case can be made that he 

ed them throughout --with this resolve that Argyll should be their 

minister. 
He was the crude counterpart of the polished Revolution 

rid first Duke who was his grandstn, even as Rutherfurd was a cruder 
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dition of Locke. His present policy was to preserve the integrity 

possessions and retain as much power as he could. Despite an 

nt compliance and occasional assistance in keeping the peace, he 

ttrusted by the English. It was on the grounds of this compliancy, 

ast of the charges a Stewart could bring against him, that, 

ed by Monk, he was executed. 

(b) Resolutioners and Protesters 

romwell had been suspected of instigating the Act of Classes to 

edivision amongst the Scots. Once achieved, it was English policy 

etuate it. The violent pamphlets of both parties were sanctioned 

censorship with this purpose. The amiable Broghil pursued a 

r policy, for while seemingly favouring the Resolutioners, he was 

ng' both parties, not so much for the sake of uniting them, as to 

hem more amenable to the Protector's government. (Thur.oe,V,I23.). 

he advent of the Protectorate, the nature of the struggle between 

oparties changed. Hitherto, bad and bitter as it had been, with 

'rights' claimed by both sides, with many wrongs inflicted on 

onent, it had been at least honestly based on contending principless. 

deteriorated into an intrigue for ppwer or as much as either party 

get of it and into an attempt to pack the Churches with as many 

r adherents for whom nomination, election or downright intrusion 

procured. The process was gradual but when Cromwell, who had 

in intellectual, as well as political interest, in ecclesiastical 

--and oddities -- finally sent the Scots ministers home to settle 

(fairs peaceably among themselves, he had assurdd himself that the 

s practically impossible and that no danger from the Kirk 
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reatened his regime. 

a matter of fact, his first Act of ecclesiastical polity, , within 

dinance of Union, united the two parties through engendering 

opposition to himself. He had established 't'olerationt; now 

ht to regulate the planting of Kirks with ministers. Knowing 

,itical outlook of some of the Protesters, their more democratic 
s 

ti- Royalist opinions, Cromwell at first sought in them fit instrument 

policy. The English looked on the Protesters as the Fifth 

Men of Scotland. In March, I654, he sent for Gillespie, John 

tone and Menzies (the spparatist) to come to London. Later 

he sent for Blair and Douglas, Resolutioners and Guthrie anti - 

llian Protester. None of the latter three went; the first two 

y, the latter peremptorily refusing to go. Gillespie and Living - 

ade the journey. It did not receive the blessing of their party. 

as the contents of the letters were revealed, Rutherfurd,at a 

of Protesters, proposed a fuller Testimony against Cromwell's 

Its vitriolic denunciation of Sectaries and Toleration is from 

and was meant to counteract any complacency or compliancy on 

t of Gillespie in London. Mr Gillespie had like all good party 

ough skin which was quite resilient to testimony of friend and 

ke. He brought back the Ordinance which both sides of the Church 

"Me Gillespie's Charter ". This was the Ordinance of August, 8th, 

for the better support of the Universities in Scotland and 

gement of Public Preachers there". By it ministers -of both 

8 were appointed to a board of Provincial Certifiers who were 

lect the ministers fns appointment to vacant charges. In this, 

was' to be had, "to the choice of the more sober and godly part 
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the people, although the same should not pre to be the greater, 
Nominees appointed to vacancies were to be disposed to live 

1r under the present Government. The ministers nominated as 

of the board for the five districts formed were mostly Protesters, 

one or two Resolutioners were also named in the Ordinance to give 

arance of equity. 

llespie had procured good terms for his party as far as opportunity 

oeuvre was concerned. There were men in that party who had more 

us principles, who were Presbyterians with a dislike of State 

rene in ecclesiastical affairs , who were Scotsmen with an intense 

and distrust of Cromwell. "All those whose mames were inserted 

xcept some few Protesters, did speak much against it, and condemn 

uch as any other honest minister ", write Row. (Life of Blair, 3I8) 

rity of thÇrotesters, honourably refused to use the power given 

through the wording of and ertifiers appointed by the Ordinance. 

rd caused a meeting of Protesters held in Wariston's house to 

it. "We debated all day about thking commissions from the English 

d negatively against it, that in ecclesiastical matters we could 

and that upon their nomination and command we could not take 

ise extensive power over the whole Church ". ( Wariston's Diary, tL 5 °5-; 

ued a paper on the Ordinance entitled, "Considerations of the Order 

or Ministers provided in the late Ordinance" which rejectd.the 

en to the named ministers as prelatic and counterdd the defence 

magistrate might take steps to remedy extrathrdinary cases by 

"the Protector and his Council be not the lawful magistrates ". 

of Min.I, 65.) The Considerations were a testimony to the 

d patriotism of many of this body of violent, bigoted, yet 
d steadfast men -- the last two epithets not being applied to 
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ilespie or Wariston. 

Cromwell's first attempt to govern ecclesiastically through the 

sters failed. He made it at Monk's suggestion, for the latter 

red the.Ptotesters, according to Wariston, because the Resulutioners 

dpraying for Charles through Broghil's intervention, instead of at 

equest. Eveh before this, Monk seemed inclined to make use of the 

sters in ecclesiastical affairs. He became, however, dubious about 

ffect of the Ordinance. In December, I654, he wrote to the Protector 

re not be so bold as to give advice what is best to be done, though 

be (I conceive) a measure to unite the ministers, because whether 

be a meand to carry on your interest, I cannot tell."(Scot.and Prot, 

The Act did not unite the ministers in obedience to Cromwell and 

as right in questioning if such unity was to the Protector's interest 

solutioners resolutely opposed the Ordinance and published their 

onsiderations' and 'Grievances' anent its being put into effect. 

with the Protesters, they regarded it as an unwarranted intrusion 

ubversive of the whole Presbyterian system of Church Government. 

pie had worked consistently in the English interest. Baillie 

Mn and Livingstone 'the English agents'. (Letters, III, 298.) 

dtried to stop his party's protest against the English Actings; 

edto persuade them now to use the Ordinance. He had promised 

to Cromwell than he could perform, for his party denied the 

etor's right to any title in Scotland, :°save that of Usurper. 

There is little evidence that the Ordinance was widely applied. 

are later, it was found to be so little regarded and so few 

dial Certifiers wer,,e to be found, that the Council in Scotland 

4thori6ed to act itself in the plaiting of Kicks according to the 
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intent of the Ordinance. Baillie records instances of it being 

to intrude Protesters into a charge, including casesat Douglas, 

ennar, Stirling and Eccles. (LAtters, III, 247, 2 {3e, ?ù" 
, - 

first was at Gillespie's instigation, the next two at Guthrie's. 

Tatter's pos_ lition in his party is interesting. Baillie believed 

italthough protesting with Wariston against the Ordinance, he was 

heless quite unscrupulous in using it. Indeed he protested too 

for sincerity. "Me Guthrie has no dealings with the English and 

no wrong; ", he write ironically. Wariston accused him of insincerity 

he himself was about to accept the Clerk Registrarship. Guthrie 

protested against taking office from the Protector, but his colleaggt 

lvea he wished the place for Sir John Swinton. Spite dictated this 

cation. Guthrie's policy aifferd fromthat of Wariston and Gillesr A 
.at, while accepting power for his party from_Cromwell, and having 

scruple in using it, he refused to accept office from the Protector 

tether his cause. Two of the intrusions, at least, were by militgry 

and caused riot. After 1655, the prevailing party in the Presbytery 

>tr1et was as a rule allowed to appoint their nominee. 

Ile Ordinance endeared the Protector to nobody, save Mr Gillespie, 

:arted a movement towards unity for its opposition. The more 

te Churchmen, James Durham and Robert Blair, organised a meeting 

nburgh in June, 1655, to reconcile the two parties. Their 

als for reconciliation met with some approval, Gillespie being 

Willing to accept them, perhaps because union would widen his 
rice. 

Wariston and Guthrie would have no union without a drastic 

?eetive 
purge in the Kirk, which meant little less than putting 

Itch Government in the hands of the Protesters. Rutherfurd was 
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ot present . Guthrie and Wariston remained adamant and irrecon- 
Ille 

and the consultations broke up, with Mr Durham and Mr Blair 

king very trul /, "that as ldng as Wariston and Mr James Guthrie did 

that party there could be no peace possible ". Rutherfurd drew 

and more out of the Counsels of the party. He distrusted Gillespie''s 

'Jigs with Cromwell and saw Wariston and Guthriie going the same way -- 

latter to totter to hid fall in grand Protectorate employment. All 

he had stood for, the Covenants, the Westminster Standards, stern 

lition to Erastian principles, was being shelved by these men, though 

still paid lip service. "In I656,Wariston and Guthrie began to 

near the English " --so Baillie. 

For the present, the two of them were bankrupt of any constructive 

Teal idea. They could only break up attempts at recondiliation.- 

Ixpedient they did try. As the old Covenantse were powerless, 

ton harped back to an idea which he had once formed of drawing up 

er. It was this which had earlier brought him along with Guthrie 

lillespie to incur the charge of desiring to form a separate Scottish 

Invuealth. "Wariston and Mr James Guthrie had rallen on a new conceit 

ft all the godly in the land of their faction under the band of a new 

¡ant, which Mr James Guthrie had drawn on some sheets of ppper, from 

I he had c_ut off all the articles of our fovmer Covenants, which 

rnes the King, Parliament, off* liberties of the land or mutual derence. 

Lite, III, 297.) Guthrie had put the idea before a meeting of 

lsters in January, I655. Gillespie opposed it,because such a Covenant 

incurred the Protector's displeasure. In September, I655, 

_ie had the draft of a Covenant prepared and Wariston had his'reasons' 

for the taking of the hew oath. 
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The Scottish Council, hearing of tháproposed Covenant, summoned 

rie and Wariston before them, but were satisfied with an apology. 

visited Wariston, probably with a friendly warning. Lockhart sent 

Mm and spoke "very threatening things if we minted a Covenant ", 

lting out thn.t such a thug might shed much blood and cause much 

'erilg. Past experience made Lockhart wise for his nation's good. 

ton. cynically told them point blank that the Protector would be 

,ous of any Covenant meant to build up a party and that he preferred 

parties broken and they (the present power) supreme over all ". 

Cid exposition of the Council's policy from Sir John: Another 

.or killed Guthrie ' s Covenant quickly. The :'rest disapproved of it 

it was brought into their Presbyteries and the support of theest 

needed in ani Protester cause: it was their stronghold. Loyal to 

old Covenants, they would have no new one. No co py of this Covenant 

survived. Broghil's account of it was that it refused to meddle with 

1 government, but was formed to strengthen its subscribers in matters 

aith and doctrine in times of backsliding. Wariston's conversation 

Swinton, as recorded in his Diary,Shows that the Covenant aimed at 

Ling ecclesiastical disciplinary power in the hands of the Protesters. 

Proposed to Swinton that the Protesters so covenanted would purge 

Church and "live contentedly under them and not rise with others, 

I though they would restore civil liberty, yet would not so countenance 
1 

interest. 
" (Diary, III, II.) Here Wariston is seen as Baillie 

ly, suspected drawing close to the English. He had deserted the 

rlotic position of Rutherfurd who would have no truck with the 

manse. Given his Covenant for purging the Church, he 111Ás content 
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that his country should be in subjection. Purging had been 

itally intended to create a puree and ipso facto victorious Church n nd 

e. Now that the state was gone, along with its home and foreign 

cy,it became a mere move in the manoeuvre for power by the Protester 

ers. Not without reason Baillie saw in the introduction of this 

milt the break up of the Protesters. (Letters, 111,298.) 

At the same time that the Protesters were falling into ill- repute 

the Council over their Covenant, the Resolutioners experienced trouble 

use of their offering prayers for Charles. Doubtless he needed them. 

did little else for him and stopped doing this, at least openly, 

eclarations, one of August 2nd, 1652, and one of March 26th, I655, had 

lbited ministers from praying publicly for the King. Lilburne had 

annoyed by this practice at the time of Glencairn's Rising, for though 

linisters played little part in it, such prayers seemed to countenance 

,ion. The later Proclamation by Monk threatened with suspension 

!ipend and further penalties all who continued to pray for the King, 

e practice went on and some were imprisoned. The. Council was deter - 

-to stop it but feardthat oppressive measures might cause serious 

Broghil held private conferences with several leading ministe rs, 

felt the hand of Monk, they were more amenable to him. It was 

Ya case of face saving. The ministers would not cease from praying 

gas it was thought that they did so under threat. The Council 

d a Proclamation annulling the penalties and giving the ministers 

;eks glace to reconsider their attitude. In that tiene, the greater 
r of 

i esolutioners ceased praying for Charles by name. Veiled 

eons only were made from the pulpit, and the people groaned responsive - 

Ftti7 of the Protesters had prayed for him since Dunbar. By 
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October, I655, the question ceased to have any importance, and no 

e was heard of any repressive legislation. A mocking spirit took 

ession of the Protesters at the Resolutioners' surrender. Monk 

offence because they had done for Broghil what they had refused him 

began to "befriend openly the Remonstrants ". Some jealousy may 

e existed between these two, but the policy by which Protester took 

woes to Monk and Resolutioner his grievances tb Broghil was not 

eofitable to the4 Protector's' interest: Broghil's policy was to 

r the Right agatmst the Left and by wrecking both to construct a new 

.g favpurable to the Protectorate. He wrote to Thurloe, "We shall 

ay do our work by building with any tbf these two parties but by 

losing a third." He hoped to get the body of the third party from 

rate Resolutioners, for whom he had some partiality abd from Protester 

teals, such as Gillespie. Monk knew the Scots better. Broghil's 

ent achievement was to bring the Resolutioners to pledge themselves 

Lire peaceably thnder the Protectorate. 

The slight streak of vindictiveness appeared in Monk, noticeably, 

then he had fought and won, but when he had been outwitted. For 

le, he was never quite sure that Argyll was not tricking him and 

Ver forgave Argyll. Something in hid slower mind was antipathetic 

Íe quicker, showier Broghil. He experienced a little chagrin, at 

outshone 
in successful diplomacy by the President and proceeded to 

trouble 
between Resolutioner and Protester. He confided to Trail 

tester, 
statements he had heard from Douglas and wood, regarding 

nplacibidity 
and perverseness of the Protesters towardjreconciliation. 

wrote the whole story to Gillespie, who read the letter to a 
g °f Protesters In Glasgow. Fuel was added to the fire. Gillespie 
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and others were sent to arrange a meeting with the Edinburgh ministers 

ng about union, "or if no, that it might be seen by whose fault 

iscord continued ". (Baillie, III, 296.) 

This conference began in Edinburgh on November, 8th, I655, and lasted 

weeks. The 'papers' exchanged between the two parties were lengthy 

edious. The Resolutioners declared theii willingness to pass over 

as of the last Assemblies which had contained any sentence on the 

inters. The latter stated that such was not enough; since the 

;utioners avowed the absolute legality of these Assemblies, their 

could at any time be put in force. They asked for the disavowal 

ìe Constitution of the Said Assemblies and Commissions appointed there - 

id for a ; purged Commission to be appointed from that of I650 which 

In their view the last legal Commission. This the Res4utioners 

l not grant. The papers showed how the original issues had been 

The quarrels centered round the legality of two Assemblies and 

respective Commissions and round the desire to have a majority 

1e Commission which was to rebuild the Church. The Resolutioners 

anted a fairly united, front. The Protesters were divided, "some 

Lng with the Union, some with the Ordinance, some standing by theft. 

°station on the grounds for which it was made ". On24th November, 

Doked as if the Union party had prevailed, but Wariston blessed God 

the day closed without a movement towards reconciliation. Through 

efforts, 
and Guthrie's, a unanimous resolution of dissatisfaction 

the Resolutioner proposals was carried. Rutherfurd, increasingly 

r, 
was again absent. 

Filth this breakdown, the sincerer and more htnest, if mistaken, 

411t of Political and ecclesiastical idealism which had characterised 
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oth parties and redeemed them from the charge of utter factiousness, 

igh vanishes. This disaster was the work of Guthrie and Wariston. 

other hand, a mechanical union, based on a formula composed by 

ie might have been as spiritually disastroud for tiiimenaiwizsaiss 

surrender to the State for political security is as bad, if not 

for the life of a Church as perverse opposition on mistakenly, 

ous grounds. The fury of the Killing Times in which the Chu h 

d cpncurrently both these evils intervened before via media of 

volutioh. 

parties turned now tb their respective patrons, Protesters to 

,esolutioners to Broghil. The Protesters drew up a petition to 

ouncil, formulated by James Simpson and thoroughly revised by 

ie and Wariston, which was practically the old demand for a 

ssion to regulate the Church, in which they would have chief power, 

ng of the petition, the Resolutioners sent a Representaion to the 

il to counteract it. In February, they also petitioned the 

dent to remedy the Church's state with regard, to the non -payment 

isters' stipends and other irregularities. They asked that the 

f ann, by which a year of a deceased minister's stipend was payable 

s widow should be put into effecjt. Some of the abuses for wilich 

asked redress were beyond the ppwer of the Council to remedy and 

o the economic chaos of the country. Broghil entered into 

unions with both parties, hoping as ever to form a third Cromtellian 

in the Church. In his letters to Cromwell, he paid tribute to 

right life of the Protesters, noted the usefulness of James Sharp, 

SAie and Livingstone and characterised Wariston and Guthrie as 

rate enemies of the Protectorate and 'Fifth Monarchy Presbyterians'. 

(Wariston,Diary, II1,5) 
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An attempt which he made to procure the Protesters' sanction for 

it lay members acceptance of offence as Justices of the Peace, failed 

lough Wariston's opposition. 

The summer of I656 brought no great event in Reso utioner- Protester 

airs. By now, Wariston was'swithering' about taking office as 

s 
Clerk Register, a politi Jn which had once been his and whose emolument 

orely needed. From his Diary, it appears that Argyll was working 

his interest in England. He protested he would not take office 

er Cromwell yet his Diary shows him arraying his reasons and excuses 

taking it - -- providing for his family, taking care of national 

Crests, 

doing the necessary work even under a Usurper. He was kept 

nterhooks for another year. The office was obviously the bait held 

to draw the inveterate Protester into the English camp and was the 

,bait which could so have drawn him. That he was nibbling was soon 

ent to his party whose policy became little more than mechanical 

igue,for the scene of strife shifted from the Edinburgh Churches 

he ante -roomd of the Protector's court. Forgotten now was their 

u 'not to take or exercise power over the Church' from the Usurper. 

Resolutioners still feared their opponents would in the end have 

Cornrnission for purging erected. Throughoutl656, the'planting ' of 

continued. Wherever the Protesters managed to have a nominee 

'ed, Ilaillie characterised him with true Resolutioner partisanship 

little mannikin of small parts ", "a very feckless -like thing in 

ersonH, "another young thing lately laureate" . (Letters, III, 3I4ff. ) 

the Protesters had most power to present as in the Wes-; they did 

where the Resolutioners enjoyed the majority as in the Lothians 

e East, their nominees were appointed. Less intrusion by force 



curred, for Broghil had put certain powers into Resolutioner hands 

urn for concessions on their part. In August, he got them to 

an amendment of the I654 Ordinance, Stipends were to be granted 
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e certification of moral fitness of a minister elect by the Presbyter; 

edof by Provincial Certifiers. Every minister before admission 

o subscribe a declaration of his willingness to live peaceably under 

resent government. One Hundred and fifty settled Resolutioners 

tarily signed this engagement. While having less need to fear 

sions, they had ,ut themselves on the road to Westminster and 

ngs witti the Usurper. 

The Protesters were well on that road. Gillespie, notd Prtncipal 

asgow University, had travelled it often and jauntilly. Waritton 

is own reasons for a journey which offered opportunity to deal for 

egistership or his pension therefrom. He tried to conceal his 

t to go from his colleagues and from himself. When the petitioners 

James Simpson, he was mightily cast down. The mission had as its 

t the Protester demand for their purging Commission. When Simpson 

ed London, he found that the Resolutioners had sent one before him 

1e, versatile and unscrupulous as Gillespie --Mr James Sharp. 

ter from Rutherfurd who was still a name of repute in English 

yterian circles., predisposed the London ministers in Simpson's 

r, Sharp won their favour by a trick, jt$pically sharp. He 

red a letter from Edinburgh full of praises of Rutherfurd, as his 

een of vituperation against the other party. "Whatever A.r Rutherfurd 

"us, us, or others, yet he is very sear unto us, beca,se of the gif$s 

;races of God in him and his service done to the Chuph of Christ 
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Pe do attribute his keenness of spirit ....to his want of prudence 

tisite for managing arigh.: of public differences ". Sharp 

thy played on an Englishman's vanity, the desire to be thought fair 

le dislike of others who apparently are not. An abler khan Simpson 

ceded to cope with Sharp, so Wariston, Guthrie, Gillespie and Sir 

' Ker of Greenhead set off to London in January, I657. lvionk gave 

letter of commendation for their'peaceable' and compliant behaviour 

ated in it that, "they are better to be trusted than the other party' 

ots who twelve years before had through t the persistent efforts of 

f their number consolidated the standards of Presbyterianism at West - 

r, paraded in pamphlets at the seat of their triumph all their 

t divisions and disorders. The representatives of each party had 

e with Cromwell, sometimes simultaneously to their mutual 

°iture. Waris ton, as his Diary shows, became less engrossed 

le cause of the Protesters and more taken up with prosecuting his 

)r the Registership. On the matter of accepting this office, 

GtQthrie quarrelled furiously. The breach made was never healed 

latter sent bitter reports home on yVariston's conduct. 

1e Protector at first seemed willing to give a favourable hearing 

Protesters. That ,arty had now clarified its demands. They 

or a Commission to be appointed by him which would govern the Churc: 

ng to its laws passed before I65I, in effect a Protester olighrchy 

an appearance of justice, it was proposed that committees of 

ion, made up of an equal number of both parties, should be set up 

anting and purging ministers and elders and for comprising of 
and future divisions in Presbyteries" within the bounds of 

Vnoci, 'Over these comruitttes was to be set a general committee 
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)f delegates from each Synod, again of an equal number to which the 

night appeal against the decisions of their committees of visitation. 

ltations, II, 98.) This showed how far the Protester leaders had 

led from Presbyterian principles. To seek nomination of a 8ommissior 

ae Protector was an ac* of absolute Erastianism. When the Assembly 

lion first took shape as a body of the Church, in the years of the 

rar, Rutherfurd and others had distrusted it as being something 

'ous to the Presbyterian principle and as an encouragement to 

astical oligarchy. In troublous times, the Commission had been 

xceedingly useful to deal with immediate crises and had been cen- 

Is a more or less permanent body. It was not a'eourt' for its 

shad to find ratification by Assembly. The Commission now 

having to account for its acts to no Assembly, was practically 

stieal despotism. The appointment of committees of Synod with 

powers was a bureaucracy alien to Presbyterianism . The justif -. 

which the Protesters put forward for the establishment of such a 

Is that it was needed in the present condition of the Church. 

1ton and Gillespie were not men to scruple at the access of power 

'stein offered, nor was Guthrie, though more Presbyterian than 

bitterly referring to VVariston as "our Independent". The great 

estminster, Rutherfurd, Henderson, James Gillespie and Baillie 

10 Scottish cause and projected Scottish idealogy to some measure 

nless English Presbyterian system; The men of 'no account' 

,sed for Scotland before a sneering Parliament on the matter of 

wed dignity and strove as well as they could for Scottish inter - 

present trio sacrificed two great Presbyterian principles --the 

ian c,,nduct of Church affairs and government by ascending 
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hurch courts -- to their own pet schemes and party demands. The 

oration was complete, for they sacrificed their party demands to 

own pet schemes. Wariston pursued his kegistership; Gillespie 

sped a love pf ostentation and a thirst for money for public building 

his enemies hinted did not all go to building the College of which 

Principal. 

rguments which Cromwell used in debate with Sharp showed that he had 

ed to Protester promptings from Gillespie. .harp's party had been 

with the Malignant against the godly and his sympathy was with the 

who, had it been as wholly prepared to tolerate Independency as 

to abuse Resolutioners, might have had its way from him. After 

Sharp, who withst,)od a cross examination by Guthrie and Wariston, 

forted with ability, Cromwell remarked, "That makes somewhat towards 

)of ghat your Church is of such a constitution at present that there 

lof an extraordinary remedy to promove purity and godliness, if 

lade out that Acts were made and these Acts improved to the prejudice 

.Y men and obstruction of godliness ". (Consultations, I, 360.) 

', he had talked og the Scottish Church not being in a capacity to 

itself and needing an extraordinary remedy. (Consultations, 1354.) 
ler meeting where the opp sing representatives filled the air with 

recrirntnatiom, 
showed the Protector the sad dtate of the Church 

nothing to solve the problem. 

etide began to turn against the Protesters in March. A petition 
Council by Guthrie to have a Resolutioner minister in Stirling 
and a Protester placed, was refused through Broghil's influence. 

ble petition and Advice was making its way through Parliament and 
vas considering a Crown. On the day the Petition was ready for 
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presentation, a reissue of Rutherfurd's 'Lex Rex' with the new title, 

eatiseof Civil Polity' was published. It contained much ion the 

of Kings --or Protectors. Who published it? There are three 

bilities --the military party who opposed Cromwell's acceptance of 

ingship, Rutherfurd and the Scottish Protesters who misliked the 

ct of affairs by Gillespie and Wariston and their dealing with the 

ctor, or James Sharp! The Resolutioner party, by publishing the 

of their great opponent at this junctureA hopej to throw discredit 

s party, if that party were to be suspected of the publication. 

Deli nearly accepted the Crown; on]Ss deference to the wishes of old 

des in anms prevented him; but he had little love for the Parliament - 

is who had opposed his acceptance. 'Lex Rex' could not be esteemed 

^k supporting the Humble Petition and Cromwell became wary of the 

r whose leader had written it . Guthrie may have been responsible 

the publication. Wariston round him reading a copy of 'Lex Rex' at 

time. If he was, he published without the knowledge of the other 

who would not have been guilty of such bad tactics. But publication 

-publication of a viiolent piece of writing by an opponent, to discredit 

Ilitn the Guìaernment, was not an unknown trick of the age. Perhaps 

Sharp could have told the story which is left in obscurity. 

The actióñhaken by the Protesters was absolutely Erastian. They 

d to have the Act of Classes or its import inserted into the Humble 

Ulm and Advice. They gave to Cromwell and other members of Earl - 

Unt copies of "Reasons why Advisers Assisters Suitors and Abettors 
the +Jar, 1648 against the Parliament of England should be excluded 

trust as well as the invaders thereof in the 4th and I3th Article 

,he 
BUi? } The reason for thiq.dvas that the original part of the 
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unible Petition dealing with Scotland debarred from office anti0 . 

ise all who had been in the Engagement but enfranchised all who 

March, I652, "have lived peaceably and thereby given testimony 

it good affections to the Commonwealth ". Argyll may have had 

and in composing the 'Reasons' which Wariston drew up with some 

ulty because of "Mr Gillespie's and Mr Guthrie's rooted jealousy 

ting every word the other spake ". (Diary, III, 73.) The'Reasons' 

t Cromwell's part in instigating the Acte of Classes and magnified 

ger of the Association of Resolutioners with Malignants. 'Wariston': 

on was note for the time without effect on the Protector who feared 

nnest (1,go of a very thin Malignant wedge being driven into 

d. He made a speech to a Committee of Parliament in which he 

d the argument that if all Engagers were excluded there would be 

ers from Scotland and suggested an amendment which offered I648 

date from which men's peaceable behaviour would qualify for citizen - 

thus accepting in principle wariston's advice. The proviso 

ng employment and franchise in Scotland which ,owed its inspitation 

ston, ran as follows, :- 
ovided that such as invaded England under Duke Hamilton in the year 
advised, consented, assisted, or voluntarily contributed to that 

d were for that cause barred from public trust by the Parliament 
land,be incapable to elect or to be elected, to sit and serve as 
of Parliament or in other places of trust related to the 4th 
harticles of the Petition and Advice, excepting such as have borne 
this Highness or the Parliament, or have been admitted to sit 

in the Parliaments of the Commonwealth of England and are of 
life and conversation, or such as shall hereafter be declared 
Highness, with advice of his Council to have given some signal e 
ny 

of their good affection and continuance therein be capable election and trust. (Consultations, II,4I. ) 
endurent passed by a narrow majority through the influence og the 

m 
the Scots had loathed, _Lambert and the Independents. Desborough 
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a member of the Scottish Council voted against it. Sharp tried 

gave the proviso modified in the final reading of the Additional 

Explanatory Petition by the insertion of a clause enfranchising 

who have been employed or authorised by the Council or Commander 

hief and such also who are of a blameless and godly conversation{'. 

!cured Thurloe's support for the modification. The amendment 

:d a first reading but was defeated in the second by 66votes to 62. 

English members took little interest in the affair, looking on it as 

pute between Argyllians and Hamiltonians. The proviso was carried 

e Independents and the native Scottish members such as Lord Tweedale 

it James Macdowal who feared the original latitude granted in the 

night impair their future status or election as members. The 

Jters had gained a technical political triumph, only technical, for 

'oviso never put into effect. In gaining it, they suffered 

tragedy. Baillie, his opponent, but once great admirer, writes, 

düJariston's domestic straits made him content, contrary to his 

resolutions to embrace his prior place of Register from his 

3s. "Letters, III, 352.) 

len Cromwell, mentioning his present straits, asked Wariston if he 

,lear to serve and take emplornents'; he answered that he was, if 

"in things lawful and conductible to the service of God and His 

and his Highness therein ". (Diary, 77 & 78.) And so the 

Protester, despite his protests,became a tool and servant of the 

3r'e As his latest biographer writes, "If thus Wariston met 

It crisis in his life, it was not entirely the emotion of the 

r 

` at forced his surrender; he had already fortified himself 

:the arguments for adhering to those principles of non -compliance 
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which for years past he had insisted on to others and to himself. 

was still the acute methodical mind which long before had drawn 

asbns' against surrendering the Covenant; 'reasons' for holding a 

eral Assembly with or without the Royal sanction; 'reasons for 

at national decisions; and later for party decisions; and now for 

own." (Diary, Intro.LVI.) On James Guthrie residence in London 

the opposite effect. He had hoped to have the Protester cause 

tained in Church affairs; he saw his colleagues successful in purely 

tical and personal matters; he grieved at their rigour in the 

ISO, saying that good men had been out in the Engagement and had heard 

iton's railings against those who had accepted office and his dis- 

ions of others,like Brodie of Brodie, who would have taken it. 

these had been far more than the mere personal and private 

olutiogs which Baillie only notes in Wariston. To the downright 

rie, Wariston's actions had betrayed his cause, and Cromwell found 

im "the little man who would not bow ". Sick of the sorry intrigue, 

rie went home, a more fervent Scottish nationalist then ever. 

"Lord Broghil and his band" prevailed in the end. Lambert on whom, 

Protesters chiefly depended, had fallen from grace having been 

from the Army and Council. Hope that the disunited Protesters 

dprocure their Commission and their Committees was departing from 

nevertheless, Gillespie, Wariston and Simpson continued to 

eit Protector and Council until a Committee of ftiOrteen was 

inted to hear them and report. Of this Committee, seven were lay, 

n clerical, and of the latter, four were Independents. Sharp 

gilt the Committee ill- disposed to his cause -- -"the major part are 

pendents and the rest are mongrel Presbyterians ". The Protesters' 
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elands added a request that Presbyteries who had separated themselves 

hem, mibiìt not be permitted to exercise any authority. Both 

swere in constant attendance on the Committee. The propodals 

e Protesters for Commission and Committees were recommended to the - 

ilby Dr Owen and Independent ministers, but the Presbyterian .embers 

a report unfavourable to their demands as putting Scotland under 

minati n of a Protester clique. The Council advised the disputants 

home and settle their quarrels and then set about the reform of 

k. 

ust before thid, the Protesters scored their last triumph through 

tentful Lambert. This was a renewal of the provisions of the Act 

eses with regard to the election of magistrates in the Scottish 

The proposal was manoeuvred through a thinly attended House by 

it. Gillespie instigated it for reasons of his own connected with 
a 

nagement of College affairs in Glasgow. He wished the change 

magistrates of that city. This Act was not put into effect for 

¡me till Protester influence through Fleetwood secures a letter from 

41suspending the election. Monk, however, advised against any 

'erence in civil affairs and the commission procured by Gillespie 

wire into those of Glasgow ended by libelling not the magistrates 

mself for maladrnjnistration of the University rents. 

,t Was becoming apparent that those who interceded for the godly 

lore concerned with procuring place for themselves. Thè Protector 

ydecided against the proposals for a Commission and reverted to 
herne of the original Ordinance; in a disputed vacancy, the Council 

o 6v maintenance after nomination by the provincial certifiers. 
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At the same time, Thurloe told Sharp that he did not think i4 likely 

this would again be put into effect. As a matter of fact, nothing 

one to alter the stLLtus quo. The practice kept was based on the 

ssion by which Presbyteries, Resolutioner, Protester, or united, 

certify to the Council those nominated to vacancies in their 

diction which thereafter appointed and gave maintenance. The 

ance and its Certifiers was a dead letter, because few of either side 

to act under it. Sharp had not worked in vain; he had kept the 

siastical power from passing into the hands of the other party, 

dby the fact that Cromwell was latterly turning from the Independents 
s 

ad supported the Protesters, to lean more on the moderate Presbyterian 

litical matters. Monk too had withdrawn his support from that 

Row summed up the whole business , "So did the Protector as a 

r of the flame, fox -like carry himself that neither of the factions 

Brun down or ruin the other but that they should continue still 

;nding ". r:':any in b©th parties were weary of the London intrigues of 

leaders. In the later years of the Protectorate, it was more the 

nal bitterness of the leaders than anything else which kept the 

Fh 
disunited. After I656, there was far less tioting, intrusion 

Deal strife. Leaders and pamphlets kept old sores open but had the 

ration not intervened, almost certainly a compromise for a united 

h would have been found. The London intriguers all met sorry 

Wariston and Guthrie the scaffold (Guthrie witil the buoyant courage 

shis), Sharp assassination, Gillespie just escaped the' rope to die i btifui obscurity. All except Guthrie betrayed their best ideals; 

a little later was to enjoy a name synonymous with Judas in 

teplân 
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Nit is regarded with the logic of a retrospective survey of their 

h'sforeign policy as expressed in the Solemn League and Covenant, 

otesters' actions were a tragie- commic house that Jack built. 

sought a Commission to purge the Church to cleanse the state to bring 

ictory to overthrow Cromwell to destroy Independency to establish 

yterianism in England. The party upon whom their leaders finally 

ded to get their Commission was the Independed16 w Ìom they had 

!t to destroy; a truly ironic reductio ad absurdum. The desires 

heir followers and the ideals behind the original demand were 

etely disregarded. Nor were the Resolutioners much more consistent. 

claimed loyalty to King and Covenants, but well knew the King was 

venanter. In claiming that he was, their leaders were wilfully 

ving themselves and their followers. They came to intrigue with 

ell as readily as the Protesters. Yet it was apparent that Cromwell 

and would no more put a Resolutioner faction (which had been Malignan 

mer, than suffer the ultra- Covenanting Protesters to hold sway and 

lish a consolidated Church under the Covenanting banner. A good 

og the inconsistency of conduct and behaviour disappears if one 

nates the overstressed element of the Church's foreign policy -- 

Solerara League and Covenant. Both sides had come to see the impossib- 

yf of its achievement; neither would admit it; it had great propaganda 

e, especially when each could charge its opponent with forgaking the 

1 
of a Presbyterian Btitain formerly held tenaciously. The anomalous 

tre of the political position of the parties lay simply in the fact 

both still pleaded it --to their followerd, 'for home consumption' 
he modern term : -- while in practice in their dealings with the 

IMINIIIII 

ector 
it was most conspicuously absent. 
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The fixing of attention on the Resolutioner-Protester intrigues 

gh Solemn League and Covenant spectacles conceals the real importance 

he conflict which was between two cla ties of men who were here sorting 

selves out in the Church and seeking to rule her, men drawn from the 

ter classes and men, such as Douglas and Baillie, who had aristocratic 

Actions and clung to some feudal links with the State. There were 

!mists in both. One party was democratic often to the point of 

Ince, the other, viewitgg with distrust the viIlent courses of 

of their opponents fell back on the Covenant alliance with the 
s 

!s, prepared in doing so to surrender some of their late- won privelegf 

Protesters were the more evangelical, but their evangelism was 

Mmes cursed by the prophetic raving and diatribe against Malignant 

lry and all who opposed them, characteristic of later Cameronian 

thing. The Resolutioners were -comparatively- more moderate in 

ranee, yet their moderation was blest with much sound and practical 

titian preaching and much good work in education and catechising. 

!xtrene Protesters later became followers of Richard Cameron; the 

a- conservative Resolutioner entered the second Episcopacy without 

g and tell with it. The evils of thVRestoration caused sane men 

Dth parties to revert again to the old standard of a Presbyterian 4 

land as set down in the National Covenant. Both sides made definite 

üstinctive contributions to the Revolution Settlement. Had not 

°nage, the relic of Feudalism, been reintroduced in I7I2, Established, 

ed and Free the Church of Scotland might have remained throughout 

History. 
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RELIGIOUS LIFE AND PRACTICE Iii THE PROTECTORATE. 

Before dealing with the social and economic life of Scotland in 

decade, some account may be given of religious life under the 

tectorate regime, since the religion of the age had an enormous 

suence on its society, for good as in education, for evil as shown by 

ggreat increase in executions for infanticide. 

While Cromwell suppressed or continued the suppression of the 

est ecclesiastical court, the General Assembly, the other courts of 

Church were left to function in matters ecclesiastical more or less 

ampered by any extraneous jurisdiction. The bureaucracy which the 

testers had sought to impose never materialised and they had claimed 

ttheir Commissions and Committees were only temporary, to erect a 

Presbyterian Church. It will be seen in this how the Puritan 

ent had influenced Presbyterian thought. RutherEurd and other 

¡tish Divines had violently controverted the Independent idea that 

lurch should be made up only of Saints' , men of visible godliness. 
ets5toKgi 

.11g the doctrine of the Visible and Invisible Church, the Presbyterian 
pry evt:If 

that a man's professi in of faith was sufficient for his admission 
riSlw _r Ce 

re oriveleges of membership of the Visible Church, provided always 

Pa itted no act of open 'scandal'. Rejected was the idea of a 

libeing a group of banded 'Saints', each group more or less unrelated 
e other. But a political offence had been made in the Act of 

es an ecclesiastical 'scandal'. Woe to them by whom ,that'scandal' 

The Protesters,soundly Presbyterian with the exception of a few 
it number, resolute opponents of Independent Congregationalism, 
led loud and long for a 'pure' Presbyterian Church. Demand 

5a)ply. 
The Resolutioners, while less inclined in their Courts 
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as zealous for righteousness as the other party, stirred themselves 

ealsharply and insistently with any moral delinquency. So English 

tan Congregationalism helped to strengthen the thought that, while 

r 'purity' was not of the esse of the Visible Church, it was a 

final necessity for the bene esse of Church and State. Thus the fact 

he moral jurisdiction of the Courts of the Kirk was unhampered, 

aided by the Justices off' the Peace, and the intrusion of the 'pure' 

into Presbyterian idealogy caused in the Protectorate a continuance, 

tan incrcase in the severity of Chufich discipline, with very evil 

t The Kirk had set itself against evil before; with the 

lishrnent of the powers of the greater and lesser excommunication 

le punitive instruments of the Church and the thirst for 'purity' 

move the causes of God's wrath, parish, people and peerage underwent 

astic purging and punishment wherever 'scandal' was found. With 

le that they could do in the way of constructive legislation, 

it plant Kirks and schools, which caused many a dispute, Synods and 

byteries of Pesolutioner and Protester alike devoted themselves 

Pusly to thi.(inhappy business, ably assisted by the Kirk Sessions. 

Anation's morals may cause much debate. Neither the early 

iclers, Fordoun or Froissart, nor the Calvinist Calderwood, gave 

land a very good reputation. The pages of the latter tell of the 

'ranee, immorality and backsliding of the people and the lavrlessnass 
he Lairds. Yet Scotland was not any worse than any other land 

!ts age, than the Prance of Henry IV, or the England of Elizabeth or 

+ell' 
Dirt and disease may have enhanced rampant vice and likely 

Igh 
caused a lot of it. Evils in Scotland were more naked and less 
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'gilded. There is not much room to doubt that life was nasty, brutish 

hort. Nichll's Diary and other diaries of the pge are full of cases 

cost, adultery and even bestiality. Neither Nicoll. nor Brodie, 

affray had a churchmants interest in the matter; Nicoll a lawyer, 

eand Lamont lairds, Jaffray a Quaker . Reading their annals, one 

-a very different Scotland from that of Kirkton's 'golden age'. 

stbe borne in mindrp however, that the machinery tor search and 

hment of fault and the registration of it had become much more 

Li 1 .-.eo 

no.- ,G, ,_ . 

n 

F:^ 

tient than in former years. When reading it is easy to get the 

ession that in the Protectorate iniquity increased greatly, simply 

use, assisted by the Justices of the Peace, the Courts oVthe Kirk 

that no moral delinquency went unpunished. Each parish knew its 

faults. It is recorded in the annals of a parish near Peebles 

anyone who kept his door shtat on Sunday- afternoon against the 

is of the elders would be convicted of secret drinking. Elders 

aright of inquisition into the most private affairs of the flock; 

le wonder that much was dragged to light that would better have 

uCi1 

iS.SJO?`x 

,i'.;1tB 

din darkness. No class was free from sin. The morality of the 

s was no better than that of the people. Both the godly Loudon 

he very ungodly Rothes were proved adulterers. The Laird of Brodie's 

most regretably for him played the harlot but happily mended it 

rriage. Looseness and uncleanness were rife, caused by poverty, 

tainty of life and unclean conditions of living. These would for 

Ice 
explain the crimes of bestiality recorded as they would many 

le Cases of sexual misconduct. The Kirk took Calvin's way to cleanse, 

"111Y way they knew. It was the only way the age knew, for few 
tern 

of that time or much later rose above the idea of just ice 
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4 . bred Middleton to the devil in Stirling Kirk, he hanged himself aeß - 
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¡ecclesiastical or civil, being punitive and preventive. Calvin 

filled libertinism in Geneva; Resolutionr and Protester alike 

to do so in Scotland by the same methods. They were men trgmng 

ht evil conditions with ruthlesF, and cruel weapons --the stool of 

ance, the sackcloth of shame, the fine imposed by civil magistrate 

he Church convicted of moral offence, the lesser excommunication 

pension from Communion, the more terrible threat of utter damnation 

d by giving the victim over to the devil in the greater excommunica- 

by these means evil was scotched and driven underground, penitence 

ocritical and smouldering resentments nursed. When James Guthrie 

Ceb ¡VI(' 
de an inveterate enemy for his Church. The rigour of discipline 

ed in the Protectorate explains why the country endured for a tim* 

cond Episcopate. Mans were as glad to escape from the spiritual 

tion of the clergy as they were to escape from the English yoke. 

the threat of Rome in James VII which again 1.ekindled Presbyterian 

)ifl t J s;í;t 
.1 

I% 

!he efficiency and intensification of the disciplinary system under 

d gs3'ded c 
otectorate manifested...itself cruelly in the great nuOber of 

ions for infanticide. These increased in this time. It is not 

lore illegitimate children were born, but the system of inquisition 

Elishment was more perfect. The horror at facing exposure before 

!ession and congregation drove many a woman to this crime of con- 

Nicoll records with pity that a.ny women of good' family 
'ed the death penalty. Instead of the . Roman confession and 

ißSJxes -iL 

NtriboBtrU 

iti °n, which whatever their faults at least kept down infanticide 
coi vend "V tics 

c exhibition and po 
the sinner had to face public 

popular o emrd 
te 

P derision. 
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Women of the 1 wer class were less tempted to this crime. Executions 

often tragically of girls of decent family who, to avoid the ordeal 

public mental torture had slain their children. As far as can be 

ered, there was more infanticide in the South and West where discipline 

stricter and the Justices functioned more effectively than in the 

h, where Presbyterian organisation was less perfect. 

n one matter, the English magidtrate and soldier was reluctant to 

namely in cases of witchcraft. England was just escaping from 

trammels of that superstition; Scotland was utterly fettered. 

damentalist interpretation of Scripture imposed with rigour the 

"Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live ". The different forms of 

craft punished, devil possession, encompassing the death of a neigh - 

by burning a waxen image of him, need not be dealt with here. 

e I had hounded on the witch pricker; Charles Episcopacy had dealt 

cautiously; with the establishment of Presbyterianism, the 

ecution of witches acquired new thoroughness. Accusations both 

ful and anonymous,were heeded. Kirk Sessions seldom dropped a ease. 

14;aae1-: erable commissions for trial of witches were issued to lairds in 

taom eels r parishes. 'J3luidy' Mackenzie, who creditably sought some 

'Ifti 'a oration of the sad state of accused witches, wrote, "I have observed 

fßmi.i i8ell., scarce ever any who were accused before a country assize of neigh- 

um aß.V JJ1S 8 did escape ". He denounced the prickers as villainous cheats. 

/If/up b n, Sir George Mackenzie, 44.) In I66I, Lang reckons that 80 people 

lYing in various prisons awaiting dentence. The English were 

fled at the measures employed to mocure sentence. Women whose 
sin Was that they were old, deformed and daft, or helpless with a 
of land someone else wanted, or on occasion reluctant to some man's 
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advances, were hanged up by the heels, whipped, had lighted candles 

ced in their mouths and suffered other unspeakable tortures. Under 

Proté torate some accusations were procured, but a measure of reprea- 

was employed to keep this evil practice in hand as is proved by 

number waiting sentence at-u4he end of the regime and by the insensate 

urst of witch -hunting under the'Roaring' Parliament. The latter, 

ng lost its religion and its righteousness, had to find some substit- 

this was the best evidence of zeal for the glory of God they could 

and 'bluidy' Mackenzie was the only one to protest. 

There is a nobler side to Scottish religious life. Cromwell 

d the Presbyterians to keep their institutioe?s, and in allowing this 

d them to perpetuate the standards which became the vital elements 

sottish Presbyterianism. This has often been overlooked. In I645, 

sembly sanctioned the Westminster 'Form of Church Government' and 

.Directory for Worship'; in1647, it accepted with a few limitations 

estminster Confession of Faith', still the Church's Confession; 

48, the Larger and Shorter Catechisms were Approved; in I649, the 

cal version of the Psalms became the Church's praise. Few histor- 

will deny that these played a great part in shaping the mental 

oral life of the next centuries. The Protector let the Church 

Ss their standards in peace and her ministers inculcated them daily. 

utioner and Protester both taught, catechised and exhorted confor- 

tothese doctrines and tenets by every means in their power. 

. 

rotector left to the Scots the cream of their Presbyterianism with 

strietion 
as to how much they should swallow themselves provided 

asforced down English throats. In the peace of the Protectorate 

ndamentals of Presbyterian dogma were so well inculcated that the 
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second Episcopate -vas little more than an external imposition and 

country as a whole returned both naturally and willingly to them at 

Revolution. The Church had six years peace in which to teach, and 

first six Years of any educational plan in child or nation are vital 

is history. 

The fine8 Scottish institution of family worship has its roots in 

period. Family worship then meant a family circle studying the 

. Cliser contact with England had brought the Scots in touch 

the Authorised Version and copies of it, cheaper and more easily 

usable than former versions, were finding their way into the hands 

he people and fostering the growth of this practice. The Diaries 

rodie, Jaffray, Wariston and Hope are religious diaries. It is 

ible to doubt Wariston's sincerity and call him hypocrite as by 

r, by drawing lots in his Bible and bÿ religious argument, he 

tto persuade himself that what he wanted was Gód's will; it was 

important to this introspective Calvinist that what he wanted 

dbe God's will for otherwise he believed curse, not blessing, was 

ssured reward. The most genuinely religious diaries are those 

die of Brodie and of Alexander Jaffray, Provost of Aberdeen, who 

ards became a quaker. The bulk of these diaries are the product 

otectorate years. In them, every aspect of religious experience 

hearse& with the painful thoroughness of the Calvinist seeking 

oul's salvation. In Jaffray, this process of introspection led 
.1. i 1 t 

o the quaker doctrine of the Inner Vie-. Brodie took -a delight in 

ng out his problems, quite impersonally, as if they were those of 

ne else: his diary becomes almost a fad. Theological speculation 
in the Protectorate, was well oï4 is way to become the avocation 
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of the Scot. 

These years also saw the iinstallation of the Shorter Catechism as 

echief means by which Calvinist doctrine was imparted to your_g and 

alike1to supply for centuries the touchstone by which the sermon was 

ed. Since the English occupation, the daily lecture on the ScriptureE 

ch had been given, in city charges at leatt, had-_fallen into dissU@WC; 

traction in the Catechism crept in to fill its place. In Edinburgh 

ministers spent the Sabbath afternoon expounding the Catechism, which 

gli 'Shorter', the Assembly of I648 had recognised as "too long and 

high for our common people and children ". Great care and pains, 

efore,were spent in the succeeding years on its exposition. It 

ained the uncontrovertable essence of Independent and Presbyterian 

logy. The Protector could heartily subscribe every article in it, 

is teaching was encouraged. Whatever its disputed merits, as one 

he best historians of the Scottish Church writes, "It ha, exerted 

odigious influence on moulding not merely the religious but the 

tal character of Scotland ". (Cunningham, Church History, II, 61.) 

00 owed its establishment to the Protector's peace. 

Mans of the other features of religious life in Scotland in the 

ectorate were those of the a ge. Sermons were not always so long 

so dull as generally supposed; nor in the Protectorate were they 

ontroversial 
as might have_.peeneexpected. The Gospel was preached 

often than the opposing sect reviled. Rutherfurd's sexcnons showed 

17erof vernacular and epigrammatic Scots practically unsurpassed ; 

e 
of James Durham are worthy of any age and any church. Not even 

Protector himself stopped the mouth of a good man preaching even if 

lesiastical tenets were nog t4ose he held himself 
and bluntly 
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preached befo. e him. An English soldter, full of Independent aealrp 

occasionally rise in wrath from the pew to contradict the preacher, 

o pepgher was silenced, except in payer for Charles; this does not 

tohare been an undue hardship. Baillie, in this case a prejudiced 

c, ridiculed the preaching of the Protesters, or rather their 

very, as "a strange kind of sighing, the like whereof I have never 

NI, as a pythonising out of the belly of ti_second person ". He had 

d it before; it was a cultivation of the nasal whine of the English 

an and was not characteristic of the best of the Protesters, who 

tless lost the affectation when their Church became the open 

way moor. 

Some practices which prevailed in the Scottish Church to a very 

'nor '3.L +t date, descended from this tmme, notably the sacramental fast. 

st days preceding Communion, sermon after sermon was preached 

ghout the day. These were often based on a certain portion of 

ture, which was methodically broken up, doctrine elicited and 

napplied in three or four sermons. Sermons accompanied the 

ion in like manner and on the following Monday three or four 

ns of thanksgiving were preached. Many of the ministers of the 

ict would assist at the Celebration and people thronged from the 

Unding countryside for the occasion. This practice was encouraged, 

Tally by the Protesters; it offered unrivalled opportunities for 

Id sac Banda and was left practically undisturbed by the English, possibly 

h fear of causing riot. It became so established that neither 

,; boos 1.3 
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ets nor the dragoons of the Restoration Parliament could suppress 

dit emerged, after the Revtlution to continue till the late I9th 

r' 7 n the 
. free Church, and in the Established Church in highland 
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districts a modified form of the practice still continues. 

Because of t,_ he Act of Classes, many of the magistrates of various- - 

ewere suspended frun Communion and later also because they took th'e 

The Magistrates of Edinburgh were shut out for six years and 

mmunion celebrated in a City charge. St Andrews was in like state. 

ut off a city from the Sacrament, because of supposed sins of its 

tracy, was as grave an evil as a papal interdict. It was a 

Edinburgh, which went wild with joy at the Covenant, went drunk 

it at the Restoration. 

Despite contention and wrangling, the whole Church earnestly 

ed on as far as they were able the traditional work of the old 

Church, the care of the poor and the education of the people. 

are of the poor was parochial and the funds procured by collection 

reh or by fines imposed by the magistrate for sundry religious 

her offences. This did not cope with the mass of human misery 

by- the civil wars but it afforded a measure of local relief. 

ears that it was the 'godly' poor who bekefilted; the vagrant, 

ing or undeserving, had little dône to redeem his state --save a 

ened transportation em masse to Barbados. The work of establishing 

sand improving the colleges went on financially assisted by the 

for himself. 
- 

rom the finer ac hievements of the Church, one might conclude 

tie possible to magnify unduly the difference between Protester 

solutioner. Even the intractable Wariston would listen to a 

timer preacher, mark the sermon down in his Diary and add the note 

it was a good one, pertinent to the time and much enjoyed. A 
mister was sure of a good hearing; even an intruded pastor might 
be loved. The bitterness was more often in the pamphlet and 

aeqa -s 

i2ud2ii. 

ed 1A^ 
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oval dislikes of - the leaders for each other e.g. Baillie's for 

expie, Wariston's# for Douglas, Rutherfurd's for Wood, than in any 

onged &acrimonious contentions between their professed followers. 

he West and South West, Presbyteries were mostly Protester; in 

East and North, they were mostly Resolutioner with the interesting 

ption of the Aberdeen Independents. A Protester Presbytery would 

talongside a Resolutioner in counties where the parties were evenly 

d as in Stir ling. In cases of vacancies, each Presbytery was 
LJ 

d to certify nominees to charges under their jurisdiction. This 

nated many occasions of strife except in Presbyteries such as 

ow, where there was a strong representajtion of both parties. 

regard to theft strength, theyta were perhaps thirty per cent Protes- 
-th. 

o seventy per cent Resolutioner; the Resolutioners raper exagger- 

when they claimed that they were six times as many as their 

ents; it was the Protester party which grew in strength, possibly 

se young men who most swelled its ranks are by nature extreme. 

There were many evils in the land in the sixth deacde of the Century 

urchmen in seeking to destroy them increaded its woe. The Calvin - 

nee of sin magnified the faults of the populace in clerical utter- 

' yet the English villager, squire, or noble was not any more moral 

is Scottish contemporary; he only got off with his sins more 

Y. Through the efficiency of the Presbyterian practice of record 

kSession and all other courts, till the time when it was decreed 

he tiame of the sinner disciplined should be erased after three 

the sins of great and small in every parish were catalogued. 

otectorate 
in reality preserved Presbyterianism for, as noted, 

"gs-that gave it life and body had only recently seen light 
w' 

011 
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and grew in grace in these years. They grew all the better for 

tof a General Assembly which would have turned the party jangle 

nati.nal strife in a national court and disordered the Church even more 

letely. The Church of Scotland owes more to Cromwell than she has 

herto recognised. Indeed in that day, an English Independent 

plained, that the Protector so favoured Presbyterians on Scotland 

tIndependent ministers and officials had no chance toe gain a live - 

ood and that Scottish Independents could not enjoy, "that freedom 

encouragement which justly they expected when the English first 

eto Scotland ". (Pitilloh, The Hammer of Persecution, p.14.) 

Presbyterian came to curse his King more than the Protector. 

An account may be added of other religions in Scotland at this 

The English soldiery had their own meeting places and preachers. 

se were attended by the Scot who was dissatisfied with his minister 

by the ecclesiastically disgruntled. This last may account for 

emporary outburst of Independency at Aberdeen. Aberdeen which had 

ried in her Episcopalian 'Doctors' now had Independents in her Prdfess- 

Chairs. Pique at losing her Doctors and a dislike of the tyranny 

tediousness of Mr Andrew Cant, the chief minister, may well have 

e some of her citizens welcome a creed that could oppose the Presbyt- 

anwith impunity. There had been a few elements of Independency 

rather of ultra -Puritanism in Covenant Presbyterianism. In pre - 

enanting days, 'private meetings' had been held by many ministers 

lay members og the Church to establish the opponents of Episcopacy 

their faith. When the Presbyterian party triumphed, it seemed to 

n that such meetings in turn might become subversive of their own 

er Rutherfurd had used these meetings, defended them by pamphlet, 
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and encouraged them in practice when he was in the opposition. 

I638, these meetings continued to be held mostly by-those who were 

ned to the ' Novations'. These were certain ultra -Puritan practices 

á the discarding from public worship of the use of the Lord's Pray - 

dthe Doxology. The matter caused the first clash between the South 

nd the North East parties in the Church and those who opposed the 

e meetings' manoeuvred to have the Assembly which finally condemned 

held at Aberdeen as far from the South West as possible. After 

little more is heard of the affair. Rutherfurd stubbornly fought 

eir use as being profitable in devotion and in encouragement to 

mistian life, though after Westminster he changed his views. 

tra- Puritan element finally prevailed in having the Doxology and 

the Lord's Prayer discarded i4 public use. (I649 Assembly). 

General Assembly laid aside the Lord's Prayer, so our Lord 

side the General Assembly ". (Campbk &l of Cawdor, Essay on the Lord's 

) It is an interesting irony that Aberdeen,which wäs the scene 

Covenant scotching the only trace of Independency in Scottish 

erianism, saw the first native outburst of Independency proper. 

I652, Alex. Jaffray, John Menzies, John Row, William Moore and 

CBirnie issued a letter declaring that, "The Oongregational way 

parer to the pattern of the Word than our classical form ". 

had been a prisoner in England and coming into contact with 

had become a sincere convert to Independency. His influence 

don the callers. Row was Cant's colleague and lectured in 

t King's College. Smeaton was minister of the Second Charge 

&char; Menzies was Professor of Divinity at Marischal College; 

Pr 
° ofeSsor of Mathematics in the same College and its 
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principal; Birnie was the Regent of the same College. Theirs 

nacademic Independency. The movement did not thrive; no 

endent Church was founded in Aberdeen, though one was established 

st Kilbride by Charteris, its minister. It was short lived. 

xplanation of the affair was that t Jaffray, a sincerely religiously 

d provost of the city, came back from England filled with the new 

and loaded with its literature. A study group was started; Roam 

enzies were nothing if not vehement, and took up the new cause 

enthusiasm and pkofit, with the more enthusiasm, because it brought 

t. Row was made Pr*neipal of King's College and like Gillespie 

ed funds from Cromwell for building. Saillie deakared, "Almost all 

th Colleges had avowedly gone over to Indppendency". The move - 

made some progress in the city and once an Independent Communion 

eld in Greyfriars Kirk, but despite the vehemence of Row and Menzies 

sbecause the adoption of the new form had been largely academic, 

rmanent result developed and the Haldanes instituted Congregation - 

in Scotland afresh and ppart from any Scottish tradition. 

ore permanent was the work of Jaffray himself whose religious life 

ped quietly and sincerely in the Protectorate regime. Finally he 

a Quaker, drawing many in the North among those who had inclined 

ependency to that faith. His mind had been deeply impressed 

heontact with the Quakers who were finding the way to Scotland , 

mg them. Bpr the Scot any guilty of any religious eccentricity' 
ebbed 

Quakers. The doctrine of the Inner Light wa's abhorrent 

ependent and Presbyterian alike, both believing in the ultimate 

nal Vevelation 
of the Word as contained Holy Writ. The Quakers 
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pearance in Sarotland, as in England, was attended by riot, rabbling 

icious buffoonery. "In this month of January, 1655, and sundry 

onths preceding, and many months following, there rose up great 

f that damnable sect of Quakers, who, being deluded by Satan, 

y to their profession, both men and women, sundry of them walking 

the streets, all naked except their shirts, crying, This is the 

lk ye in it'". So Nicoll begins his account of the rise of the 

sect in Scotland. Some English soldiers and Scottish men and 

ere deluded. He writes, "The devil working strongly upon their 

tions, made them believe that the spirit descended upon them like 

....The evil spirit prevailed with much people and charged them to 

11 ministermal teaching and ordinances ". (Nicoll, 145.) 

6, he notes a further increase of Quakers in Scotland and thetr 

orations on the Castle Hill of Edinburgh. Baillie relates that 

ere plentiful around Lenzie and Douglas and like to prove trouble - 

ecause, "They in a furious way cry down both ministry and magistracy" 

s, III, 323.) The reason for the hatred of Churchman and lawyer 

Js apparent. No very strong Quaker community was established in 

nd till,after the Protectorate, Jaffray and later Barc developede 

the North, purged of its early excesses. The impingement of the 

form of Quakerism, for it was not at first the quiet and sober 

it became, upon the minds of people who believed in devil -possession 

e mater &sl nature and appearances of the devil, was bond to cause 

ross and grotesque eccentricity, A curiogs feature of Scottish 

raft had been the belief of the witch that he or she had been 

dbY and had held intercourse with the devil. It was ase easy 

tra_suggestion 
to depone the Holy Spirit as the visitant. All this 
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simply meant that the Church charged the victim with blasphemy 

ead of witchcraft. On such a charge, James Naylor, one of Fox's 

ish converts, suffered fiendish punishment. (Firth, I, 94ff.) 

imself visited Scotland in I657. The Council had him arrested, 

he was released, preached with vigour and even had the temerity to 

ss a mob on the Castle Hill engaged in attendance at the burning of 

ch. Both Monk and the Church set their hand against the Quakers 

JA in the Protectorate, though crude outbursts occurred, no large 

ed community took definite root. 

In I655, Row records Presbyterian concern at the growth of Roman 

licism in the North. Father William Ballantyne and other priests 

ngin the extreme North had met with considerable success. The 

1 issued a proclamation, imposing the death penalty on any priest 

in Scotland after a certain date. The ministers appointed two 

tt number to re- evangelise Caithness, but one refused the mission 

eother died. Roman Catholicism in remote outposts remained little 

bed. 

THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITION OF iIiE COUNTRY. 

ddressing the House in January, I658, Cromwell thus referred to 

nd, "And bath Scotland been long settled? Have not they a like 

of poverty? 
I speak plainly. In good earnest, I do think the 

nation have been under as great a suffering in point of livelihood 

bsistence outwardly, as any people I have yet named to you. I 

Ilk 
truly they are a very ruined nation. And yet in a way, I have 

Iv1h 

some gentlemen 
from thence hopeful enough; i4 hath pleased 
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God to give that plentiful encouragement to the meanest sort in 

tland The meaner sort in Scotland live as well and are likely to 

into as thriving a condition under your Government,as when they were 

er their own great lords who made them work for, living no bett_ er 

the peasants of France. I am loath to speak anything which may 

ect upon that natiof}: but the middle sort of people do grow up 
r 

einto auch a substance as makes their lives comfortable, if not bette: 

they were before." (Letters and Speeches, 5th ED. 343.) 

statement was not altogether false, not altogether true. The 

ectora te had seen the ruin, for the time being of the great land 

ropriëtors. But the meaner sort too had suffered the burnings 

lootings of Cromwell's own army and of Monk's; the middle sort 

had their industries ruined by invasion and their trade ruined by 

ignwar. It might be the Protector's policy to create a strong 

eclass as a balance against the nobility, but there was no immensely 

thy marchant community in Scotland, as in England from whom to 

te it. A good deal of the 'Comfort' that Scotland enjoyed was 

due to some exceedingly good harvest years than to any Protectorate 

slation. Although money was scarce, corn was mercifully plentiful 

was still as much a* nexus of exchange in country districts between 

Grand farmer and farmer and laird as the currency of the realm. 

1654, however, men had gmiet to win their crops undisturbed. The 

ctor gave the land peace; the measure of prosperity he gave it, 

to the 'middle sort', whom he sought to favour, is more open to 

Contemporary 
annalists all bemoan the sorry state of the country 

here complaints persist throughout the Protedtorate period . In 
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655, Baillie wrote, " For the time all Scotland is exceeding quiet 
na very uncomfortable condition; very many of the Noblemen and 
men, what with imprisonments, banishments, forfaulters, fines, as 
ontinuing without any releasement, and private debts from their former 
les, are wrecked or going to wreck. The commonality and others 
ppressed with maintainance to the English army. Strange want of 
upon want of trade, for our towns have no considerable trade and 

is the English has possessed it. The victual is extraordinary 
in God's mercy, but judgement to many ". In I656 he told the 
story. "Deep poverty keeps all estates exceedirigl at under; 
axes of all sorts are so great, the trades so little that it's mar - 
f extreme scarcity of money end not ere long in some mischief" 
ers, III, 2886,357). In 1657, Nicoll wrote, "Poverty and scarcity 
ney daily increased by reason of the great burdens and charges 
ed upon the people, which not only constrained them to sell their 
and estates, but even their household gear and plenishing and some 
clothes and abuilzementis" (Diary,207) Conditions in I658 had 
proved, and in this year Baillie wrote, "The country lies very 

it is exceeding poor; trade is not9litthe English has all the IR 

s. Our noble families are almost gone many of our chief 
ies' estates are cracking; nor is there any appearance of any 
relief for the time." (Letters, III, 387.) It was natural that 

cote should blame his evil condition on the English invader who had 

d his commerce and spoiled his fields as well as some of his fairest 

tecture. By Cromwell's own army In I65I, "This oure land was 

ht to open c,ìnfusion and shame, the English army ramping through 

ingdom without opposition, destroying out corn and raising mond 

ever they went, for maintenance of their army, and garrison. (Nicoll, I22, 

to all this Monk estimated that Glencairn's Rising cost the land 

000 ; Iin I6I4, the value of exported commodities was £820,000 Scots. 

about£68, 330, so that if capital stock to the value of £200,000 

destroyed in the Glencairn affair alone which was subsequent to the 

"war, the state of the country must have well nigh ruinous. 

Yet for this poverty stricken condition there were many causes, not 

arising from the civil war. Other factors were at work. Scotland 

Changing over from the feudal to the modern state, which in itself 

ed eeenomic complications in the fiscäl- system. Many of the nobles 
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had exL: ended their lands by feuing Crown land and Church lands 

ch, at the Reformation, had reverted to the Crown and the annmal feu 

ï.ese had to be paid. Wardholding of land was gradually giving way 

ea holding. The object of the Crown in feuing land often compulsor- 

was to raise cash; the greater barons, when military service was 

nger an adequate or desirable compensation for letting land and 

tin kind raised problems of converting corn into cash, began to 

tto the practice of feuing and of insisting on rent in cash. 

and more expensive methods of living now prevailed amongst the upper 

s. Before the Union, the Scottish noble had largely lived off 

wnand on his own land; after the Union, he travelled South and 

d money to spend, bringing hack more expensive tastes to his own 

y, whose satisfaction needed still more money. Formerly his 

were for corn and cattle to feed his retainers, often a small 

ingarmy, subsequently, his needs were for wealth to keep up his 

nalestate and at the moment when his cash needs were becoming 

est, Charles was limiting his resources by the Act of. Revocation. 

er loss was profit from hereditary jurisdictions which were passing 

fthe hands of the nobility. There was an all round demand for 

rom Crown downwards and the process of change from the corn to the 

exus of exchange between superior and tenant was anothertactor 

aking the power of feudalism in Scotland. 

Ntlandjhad never had a plentiful currency. All the older 

elers state the scarcity of gold and silver. James . VI did much 

°urage Scottish industry as had Jamed IV, yet even the improved 

fan of industry and commerce, due to his efforts, and he toiled 

°uslY that Scotland might profit commercially by the Union, d 
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not bring an appreciable increase in the amount of circulating 

ncy. The products of the land were almost wholly agricultural. 

I4, writes Mr I.F. Grant, "Out of a total of £82(1524, therefore, 

£65I394 was produced in the rural districts and £I69, I30, including 

actured goods and bread consisted of goods the raw materials of 

were rural, and which were even in some cases largely country 

a. The remaining item, the fisheries, only partly an urban trade 

ñted to £I53,354." (Grant, Social and Economic Development of 

and, before I603, p.3II.) The result of this was that most of the 

from the sale of commodities went primarily or nominally into the 

¡ts of the noble or of the Crown who held the land; actually, a 

deal of it found its way into the hands of the merchant who supplied 

ble with imported luxuries, but currency circulation among the 

rsort' of feudal dependents was practically nil; much of the 

1 so realised was spent elsewhere ,than in the land, on foreign 

or on foreign purposes of the Crown. Spalding, writing a few 

after the Act of Revocation, commented, "All change and trade 

ken away, because these 'slicht turnourie' was the only money 
Í 

through all Scotland ". (History,235 & 663) The noble before 

¡vil war was in a financially insecure state, seeking tb raise 
1 

n a country where there was but little. Methods of taxation, 

kng and of renting by Crown and noble to raise more became 

Isive long before Cromwell's hated ' Cess' . "In all bygone times, 

etcuuntry bath been most oppressed in taxation. There lands are 

retoured that a forty merk land with us will not pay so much 

Imerk land elsewhere, by which means it comes that some five or six 
kres in the West as Ayr, Galloway, Clydesdale, Lennox and henfrew 
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ill pay more taxation than all Scotland besides: (Baillie, 

Not a little of what cash there was in Scotland fell into the hands 

etrader, lather than that of the producer. Despite foreign wars, 

ottish trader in the first half of the I6th Century carried on a 

is with the Baltic, France, the Netherlands and Spain. This trade 

red during the Cromwellian regime. The large debts for which 

tuts sued noblemen so that the latter had to shay at home to avoid 

tfor debt, Argyll among the number, would suggest that in the 

etorate the balance of cash was in burgher hands. Miss Keith says, 

nearly part of the I6th Century, "The Burghs and people generally 

restraint of export and free import, the landowners and coal- owners 

edfree export and restricted import ". (Commercial Relations, 25.) 

Cason is obvious; free import gave burghs and townspeople cheaper 

gncomiodities while at the name time, restricted export made home 

eemore abundant and cheap. The land owner and country producer 

ally desired free export to have a wider market for his goods. 

Protectorate the burghs also were forced to sthpport free export 

urrency might enter the country to rehabilitate industry. 

ntion of Royal Burghs, III, 34I.) The internal disturbances 

Civil War considerably reduced export trade by destroying much 

'capital stock from which it sprung. Consequently the land owner 

it the wherewithal to pay the merchant for goods which he had 

ed The feudal system of and tenure, with limited exceptions 
1 

ehim to sell land to pay a debt and in the Protectorate 

ation had to be passed allowing debtors to take up land in paymen4__ 

inroad on feudal practice. By the time of the Protectorate, 

the wealth of Scotland, if wealth it could be called, was in 
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the coffers of the merchants and importers of the Royal Burghs who 

G practical monopoly of foreign trade. It can easily be seen why 

country districts were more ante -Cromwellian than the Burghs: they 

suffered much more. 

Afurther source of economic poverty lay, paradoxically enough, in 

more efficient administration of Treasury affairs. These were not 

ell managed as those of England, though even there in that age 

gercent was by no means perfect. Since the advent of the Octavians, 

ver, the collection of Revenue had been comparatively less haphazard 

more under the control of the Crown than formerly. Here again, 

of what was raised went out of the country, an evil of Union and 

icipation in English wars. In IO2I, S cotland granted James 

00,000 Scots, payable over three years to help in the war in support 

the Elector Palatine. In I625, g400,000 Scots was granted to Charles 

üpport of his war with France, a war which at the same time 

iderably hampered 4cottish trade with that country, which had 

erto flourished, owing to the priveleges, practically amounting 

naturalisation, enjoyed by Scottish merchants trading in France. 

hand produced no Jack Cade or John Ball; even 'Lex Rex' discouraged 

Ilion on account of grievous taxation; but taxation was becoming 

vous by 1625 and no doubt the feeling that a measure of relief from 

ight thus be secured, prompted merchant as well as landowner to 

the National Covenant. The Administtation under JamesVl who had 

interest 
of Scotland at heart and under Charles who had largely 

otten it was draining away for alien purposes the already scanty 

f currency which the land possessd, at the same time as the 
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feudal breakdown, new standards of living and English wars were 

eting the pockets of both noble and merchant, the former more so 

the latter for one class was as thrifty as the other was spendthrift. 

Under Cromwell the land was poor, the r. able was bankcrupt, the 

hant suffered from the Dutch and later the Spanish war, and the 

nistrat ion was even more effective in extraction. Conditions 

ady prevailing were aggravated with some very few compensations. 

Scotland groaned under the 'Cess'. In the early occupation 

tart' commanders had levied a rough and ready assessment on ¿hires 

Burghs under their control. By their instructions Parliament hhd 

the Commissioners who arrived in I642 power to order taxation for 

upkeep of the army and Administration. In I652, they imposed an 

ssment of £10,000 a month to be levied on Scotland. Deane was 

rised to apportion the amounts on the various districts and to 

ethe abatements, not to exceed £2000 a month to be made in tha 

us localities whose agriculture or industry had been adversely 

191:181q.001.1. 
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ted by the war. Parliament in October, I652, approved the 

ssioners' imposition and continued the assessment to May I653. 

at date, the Council off State continued it till November and from 

the Barebones Parliament extended it to June I654. Nominally 

smto be raised was £I0,ß:00 per month, actually the sum was £850Q, 

OOScots per month. The Assessment was made with little reggrd to 

resent resources of the land. It was based on valuations made in 

1644 -5, and I649, before the devastation of the ward and these we re 

be unduly reckoned in the calculation. "Scotland as well in its 

tty and intrinsic value before the late wars as in its present 

yhhrough devastation and spoil by the wars" was to be the non 
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sa'd of assessment. 1 Domestic State Papers, Interregnum,6O -62.) 

)oq. ec`.. tax was fixed at 48shiliings Scots per £IOO. valuation per month 

i 
`ietá 

'' , 26.8 per cent per annum. Monk stated that after Glencairn's 

swn;o 0 ing the most he could raise was £7,300 per month. His calculations 

becIsMie 
, 

e accurate and moved him to pity. In I657 he wrote to Thurloe, 

w Aoi ust desire you will consider this poor country I can make it 
b. 

f ti.ltßv ar that one way or another they pay £IOO out of four for their 

o'I .bn úi ssment Unless there be some course taken that they may come 

.ebnamnic quality with England, it will go hard with this people;" (ThurIoe, 

zebra:, to Papers, V1,330.) The Assessment of the three Kingdoms at this time 

`asstmo: x80,000 per month, of which Scotland nominally paid £I0,üOO, Ireland 

ojd io ,000, England £00, UOO. Thus Scotland paid one sixth of the sum paid 

for :L England although the latter's wealth was variously computed as twelve, 

odds c een and twenty times greater than that of Scotland. Monk estimated 

5m5ts(E; t Scotland's riches was a sixteenth of England's. (Firth,Hist. of 

t1I1, II7.) Tho .tigh Scotland's revenue was fixed at one sixth for 

sw e,t V;1 ation purposes, the English Parliament casuistically allowed it as 

gíni 's'I ut one twelfth, when it came to the matter of Parliamentary 

ei!J e;3 
resentation. Monk in hhe end secured the reduction of the Cess 

aenocf- -' '' £10,000 to E6,000 per month at which it remained till the Restoration 

>ats7 wú e resuscitated Long Parliament tried to double it. 

z 'eq stc, The Cess was collected systematically and rigorously. Surveyors 

Yl.uose't 
¡assessors were appointed from each parish and burgh, col ectors and 

E bm3 e' 
'collectors for each Shire. Refusal to pay brought the distress of 

r, 
roàs, the collector having power to break into a household and lay 

ilsai ;,c. 
so/1 

the 'chest' or other articlethat might be conveniently sold. 

vob rl4 t> 'Nicoll it appears that on occasion this was done. In many cases 
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eCess was a capital levy. According to the Order of the Council 

slevied on estateç real and personal and even househthld plate 

assessed. (Act Parl. Scot. VI, 2.842.) With little ready cash, and no 

incoming, unfortunate people were forced to sell their possessions 

ay it. 

In July I653, Scottish members had complained to Parliament, as Monk 

ater, that, The Cess of Scotland exceeds a fourth part of the 

(i.e.valuation) ". The Cess exceeded more than that. The figures 

ady quoted, given in I314 for the value of yearly exports, £820,000 

s, were for comparatively peaceful times at sea and faikly prosperous 

t home. Taking even this figure as a norm, the Cess of 21,080,000 

sexceeded it by £260,000 Scots (22I,666). As war had injured many 

the staple industries and destroyed much of the stock on which the 

eezports 00' wool, skins and leather depended, it is possible that the 

ss of taxation over possible income from this source was much greater. 

eottish exports, mainly agricultural were the surplus left over when 

land had sustenance, heavy taxation in the first years of the Pro - 

orate, by exceeding not only one quarter of ,the Valuation, but by 

tly exceeding the total value of export trade vas cpmpletely destroy- 

national solvency. The reduction of the Cess to £6000 meant that 

tion probably equalled the total value of export. There was no 

rtunity in all this for Scotland to achieve any economic prosperity. 

Other financial burdens lay heavy on the people. The best record 

the tax payer's woes is found in the pages of Ivicoll. 

"The burdens within this nation daily increased and namely within 
town of Edinburgh such as cesses for entertainment of soldiers; 
abÓributions for the fire in Glasgow to such persons as were damaged... 

nburgh...whoShad families; 5 
the CEnglishoonftheirTlcoiningf to Edinburgh; English g g s 
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4 
n it ofd douse mals; 5. Collection for .ie soldiers 

pri oneu iii ningian b . Contri ution to the poor in Edinburgh; T 

Contribution for reparing and building up the two Kirks viz. the 
yfriars Kirk and the College Kirk; 8Another collection for alteration 
three Kirks and division of one Kirk in two for ease and accommodation 
the hearers; 9A new imposition for Baptism and Marriage given to 
Patrick Henderson, viz. for every marriage 30 shillings and for every 
rtism 24 shillings; IO.For seats in the Kirk which we were forced to 
for, otherwise be frustrated of the Word; II. Fees quarterly to the 

[dies of the Kirk; I2ordinary bills at 6pence sterling I3. William 
res's production. I3. Mr Sharp's protocols; I5. Monthly contribution 
rthe poor; I6. Weekly contribution for coal and candle to the main 
rd; I7. Furnishing of soldiers with bed coal and candle within our 
private families; I8. Lanterns with candles hung out upon the street 
ng the whole time of winter; I9. The exbenses put upon passes to 
these that went abroad five miles of the town of Edinburgh and other 
s; 20. Cesses paid six month before the time and advancement of 
000 sterling uplifted through this nation." (Nicoll, I,87 -88. ) 

;1 JÌilil_ 

f ti beF,^.:.. 

q- 
?ow 150 ad' 

This passage shows that Kirk and burgh took further toll from the 

ady oppressed tax payer. 

The reorganisation of the Customs and the proper establishment aafi 

Excise was intended to make up the deficiency of the Assessment as 

ans of supporting the army of occupation. This work was carried 

under the Council by an English Customs official, Thomas Tucker, who 

an interesting account of hid work in his "Report upon the Settle - 

of the Revenues Excise and Customs in Scotland ". He achieved 

fair measure of success in his task. 

'rocker decided to organise the Excise first. It was practically 

impost and he decided to let the Customs wait as they already 

timed, although badly. Taxes such as the Excise had been farmed 

Gotland, i.e. let to collectors for a fixed sum, the collector 

g he most of the bargain. There were English and Scots among 

publicanoi, who like their Biblical predecessors enjoyed little 

arity. Tucker and his commissioners began work in September, I655, 

ling to farm the taxes for four months at first as they did nJt 

the intrinsic value of the Shires and Burghs and what their relative 

t.LF3 
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consumption of excisable liquor might be. Returns of excise under 

Aradministration they found 'but a glimmering and misty light' and 

months' trial of the farming system seemed the best basis for 

assessments. It was decided to treat with the proposing farmers 

:lly, to find out how much they would give and from this fix a 

price and ask for sealed offers above it to be handed in,upon 

the highest bidder, if of good security, would procure the farm 

eShire under question. The Scots were as astute as Tucker. When 

:y carne, "the mercat was full of people but few buyers ". Many 

dto upset the whole scheme. The magistrates of the chief burghs 

ritically pleading "the case and benefit of their poor' tried to 

;e the letting of the chief Burghs apart from their Shires, and 

they were unsuccessful in this , sought to get preference in the 

'g. This being refuäed them, the magistrates, wherever the Excise 

Bing let, sought to stop the bidding; as the Scottish Council had 

ted the Excise Commissioners that all the Shires were to be 

d, the magistrates reckoned that, if they could stop the bidding, 

arms would then fall to them at whatever rate they chose. But 

9mmissioners procured an order from the Council, allowing them to 

tthe unfarmed Shires themselves and again the magistrates were 

Tucker described the magistrates as exercising "a kind of 

ignty Ñer the people "and saw in this a minor attempt of the merchant 

to control taxation for its own profit. All the Shires were let, 

lullArgyll, Bute, Inverness,Sutherland, Cromarty and Caithness, which 

issioners decided to collect themselves, with somewhat meagre 

a, The Excise was levied on beer, ale and strong waters. 
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The first month brought out the difficulties of the Excisemen. 

measures employed, e. g. the 'tree', varied in different parts of the 

try, so the Council decided thati as a standard, eleven gallons 

ldbe accounted a barrel. The old tax had been imposed on the boll 

irlot of malt brewed, not on the quantity of ale and Tucker wished 

evert to the older practice. The Council refused their consent as, 

re is no absolute necessity of making such a change at that time, 

:than a bare complying with the capacity and genius of the people ". 

same English policy later infuriated the Colonies and started the 

ton Tea Party ". This time, however, England repented and afterwards 

37ed the farmers to tax by boll or by barrel as was most convenient. 

Excisemen also were a problem; the English were hated; the Scottish 

apt to avenge private injury; most were new to the work. The 

cil, knowing the people, "through poverty and an inate habit of 

rovin to be cross, obstinate, clamorous and prone to apprehend every 

Jonas oppression or injury and again to repel either noise or force ", 

ided to give the farmers only collecting power and reserved the 

icial power to themselves; the result was the . pëople did not pay. 

farmer was then allowed to execute summonses and a "timely conformity 

led " A fotr months letting neithe id the farmers nor made for 

e, so thereafter the Excise was let y the year, with better results. 

Excise on salt was gonsidered, which was manufactured,in the coal 

Acts of Fife and the Lothians. Spies, envoys Tucker calls them, 

`sent to revue the industry and find the weekly outp4t. The 

'rietors discovered that they would have tó pay duty, that their 

lshipped to England would have to pay duty and that the English 

Would have to pay duty, so quite naturally objected to exported 

eing taxed, unless such salt was sold duty free in England. 
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Ittempts to asess output failed, because of the method of making. 

ial masters gave to the 'makers' so much coal, fok4+hich that latter 

Aso much salt to the masters and kept what was left to pay them- 

The'makers' salt was peddled in the country, the tasters' 

ed. The masters refueled to register the quantity of salt made 

claiming this to be the 'makers" liability, told Tucker to proceed 

s if he liked. The poverty of the 'makers' forbade any action 

tthem, so Tucker proposed to tax the masters as 'first buyers' if 

were not producers. These now reverted to the claim that they 

producers, but said that the system of working made a true account 

sible, which was probably correct. They offered a small sum for 

:agtheir own Excise, but the Commissi_.ners decided to collect 

selves and divided the salt areas into four districts. A system 

rcott which hurt the home industry started. The Scots had salted 

own fish with foreign salt which was duty free and began to bu$ 

than they needed and use the smrplus for domestic purposes. No 

salt was bought. The Council tried to stop the practice by allowe 

imported salt to be used only to cure fish for merchandise, if it 

duty free. The salt bought by people to cure fish for their own 

had to pay duty. The loopholes in avoiding the salt Excise were 

tlYthat income from it was never considerable and hardly paid its 

ecti on. 

The organisation of the Excise was as thorough and efficient as the 

ng principle allowed and with a few disturbances was well administered. 

revenue from Excise in I656 was £36,964 ; by I659 it had risen to 

444. 

Tucker's second task was to reform the Customs. An Ordinance was 
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promulgated authorising all Customs officials to search ships for 

raband goods. Contraband trading and lax Customs afficials who 

ttheir own, rather than the Crown's profit, had been notoriously 

dent. Power was given to collectors to receive both export and 

tduties and to search all warehouses and collect tax an all goods 

raed since Jude, I655. Collectors were ordered to keep true 

is and men were appointed to supervise the 'wayters' (weighers) 

ith and other ports. These weighers were trained men and the 

it ordered that they should be transferakle from port to port as 

arose and enjoy a standard wage to ensure their honesty. Each 

was to have a head searcher and itinerant surveyors were appointed 

pervise the work of collectors and weighers thereat and to examine 

ccounts. The port especially was watched fov ships slipping up 

ehigher ports to avoid duty at Leith and in this district the 

tart' commander at Linlithgow exercisedthe duty of preventive officer. 

roften accompanied the itinerant surveyor to instruct him in his 

es. Leith was the most important port of the day as trade was still 

'ycontinental; It had a collector, assistant collector and checker 

ead searcher and itinerant surveyor were also resident. It was a 

of school for Customs officers, for when a vacancy occurred, it 

'lied by men from Leith. Till Tucker took the matter in hand, "every. 

uraued his own way and all of them intended more the receiving of 

for writing bills, coquettes and transires than levying what was 

to the State. He imparted to the Scottish Customsan efficiency 

it never quite lost, and he established the Excise permanently 

otland. Despite his efforts, the revenue Thom Customs was never r 

,In 1655 -56 it was £5800 and by I659 through his efforts and a 
bnooe : 
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slight improvement in trade due to the cessation of the Dutch War 

junted to i012,000. 

In the Instructions drawn up for the Scottiebi Council in March, i655, 

ae ordered, "to give all due encouragement to the Trade and 8omimerce 

hat Nation and to advance manufactures and Fisheries there and to 

iller of all ways amd means how the same may be improved to the 

ratage of the people and this Commonwealth ". (Act Pas 1. Scot. VI, 2.830), 

oilect the Cess and at one and the same time restore industry was 

mpossible task:. The Commissioners at the Convention of Royal Burghs 

h asked for the removal of the prohibition on the export of wool? 

her and hides pointed out that the Council might order them to 

facture these at home but the setting up of new industries took 

y and the only possible source of capital was a good foreign trade. 

Ven.R.B. ?III,39I). This had been ruined by poohibitions and by the 

and the mess far exceeded the value of the export trade. No new 

lourishing industry was established during the Protectorate. Money, 

re and opportunity were all lacking and the raw materialsa available 

been considerably reduced by the wars. If Scottish export trade 

ered grievously and the Burghs through it, the producer of the exports, 

had no import trade as a limited compensation, was in even worse 

ition, at least as regards possession of cash. He could live on 

land, but that was about all, and if his debts were many, the land 

tcease to be his. England manufactured her wool and hides which 

the reason why their export was prohibited; Scotland manufactured 

less and the manufacture was a cruder a *tcle, not so profitably 
rtab 

KS le. Hence the Union Ordinance, which imposed the saine proliibitio^ 
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ived Scotland of revenue from the export of her. raw materials and 

English war with the Dutch dealt a serious blow to Scottish trade, 

larger Apart of which was carried on with that country in wool, 

her and hides, cloth and spirits being imported in return. In I650, 

Council of State had sought to have Cromwell prohibit Dutch trade 

.Scot&and, because it 'beat out' the English. "Their malignancy is 

notwithstanding all the favours they have received from you,... . 

they will buy nothing of the Egglish if they can have it from the 

". A vain search would be made for any economic favour, granted 

gland of her free will for which the Scots could have afforded to 

ifiee their best source of trade. It was later sought, fortunately 

ecessfully,to close the Scottish Staple at Campvere. In the 

ectorate, the Scots had less to sell in Holland and had to undergo 
and loss in selling it till after the Dutch War. England's war 

Spain next impaired their trade with that country which had been 

inconsiderable in relation to the bulk of Scottish tomuierce. 

et after market was lost on the Continent and, never cpmpletely re- 

a. It was los$ at the time, but it caused the eventual search 

Rewmarkets which ultimately centered a great Scottish trade in the 

and with a New World, despite Darien and English merchant greed. 
Cohibitions ruined export, the Navigation Act, which prohibited the 

of goods, except in Commonwealth ships, or ships of the Exporting 

Y, imposed heavy strictures on import. Scotland had not England's 

?ing. Her vessels were mostly built in Holland and the Dutch War 

the Civil Wars had considerably lessened her tonnage. Sufficient 

merchantmen to bring in the necessary imports were lacking. 

'e Petition of the Royal Burghs, already mentioned, permission was 
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to transport coal and salt in whatever ships foreign or native, 

could procure, and to import certain necessary commodities e.g.. 

hsalt for curing fish, in foreign ships, whether or not they were 

eexporting nation. Various expedients were adopted to avoid 

sh restrictions. Trade with Holland continued during the Wars. 

Spanish War, the Scots traded with Spain by sailing to Holland 

procuring Dutch passes, shipping a Dutch master or a partly Dutch 

According to Tucker, they brought goods from Spain and elsewhere 

tch ships which were made over to Scottish merchants by a bill of 

in the Scottish port and so became "ships of the nation "; unloaded 

set to sea and assumed their Dutch nationality. (Report, 44&45.) 

The only Scottish industry which prospered through the Uhion was 

alt trade. Cheap Scottish salt was sold in England to the detriment 

castle's trade in that commodity. Parliament, having refused 

ssions to the Scottish Burghs, refused to grant a petition of 

stle against the free passage of Scottish salt, on the grounds that 

sion gave the same priveleges to both nations and that cheap salt, 

it hurt Newcastle, benefited the whole nation. "A general good 

be preferred before a particular: Such was their ruling and 

nently beneficial to the English merchant and manufacturer who 

cheap crude salt for curing purposes. (Crom. Un. LXX.) A 

ish plea to have the exp )rt duty on coal relaxed was granted and 

8,it was reduced from four shillings a ton, exported in native ships, 

!ght shillings a ton exported in foreign ships, to two shillings 

Veshillings respectively. The reduction held good only for a 

Scottish industry throughout the decade suffered from the 

ion of an equal Customs with England. Equal tariff imposts 
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caused much economic loss to the Scots, since their exported articles 

of poorer quality than the English had yet the same Customs to pay 

,rofit was considerably lessened. Imports had the same duty with 

°esult that prices were higher than the L ;Scot could pay and the 

ted article, when bought, caused uneconomic debts to be accumulated 

!buyer. 

the economic union between the two countries was apparently just -- 

.per; it took no account of the respective wealth of the two nations 

°rin purchasing power or in exportable commodities. The period 

is union was too short to bring the blessings intended. Had it 

¡Anger trial, it might have brougntta reasonable prosperity and 

Prly, as the increased Customs revenue showed, though this was but 

action of England's, S cottish trade was beginning to show signs 

provement. The Cess ruined all chance of real developement. One 

Ration the Scots could have had, if they had known itt the upkeep 

:,e army and administration in Scotland was impoverishing England. 

669, the total revenue from Scotland was £143,652; the expenses of 

pation and administration were £307,272, a deficit of £I63,6I0 

deficit had varied yearly between £230,000 and £I60,000. England 

very glad of a judicial separation after the Restoration. 

The condition and state of the feudal landowner has been noted 

tout. through confiscation, sale for debt and other causes, many 

41arge feudal detimenes were broken up and never again achieved 
ft 

rformer nature of small principalities. The smaller heritor owed 

independence to the Protectorate, for after that date it was never 

i he became master on and of his own land. The Ordinances and Acts 

hdestruyed feudal priveleges, escheats and casualities were repealed 

4a Act Recissory but they had done their wotk 
and heritor and tenant 
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were thereafter freed from many iniquities which had deterred 

itable working of the land. The Protector endeavoured te assure 
s 

while the noble lost hid power, he kept his rank. While he was 

med to improve the condition of the meaner sort, neither he nor 

Council ever thought that sort dhould have any voice in their improve - 

Levellers and Fifth Monarchy Men gave him trouble enough at home 

aat such agitators finding another domicile in Scotland. Therefore 

ghout the course of his rule, Ordinance's of the GoUncil and Declara- 

sby the Scottish Council sought to ease somewhat the straitened 

instances of the nobles. Wives of men penalised by exception in 

áct of Pardon and Grace received annuities from the confiscations; 

of the 'excepted' persons had their estates restored; now they 

ved a further consideration in the matter of their debts. Scottish 

!n form was severe regarding debt recovers, though few merchants 

enter a noble's demesne to distress his goods. But with their 

broken, the merchants 
s 

pressed with'agiduity their debts against 
4 

obility. In I654, an Ordinance allowed debtors who could not pay 

Pint a covenlent future date at which they would bay with interest; 

yvvere then unable to do so, they were allowed to part with land 

ment, valued as in I648.. It is difficult to ascertain how far 

settled the question, for the Burghs objected to the Act; it was 

the merchant wanted, not land. As the trader objected to becoming 

'and landlord, it may be reckoned that trade, even then, and with 

>>ts had its profits. 

ree of the Protectorate years were exceptionally good agriculturally 

1656 &I657). I655 and I658 were bad, but prices were high, which 

Bated the producers who could sell to the English army oR occupation. 

48 exceptionally good. (Nicoll,I30, I88,208 &) In the good years 
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though currency was scarce, corn was cheap and plentiful and poverty 

'At mean starvation; I655 and 58 did bring hardship to tie poor; 

ell did not live to see the condition of the 'meaner sort' in I658. 

poor the agricultural worker was is difficult to determine. In 
te 

?rotectorate, the English practice of having the wages fixed by the 

'ces of the peace in each Shire was introduced. Professor Thorold 

rsstates that in England the Justices as a landed class used their 

to depress wages in their own interest. It is not likely that 

rScottish contemporaries were any better or, with the prevalent 

ity of cash, that they could afford to be. An assessment of wages 

by the Justices of the Peace for the Shire of Edinburgh id extant, 

reveals that the wages of the Agricultural labourer were mostly 

in kind, a cot house, so much arable land, so much corn and so 

grazing being allowed to the hind for the services of himself and 

ife, the'half hind' receiving less, the labourer still less. The 

fixed in Midlothian were likely to be among the highest, as it was 

ibly one of the best developed agriculturally. The wages of a hind 

fploughman) were as follows : -a cot house and kail yard, I5 bolls 

one and a half bolls peas, ground to sow one and a half boils 

and a firlot (quarter boll) of pear, pasture fot two cows or five 

His wages were therefore from twenty five to thirty bolls of 

together with the other perquisites. In I654, corn was £4Scots a 

(Baillie,Ill, 256.), His wages therefore averaged about £II2 Scots 

about £g a year plus perquisites. This paymentb in kind had 

°nsations for the price of corn and meal varied greatly with the 

le from year to year, In 1563, a boll of meal cost five merks, 

Pounds six and eigIitpence. In the following year, it cost only 
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eighteen shillings; a century later prices still fluctuated; in 

corn was double the price of I657 which like I654 was a cheap year, 

5, it gust hate been at leapt £8 per boll. The agricultural 

er, it paid in kind, at least had sustenance, but when it is 

ìered that in the present century, allowing for the buying of bread, 

erage family of the agricultural worter uses approximately eight 

ehundredweight of flour and six hundredweight of meal and receives 

luantity of meal with his wages, it does not appear that the labourer 

I7th Century had much more than sustenance. Twenty five bolls 

,would not yield much more than twenty five hundredweights of meal 

boll of oats would not then yield the hundred and forty pounds of 

iven in modern farming measure through better milling and better 

( The above statistics were receives from persons in agricultural 

ent from thirty to fifty years. Till lat4in this Century, wages 

ctmuch above the sustenance level.) The few coing the labourer 

sed carne from the sàle of his surplus. A half hind's wages were 

he above, a shepherd's about two thirds. The wages of the artisan 

out as follows:- masonsl /I? per day, carpenters I / -, labourers 8d. 

rresponding figures in England were I /6, I/6 and I / -. The figure 

five to six shillings a week, compared with from eight shillings 

shillings in England. As compared v, ith the agricultural vforker 

asan had from £I2 to £I4 a year, but if victual was dear, he 

. accordingly. If the wages fixed by the Midlothian Justjces 

criteria, the Scottish labourer was better paid accordibg to 

arative wealth. of the Country, than his English fellow. iYages 

rsììires must have been lower; no record of their fixing exists 

e years. The 'meaner dort'w were rather grossly used, alike in 



town and country. In the country, they had their sustenance and 

w pence for ale --all the far°aer could economically afford. In theme 

the magistrates were not free from the invidious pursuit of class 

rest. Writing of the Edinburgh Magistrates, whom, as a Glasgow man 

ripares most unfavourably with the honest dignitaries of his own 

Nicoll thus criticises, "In all t-ese matters they were negligent 

the people andápoor abased and neglected. In all taxations, Cesses 

ether burdens, the mean middle and poor sort of the people of 

argh were the only sufferers and the rich of the town and such as 

of power and influence were overlooked and escaped" (Nicoll,I89.) 

rhad accused burgh magistrates of the name sort of conduct; freedom 

as elsewhere was construed in terns of class and Cromwell's efforts 

half of the 'meaner sort' found obstruction in every quarter. 

Mortality was high in all classes. The diaries are full of deaths 

pst, second and third wives whole lot seems to have been to bear 

after child and die young. Many of the children too died at an 

age. Insanitary conditions caused much of the disease and death 

'land and war time conditiond,adding to human misery, increased 

ath roll. Scotland had not enjoyed a reputation for cleanliness; 

'arced her ill -repute on lank of good soap. In I6I9, when the enter - 

óNathaniel Udward sought a license to manufacture it, the Privy 

1 records narrate that, "this foreign pestiferous and noisome soap 

cause of many shameful and heavy imputations against this Kingdom 

'114 by strangers frequenting the Kingdom, who cannot abide the 

B smell Hof napery and linen Moth washen with this filthy soap ". 

soap was the cause of unpleasant linen, it was not to blame for 

'reets. Monk by personal insistence managed to have Edinburgh 



cept fairly clean and better lighted at night, but his efforts were 

partly successful. Nicoll complained that although rates were 

for providing carts to remove the filth, it was not done. There 

reason to believe that any of the other Scottish cities were more 

in their habits. 

le Church in Scotland carried on the work of education throughout 

disturbances. In that work, they had Cromwell's Whole- hearted 

t, though they refused to believe it and scrupled to take it, owing 

visiting of Universities and the planting of Kirks being coupled 

unfortunate Ordinance brought down by the disliked Gillespie. 

rtof Cromwell's Scottish policy was more disinterested than his. care 

.ducation. Gillespie could always procure a grant for University 

,ses from the man who had saved Oxford from the spoiler s.nd resented 

arebones Parliament's attack on University priveleges, Cromwell 

he countryman's respect for learning,_and the reformer's desire 

e an educated people. Robert 13aillie, as Professor of Divinity 

asgow, incessantly complained that Gillespie, the Principal, taught 

Seldom, spent most of his time on ecclesiastical politics add gave 

he had left of it to the erection of costly buildings in the college. 

Baillie became Principal, he had the same pride in his buildings 

tried to get 20,000 merks out of Lauderdale to card y on Gillespie's 

[lame with less success than Gillespie had suited Cromwell. He 

upheld Oliver's generosity. "Mr Gillespie got from Oliver well paid 

ken puts us in the greater hope of his fajesty's fatherly bounty ", 

lope Duite unfulfilled. (Letters, III,450.) In 1656, the south and 

sides of Glasgow University were completed; the North and South 

s of the outer court were next tackled and finally the whole front 

°d down and rebuilt. In I654, the Protector granted Glasgow the 
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lands of the Bishopric of Gallaway and to complete the work of 

iing further revenues formerly belonging to the Dean and Chapter were 

rtioned. Aberdeen received the revenues of the lands of its own 

wic and the Cromwell Tower of King's College was built by the 

riptions of Cromwellian officers. As Aberdeen under Row was for 

time being a hotbed of Independent thought, the subscriptions 

less came readily and were liberal. Edinburgh was given a grant 

X00 a year in I658. St.Andrews got little. Rutherfurd, whom 

well disliked was Principal of St.tyary's, Jamed Wood of St. Salvator's 

erfurd, the Protester, would ask no favour; Wood, the Resolutioner, 

anour could not be less resolute than his Protester colleague. 

The 'visitors' of the Universities and later the Council paid no 

eregard to party and some to merit in their appointments. Baillie 

lamed of McWard, the Protester, being intruded on Glasgow, but McWard 

afair scholar and better than the Resolutioner nominee. Robert 

:hton was appointed Principal of Edinburgh. James Wood was,through 

hil's influence, appointed Principal of the Old College, StSalvator's 

t,Andrews and not Campbell, the Protester. More than purely politic - 

ìfluence procured the appointment of Row as Principal of King's 

ege and John Menzies as Professor of Divinity in l;iarischal College, 

deen. 
Professor G.D. Henderson had shown that both were competent 

oars and able administrators. (Religious Life in Scotland, I09 -IID2) 

essors and regents in office were allowed to remain; at least none 

'assed for being either hesolutio0er or Protester. The knowledge 

'rted was the ucholastic teaching op the age and the Calvinist 

)logy of the Church. Greek, Latin and Hebrew were taaght and an 

f1 
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increasing high standard in these demanded from the student. It 

;stomary to bemoan Scotland's lack of literary output, to see Drummond 

solitary star in a heaven darkened by clouds of controversy, Calvinism 

'atechism. Yet no finer examples of Scots prose have been penned 

east in the Sermons of Samuel hutherfurd and James Durham. To 
e 

uatierfurd a Scottish Oonmis no exaggeration. As with the higher, 

th the lower realms of education; no interi'erence was offered and 

encouragement given to the planting of schools throughout the land. 

finance was issued allocating £I200 for the planting of schools in 

ghlands, where the Protector feared that they had not heard "so 

:s whether there be a Holy Ghost ". 

ADMINISTRATION. 

'Justice", wrote I utherfurd in 'Lex Rex" should be at as easy a rate 

poor as a draught of water ". Scottish justice in past centuries 

en neither cheap, speedy nor even. The Law lacked codification; 

lor Sir James Balfour's "Practicks" (then unpublished), Sir Jahn 

sArtreatises and Collection of early Statute Law and Sir Thomas 

(q0:::51-1; i s "Jos Feuda1e" published only in I657, forty seven years after 

ath, at a time when feudal law was being ruthlessly destroyed, 

as no clear Code of Law. Man of the prevalent legal evils, delay 

stliness, England shared with her Northern neighbour and,if justice 

even in the South, it was , if anything, more intricate. 

e English Commissioners departed from Scots Law, ' it was the Law 

1tYthey followed, not English Common Law. The charge to the 

3ioners of I653 had been to bring Scottish Law into consonance with 

in the Protectorate, the Commissioners for the administration 
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justice were charged to judge " according to equity and good 

Noce -- which they very honestly did to the dismay of some of their 

h colleagues. As far as a layman can judge, their decisions, 

orded in the "Decisions of the English Judges during the Usurpation 

all kostly concerned with land or property are sound judgements 

on equity. In spite of the incoherence of Scottish Law, the imposs- 

gof any attempt to apply the equally incoherent English Comnog Law, 

a lawyer humself, wrote, "and to spec$ the truth, theinglish 

lore indulgent and merciful to the Scots nor were the Scots to their 

witrymen and neighbours as was too evident and their justice exceeded 

cots in mans things as was reputed ". (Nicoll, I04.) With no personal 

°sts, they judged justly. "Diel thank them, a wheen kinless loons: " 

reputed comment on their justice by a later Restoration judge; ties 

1 Were the curse of Scottish legal administration. 

Itwas chiefly in the administration of justice, that changes were 

The Ordinance of Union had abolished all the powers of the 

dsh Parliament, which had numbered among them power to try causes. 

ourt of Session, its Lords Ordinary and Extraordinary, Inner House 

ter House, was abolished. This Court,originally created by JamesV_ 

e the weight of civil cases from the judicial committees of 

merit and Privy Council, had never been popular. The same corruption 

eudalism of the administration which JamesV sought to remedy 

filed Within it also and continued to prevail in the Restoration 

4. The destruction of feudal bonds was a necessary concomitant 

Just administration and it was this which made Protectorate justice 

Of the Court of Session, Sheriff Mackay writes, "Its judges were 

d,WWith good cause of arbitrariness, partiality and bribery and 
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es of deeper dye had in some cases disgraced the judicial office". 

eof Stair,45.) In fairness to the Court, it was the working of the 

rather than the system itself, which was found inefficient, for 

icottish Council through press of business- found it necessary to 

ire a form of the. Outer House. The Commissioners for the 

istration of Justice, who took the place of the Court of Session, 

appointed in May, I652 under the great seal of theCommonwealth. 

were seven in number, with no President, each taking the chair in 

y rotation, Mosely, March, Owen and Smith were English lawyers; 

ohn Hope of Craighall was son of a former Lord Advocate and of a 

family; Sir William Lockhart was more diplomatist and soldier 
The 

lawyer; Sir John Swinton was a time serving politician, Personnel 

Commission underwent considerable change throughout the Protectorate 

cropped tut after I644 when new Commissioners were appointed; Fenwick, 

Swinton, Lockhart, Mosely and Alexander Pearson of Southall. In 

Lockhart and Swinton became members of theScottish Council and 

Ito function as-judges; Sir James Learmont and Sir Andrew Ker 

1Ppointed in their place. When they died in I657, James Dalrymple 

exander Brofiie were appointed. The salary of the Scottish members 

Doper annum --half that of the English. 

Le Gorarnissioners began their work in May I652 by imposing a tactless 

the Bar and instituting a sound measure of legal reform. The 

ierianded thatt. the advocates should take the Tender, and in the 

art of it asked them to swear to be "true and faithful to the 

Health of England ". To ask what was practically abjuration of 

.city was a needless insult to a profession valuing its traditions. 
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The leading advocates withdrew from the Bar but eventually returned 

the Tender was laid aside. A tradition existed that this secession 

dthe practice of voluminous written pleadings which became charact- 

1c of the Scottish Bar for two centuries, since it was found necessary 

struct the English judges in Scots Law, these instructions being 

out by the succeeding advocates but signed by the compliant members 

.°Bar. The reform which outlasted the Protectorate and was a 

it to the country was the abolition of Latin and verbal contractions 

.legal documents; henceforth these were drawn up in English. 

reform was permanent. The Commissioners instituted a purge of 

lerical staff of the judicatories and "filled up the rooms of the 

cecourts with very honest clerks ". (Nicoll, I04.) They issued 

s for the regulation of legal fees, prevention of delays in process 

:Istody of deeds to deter the extortion and malpractices which had 

not infrequent. A special day each week was appointed for the 

s of the poor. 

The work of these Commissioners, like that of the C it of Session 

them, lay in dea,l.ing with Civil causes, practically all concerned 

land tenure and property rights. The Protectorate regime, with 

onfiscations, allocations, grants, fines and abolition of feudal 

Shad brought the system of land holding and inheritance into a 

bordering on chaos. Writing to Thurloe, Broghil stated that the 

shad told him there were nearly 50,000 cases pending. As a result 

the Outer House where one judge could try cases which would have 

ed the time of four (which was a quorum of Commissioners) was 

and greater expedition of legal business achieved. 80,000 cases 

sornething of an exaggeration. If the calculation was correct, 
I 

of the population must llave been involved in litigaticnin the 
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higher courts alone. The'Decisions' are not a twentieth of that 

though it is obvious that the collection is not by any means 

cte. There were long periods when the Commissioners did not ait. 

ssions as recorded are November, I655, to _larch' 56, June and July' 56, 

r'56 to February'57, June and July'57, November'57 to February'58, 

:nf July'58. Twelve decisions is the highest number recorded 

t with in one day. The practice was both to consider written 

ings and issue judgement ther #from, these having been considered by 

mnissioners in avizandum,and to listen to the advocates and forth - 

ive judgement in foro. To deal with the numerous cases recorded, 

one the 50, 000 pending, the judges must ItAve possessed a remarkable 

of diligence, patience and acumen. Respect was paid to Scots 
etc. 

considering evidence of possession, tenure .. but where present 

ions conflated the issue, j livü udgements of equity were the rule. 

ttish Bar did not suffer by an acquaintance with such principles. 

'Institutes', the first grett treatise on Scots Law, owed some - 

oits authors contact with these English lawyers. The judges 

estant obstruction in their task from vested interests and fron 

?eejudice; they sat too seldom, to cope with all the litigation 

but by introducing the principle of equity in judgement as 

to that of priv ,ilege, defended by every quirk of feudal law, they 

ething to the Bar never quite lost, not even in MacKenzie, who 

llsought justice for the witches on principles of equity. 

the Shires, the abolition of hereditary jurisdictions made it 

Ito put something in their stead. In every shire, Justices of 

ewere established and ordered to hold quarter sessions in February, 

sos and October. Monk was a justice for each shire. The 
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Justices were mostly gentlemen of the Shire who took the oath of 

prescribed, which both parties in the Church opposed. 

ant and Covenanter could be found in their number. They had 

;aus and varied social and judicial functions of which the following 

brief summary from the Ordinance establishing or rather re- establish- 

'nee office --for JamesVl had formerly sought to introduce the system 

e interests of law and order in an unruly land. 

The Justices could restrain any who threatened another till he 

security that he would keep the peace; if a case of assault, was 

'fieiently punished by the sheriff, they had power to report the 

rto the Council and on its instruction mete out due penalty; in 

case of collusion between the guilty person and the sheriff, the 

ices were to report to the Council who would deal with the subornation, 

lignant sheriff was not likely to punish heavily one of Middleton's 

troopers nor a hereditary sheriff one of his own retainers unless 

cdsinned against himself). Riot, vagabondage, poaching, drunkenness 

6thprofanation, cursing and fornication were to be tried by them 

punished. The fines for the last crime were fixed at £400Scots 

a nobleman, £200Scots for a baron, £25Scots for a farmer etc. and 

doubled for every repetition of the offence. They had to assure 

highways and bridges in the Shires and Burghs under their juris- 

onwere kept in a proper state of repair; they had to oversee 

ibrewing and regulate the quarterly wages of labourers, punishing 

'who refused to serve wit' ì imprisonment; they fixed the price 

4aftsmen's work. Power of emergency action in plague was given to 

They had control of the jails and appointed constables in each 

t a shilling per day, when there were 'constabulry duties to 
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o be done'. The Justices were responsible for the care of the 

In cases of major creme, murder, felony, incest etc., they were 

Ake recognisances and pass the case on to the criminal court. 

In many districts, tlie Justices functioned efficiently. They were 

civil arm by which the Kirk visited its discipline on the persons 

pockets of offenders. They kept the peace, perhaps not so much 

ugh their constables as through the knw ,ledge of those who would 

aft it that the Array was behind the law to enforce severe penalties; 

inglish officers resident in theVhires were included among the Justices 

hePeace. So well did the system work in the Highlands that Monk 

d outbreak from the Lowlands rather than from that quarter; letters 

his officers there bore witness to the prevailing quiet and IEionk 

t "I find them very punctual in observing of orders for apprehending 

broken men or thieves to that country, which I could never bring them 

al of late ". The work of the Justices was not only to keep the 

!but to establish its conditions, hence their powere to fix wages, 

rise legal brewing etc.. Here was an attempt to help the 'meaner 

to establish in social practice some of the principle of equity 

the Commissioners administered in the law. Presumably cost of .1 

determined wages, the higher the price of corn, the higher the wage; 

8h experience of this system showed that a bad year with high prices 

the Justices to lower wages on the ground that the bad crop did 

Ilan higher payment. In Scotland, much the same most likely 

red; in a legal case the Justices might be fair, in 'patters of 

and economic regulation they were as prone as the old hereditary 

's to serve their class and kin. In theseunsettled times such 

''Is were needed and the necessity of their institution is witnessed 
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by the fact that Charles II continued the system with practically 

same instructions to the Justices who were then,of course,Rpyalist. 

rpowers were employed in crushing the Covenanting movement in the 

1West. After the Revolution, perhaps because it was seen that the 

ices could be too readily the servants of party, their powere gradually 

ished, passing into the hands of the sheriff or of the Burgh 

strate. The supervision of licensing which in Scottish counties 

.ill in their hands is a relic of their former powers. 

legal innovation of the protectorate was the establishment of Courts 

in every county. (Act Parl.VI, 2.8I6.) These had no relation 

eolder baronial courts and were in reality small debt courts set 

each parochial area, presided over by the local dignitaries. 

.ch area, formerly deemed a 'manor', such a court was to' be set up 

power to determine suits of less than forty shillings value and 

ebye-laws forthe district. This court was intended too relieve 

úgher judicatories of the multitudinous small litigations which 

helmed the courts. It perished with the Protectorate,:having 

Toned but little. 

The condition of the Burghs in trade and social life had been 

dered. The administration of their affairs was in the hands 

magistrates, who, within the limits of the Burgh, had powers 

rto those of the Justice of the Peace, which they had gradually 

elated in the past century and which were still largely vested 

° merchant class. Though their trade was diminished, by the 

action of feudal legislation the power of the Burgh in its own 

and in those of the realm was increased. The freedom which 

°naoYed was used by the merchants to further their own interests 

tike, Tucker and licol1, widely differing authorities commented 
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gly on their petty tyranny. During the Protectorate, the 

trates in various Burghs and the Kirk were at loggerheads with 

other overthe taking of the Tender, though as the regime extended 

iff erences began to heal. Magisterial imposition of local taxes 

!fertile source of discontent and in Edinburgh the advocates had sore 

ewith the baillies over an impost on beer and claret, additional 

e excise, which seemed to hit the faculty rather hard. The 

trates had little scruple in gathering where they had not strawed; 

urgh was constantly seeaking to mulct Leith; other cases of the 

arbitrary extention of jurisdiction are recorded; Cupar magistrates 

sought to levy taxes on goods sold in Auchtermuchty. The rise 

lasgow as a city dates from this time when it had become second 

in the realm, although possessing only twelve ships, none over 

tons; Leith was still the largest. The Protectorate administration 

di'avour to the city; Ktcoll and Eaillie both write of the enter - 

and industry of her magistrates. "Our town thrives in proportion 

all in the land ". Gillespie's interference in magisterial 

Irswas checked by Monk and the town grew steadily in wealth and 

rtaneö. A few other ]iurghs, such as Inverness, enjoyed a temporary 

rity because of the trade brought by the residence of a lar;;e 

ish garrison. 

Under the Scottish Council, other courts and Commissions than those 

Idymentioned functioned continuously. Admiralty and Exchequer 

lrswere transacted by separate bodies and showed an impersonal 

aghness in their administration. The offices of Signet, PriVy 

and Lord Clerk Register were retained and employed. Over all, 

eottish Council created in I655 had complete control. It exercised 
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an authority as supreme as that of the Star Chamber. It wa he 

ument of perfecting the Protector's policy; all its members were 

en, rather than servantes of Parliament or of the English Council of 

Professor Firth thinks that the guiding spirit of the Council 

roghil, but Jiiroghil was only little more than a year in Scotland 

President. The true director of affairs was Monk who was 

antly resident; the other members Scottish and English were often 

gland attending Parliament or,like Lockhart,employed on the 

ctor's business elsewhere. Monk remained behind to keep the peace. 

etters show a painstaking care for all details of administration; 

dvice the Protector almost invariably followed (e.g. in reducing 

ass); when someone wormed out of Cromwell some special favour or 

erence, a letter from Monk could always reinstate the status quo. 

d been seen that he was a little inclined to be vengeful when tricked, 

he was not often tricked, he was not often vengeful. If Jamesl 

etermined to make "the key keep the castle and the bracken bush the 

Monk sought to make even the key superfluous. Property, if 

ted by the assessor and collector, was made safe from the robber. 

het efforts of the administration were directed to making justice 

easy and impeccable; the establishment of theJustices and Courts 

had the needs of the poor in view; in the Higher Courts fees 

cheapened, though after the appointment of Wariston to the Register- 

they again rose. Justice was expedited and the Scots bore 

to to its honesty. The English Commissioners worked hard and 

aously; unfettered by their Common Law and with a good deal more 

for theit cannon sense, tied by no personal considerations, 

eon occasiòn, just according to the light that was in them, they 

Other personifications of "Monk's spirit ". The Council equitably 
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applied the economic clauses of the Uniofl; the failure of these 

eft up Scotland from poverty was due to the heavy assessment which 

perceived and tried to remedy. His letter to Thurloe, already 

d, with its kindly wording, °I much desire you will pity this poor 

ry ", showed that he had a genuine regard for its welfare. So 

did he do his work and in such high, if unvoiced,respect was he 

by the Scots, that during the anarchy that followed Richard CromwellA 

cation and the subsequent withdrawal of Monk and his army from 

land in January I660, no such intrigue and turmoil as broke out 

Southern Kingdom troubled Scotland which dwelt in peace until 

Restoration. If Charles had sent Monk back to Scotland as his 

ssioner, the land might have been spared the sorrows of the Killing 

THE END OF THE REGIME. 

The death of the Protector, the abdication of Richard and the 

licts between the Army and Parliament changed little in Scotland 

Monk stood guard. Wartston, firdt a member of the Protector's 

?House, then for a time President of the council, and Argyll, now 

ber of the Commons, intrigued for their old power, yet character - 

eally also sought the absolute establishment of Presbyterianism 

the complete restoration of Scots Law. How much Scotland might 

et from England now that Oliver was gone was shown by the fact 

Parliaments of the anarchy both denied the right of the Scottish 

ers to sit and doubled the Assessment of the country whose rights 

denied. In Februar I660, Monk's last speech on behalf pf the 

try he governed demander from the House a fairer proportionable 
ti on. 
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The epitaph om the Protector's administration in Scotland might 

ingly be, "He meant well ". Difficulties which could be solved by 

e of arms or by straightforward legislation were solved. It was a 

of to enjoy peace, even If it meant enduring poverty, poverty which 

long been the lot of the canon people. Cromwell could justly 

that men were freer from servile ties. These things the law 

ed by the sword could achieve. But such methods could not recreate 

try nor increase trade; it was one thing to order the establishment 

ndustries and quite another to create them in a land overburdened 

axation and devastated by war. Macaulay's picturee of a prosperous 

land is simply u;,true. The meïchants,as was their custom, 

erated in their own interests their poverty and the hardness of 

rcase; they had a better livelihood than most other classes; their 

found money to dress better than most --and in a Putitan regime; 

trade and commerceesoorely reduced and did not prosper till the next 

47. If the manufactures of the two countries had been of equal 

ìard, if the Scots had kept their continental markets intact, the 

rate in Customs imposed by the Union might have been considered 

enable, if hard. But Scottish goods were inferior and Scottish 

nental markets were lost, without compendation , for Scotland had 

de such as England possessed with the Indies and théWest . The 

of trade affected all classes of the community from landowner to 

t. 

The abo-Lition of feudalism was a necessary reform but not even 

oils are abolished without creating new. Vagabonçlage became the 

'ftheflandless feudal retainer, when his lord could not sustain him. 

affairs were settled, insecurity of tenure caused unrest, multiplied 
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debts and disturbed agriculture. By the end of the Protectorate, 

e settled regime was emerging and the freedom gained was never lost. 

In Law, the Protectorate left some mark in the country if only by 

bolition of legal Latin and the production of the author of the 

tutes. The reform went deeper; the old hereditary systems received 

death blow; as a class the processional lawyer sprang into being 

elude the older feudal judges and administrators; an acáuaintance 

equity gave the Scots a desire for even judgement; the chaos of 

aw revealed through those who attempted its fair administration 

!d the necessity of codification; Stair's'Institutes' arèse directly 

the legal needs which the time revealed. 

Scottish politics of the age, like those of England, are confused 

ortuous. It is a simple picture to see them as the revolt against 

trt tyranny causing an alliance between Church andfStateywhich the 

tof the King and the defeat at Dunbar severed and as a subsenuent 

need subjection under a Protector. In truth, the land was full 

grannies great and small. The Kirk sought freedom from the drown 

with the feudal constitutionalist and once the Kirk was seated in 

the latter sought his freedom from b.er trammels. The nobles 

ower, the Kirk sought freedom from them. The smaller heritore 

red liberation from the bondage of his feudal superior and the 

rand middle sort from theirs if in the country and if in the town, 

the petty tyranny of the merchant magistrate. The merchants had 

sown complaints and interests to prosecute. In every case, the 

Pty desired, when a measure if it came to be enjoyed, became liberty 

.)press the opponent or the inferior. Oliver oppressed all that they 

oppress none. Only the Puritan discipline of the Church was 
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enco_.raged and this tyranny was grievous. With all Cromwell's 

intentions, much petty oppression existed in the lot of the common 

The Rernonstrants alone of all the parties voiced a claim fpr 

relief. 

The growth of the two parties within the Church had been traced. 

he protagonists every type of establishmentarian and seceder in the 

Scottish Church can be found, even to the seceder who did not 

pie to use the law for his own purposes, although he had violently 

cted to his opponents' so doffing. No disservice was occasioned 

he Church through the abolition of the Assembly. It prevented 

tional separation and Presbyterian principles throve in Protectorate 

land. The Resolutioner- Protester strife was a grievous illustration 

he gradual loss of first principles in a party feud developing 

een two sets of intriguing Church politicians. These principles s 

ived the feuds, however, and by process of synthesis, created the 

dished Church of the Revolutions; the statesmen who built that 

-rch profited by the experiences of the old controversy. It may not 

too much to say that the Church remained democratic in constitution 

use of the Protester and Established and kational because of the 

Iutioner. IIad these two parties not fought in the Protectorate, 

Church of the Revolution would have had a different shape. 

There were many reasons why Scotland welcomed the Restoration. 

chief is sdmply that she valued her independence. No nation has 

valued good government more highly than self- government, a'fact 

Englishmen have been slow to realise. Tired of an impoverishing 

the Scots endured the Protector's peace; tired of an impoverishing 

and ecclesiastical penalties, they welcomed the Restoration.. 
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Ydhen that did not bring either peace or plenty, the Revolution 

accepted with a more restrained and sober anticipation. Cromwell 

some consideration to Scotland's wishes; he restrained the reckless 

oitation which his Parliaments would have practised. But he too 

ed,li:ke Ludlow,that England was condescending. The Scots were 

the noble of his ancestry, the lawyer of his law, the Kirk of 

new order, the merchant of his hard won priveleges, the common man 

ite unundertandably to the English --of being Scot. Her 

ory, her law, her Kirk, her trade, England had sympathy with none 

hem; of them with bitter irony a Scot might have remarked, "a poor 

g, but mine own ". His own he was determined to have, too often 

particular'own' , at4 the expense of his brother Scot. It was divid- 

nterests which gave Scotland into the Protector's keeping. He kept 

safe, sad and sullen. 

)iSi1 .`;' 
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